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VOLUME 2

Reconnaissance of the South Side

Tributaries of the Snake River

(Streams considered in downstream order)

Bannook Creek. - Baimock Creek enters the Snake from the south

in American Falls Reservoir, about 11 miles above the dam. The lower

3 or L miles of its valley are in the reservoir and the next few miles

are affeoted by it as the stream being retarded has formed many swampy

areas and ponds which are now grown full of tubs. At times of full

reservoir the stream is influenced by the reservoir as far upstream as

the highway and railroad crossing, a mile east of Schiller.

The axis of the Bannock Creek valley, a rather wide trough

between two mountain ranges, is nearly due north and south throughout

most of its course. It drains the western slope of the Bannook Range

and the eastern slopes of the Deep Creek Range. The creek originates

about 30 miles south from Sohiller, at an elevation of about 5200, flows

north with a slight westward trend to Sohfller, where it turns west to

enter the reservoir at about elevation L350. The lower 2]. miles of the

valley are in a portion of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation and the 'lands

enerally are not cultivated. Isolated hay meadows, in small tracts, dot

the valley floor in places in this area. They are generallyirrigated

by short diversion ditches from Bannook Creek or from one of its trib-

utaries.
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South of the reservation line, which is about l miles north of

Pauline, the land is almost entirely under oultivation. The bottom lands

are irrigated in places, but the far larger portion of the valley is used

for wheat and other grains raised by dry land methods.

The map indicates two small towna in the area south of the

reservation, Pauline arid Arbor, but neither of these are towns, there

being only one set of buildings at either place, In the reservation area,

other than isolated Indian shacks, the only buildings observed was an

Indian school.

The Bannock valley generally is a wide, nearly flat bottom valley

with the side slopes rising gradually to meet the mountain ranges on either

aide. In the lower reaches this valley is several miles wide. It narrows

gradually upstream to the vioiqity of Rattlesnake Creek, 13 miles up where

the valley characteristics change to a modified canyon, With one narrow

constriction and a narrower valley bottom above it. Near Pauline, 8 or 9

miles farther up, the valley again Widens out but the bottom is no longer

flat, but consists of a series of low rolling hills and these continue to

the beadwater divide.

Bannook Creek receives its flow from the mountain ranges along

either side, and most of it arrives at the Bannook channel in its middle

reaches. The headwater area provides very little water as the mountain

trough in which the creek rune continues on south, but tilts the other.

way and leads the drainage into the Malad River.
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Many of the tributary streams are spring fed and these aid

materially in maintaining the summer flow. No flow measurements of

Bannock Creek are of record so the possibilities of the stream are in-

determinate. At the time of the reconnaissance the stream was running

possibly 150 second feet and the indications showed that the water had

been much higher earlier in the year.
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Beacon site from downstream
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Only one chance exists to place a storage on this stream. The

dam. site would be at what we called the "Beacon site", a the airways

beacon just above the mouth of Rattlesnake Creek. This would be on

Indian land and. would be of benefit to the Indian lands along the lower

valley. It is the only place on the creek where the valley narrows down

to offer a dam site. It widens again above the site to offer a fairly

good reservoir site for the amount of water available. The dam would

be about 70 feet high from elevation L73O to elevation ti.800 and the

reservoir would contain 30,000 acre feet more or less.

-3-
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Beacon site front upstream

The dam site is about 200 feet wide in the bottom with a high

rock ridge forming the left abutment. The right abutment is a rock latch

backed up by a long low ridge jutting out from the hills to the right.

The left abutment appears to be very solid, the rock which may be

gneissic, standing in a sQhid mass in place showing a vertical system

of fractures of a more or less conic pattern but no displacement. The

joints appeared to be tight and it is believed that very little stripping

or treatment will be required on this abutment for a dam of the height

necessary. The slope of this abutment after the talus slope is removed

will be about 3/li to 1.

The right abutment latohl shows broken outcroppings of white

chrystalhine rock, believed to be quartzzLte. This abutment will require

considerable stripping and treatment to make it watertight. The con-

necting ridge from the right hcwed no rock outcrops, and it may be that

the rook is not continuous in this ridge from the latoll back to the hills.
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Beacon Site

Looking across at
left abutment.

- L;

View upstream into
reservoir area from
the dam site.

Rook outcrops in
right abutment
knoll.
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The ridge, however, should be adequate to hold the low earth fill required

to close the saddle. This fill will be some 2000 feet long with 20 to 30

feet maximum height.

Rattlesnake Creek, probably the largest tributary stream, can

be diverted into the reservoir by a short diiersion canal through very

easy country.
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View looking up Ratt1esnak ireek from
near its mouth below the Lcon site.

The reservoir area will inàlude a strip about 500 feet wide

-

of hay meadows the full length of the reservoir, and four Indian shacks.

The road would have to be relocated through the area, bxt this would not

be a difficult problem. The apparent route would be to swing up

Rattlesnake Creek for about a mile on the south side of the creek, climb-

ing to cross the canal from Rattlesnake and the end of the dam and then

skirt the east side of the reservoir. The grades would not be exoessive

nor the country difficult.

-5-
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Earthfill materials and small rook are available at or near the

darn site. The nearest gravel observed was in a knoll about 3 miles above

the darn, but it may be available closer if search is made. A search will

also have to be made for suitable paving rock as all the rook obseted

would break too small for the purpose. It should be found, though, at

not too great a distance, probably up Rattlesnake Canyon.

-6-



Rook Creek (Power County)

Rook Creek (Power County) enters the Snake River from the south-

east, about 12 miles downstream from the American Falls dam. It drains

the western slope of the Deep Creek mountains and the eastern slope of

the high country in the Minidoka. National Fore8t around Table Mountain

and Hartley Peak. The oreok originates about 30 miles southeast of the

Snake in a wide alluvial valley where the divide between the Snake River

slope and the Deep Creek slope into the Malad drainage is scarcely dis-

tinguishable, the valley in this area being a wide trough through the

mountains. The creek flows northwesterly through this wide valley

throughout most of its course picking up the flow from it8 tributary

creeks, most of which are spring fed. The last 3 miles of its course

are the exception. Here the creek's course is cut through the Massacre

volcanios that lie along the south side of the Snake in this area and

the creek is in a basalt ried box canyon 200 feet or so deep.

The entire valley except these lower 3 miles is occupied and

most of it is under cultivation. The valley floor is nearly aU irri-
gated and the higher benches farnd by dry farm methods The town of

Rockland. with its population of about L.00 is the metropolis of the valley

and the only town. Landing and Roy, two upstream villages shown on the

map, have only one or two buildings to mark their locations.

It has been determined that about 9000 acres of land around

Rockland. would be benefitted by additional water. This would require

storage on the stream above Rockland and. above Rockland there are no

-7-



darn sites, In l9L0 the Bureau considered the construction of a darn to

store 3000 acre feet of water about 3 miles above Rockland in Sec. 29,

Twp. 10 S., R. 31 E. At this point a mountain called Molly's Nipple

jutting up at the west edge of the valley was proposed for the left abut-

ment. A long low fan projecting out from the hills to the east would make

the right abutment. The flat valley floor is about 1/2 mile wide between

them. It does not look attractive even in a country where darn sites are

non-existent.

;

- ,,_4
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Molly's Nipple site from dcstream

The reservoir area is cultivated and irrigated. There will be

three or four farms inundated. The highway, a wide graded, gravelled

road, will have to be relocated.

Materials for such a darn will be readily available as both

gravels and silts exist in large quantities on the valley floor and the

fans out fran the hills to the right will provide another large source.

-8-



Molly's Nipple Site

Molly's Nipple from across the valley.
This view looks southwest along the
axis of the site.

View downstreaxn over the reservoir

area.
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No alternate to this proposal could be found.. Other dam sites

of similar character are available, but the reservoir conditions are auth

that higher dams would be required to equal the storage and all of them

would be exceedingly large structures for such small storage.

The contribution of water to the Snake from Rook Creek is not

aiown as there are no records of Ita flaw. It is, however, a fairly

large creek and the spring fed tributaries supply a usable flow in Rock

Creek even during the dry season. From cc*nparison with other similar

creeks in the area it is estimated that its discharge into the Snake

will be from LLO,000 to 60,000 acre feet a year.

There is an opportunity, to store Rook Creek water in the

Rook Creek basin but it will be below the town of Rockland and at the

downstream limits of the irrigable lands in the Rook Creek 'valley.

This reservoir can be of no benefit to Rock Creek valley, but it may be

of value to lands downstream along the Snake.

The damn site is in the SW See. 9, Twp.. 9 S., R. 30 at the

upper end of the box canyon where Rook Creek enters the Massacre volcanios.

This canyon offers a very good dam site. Talus slopes obscure the lower

portion of the cauyon walls so that this portion could not be observed

but the upper two thirds of the walls are exposed and appear to be ex-

tremely tight for basalts. Some treatment will doubtless be necessary

to stop leakage, but it is not expected to be excessive.

The canyon will be probably 200 or 300 feet wide in the bottom

when the talus is removed and the walls will probably stand at about

-9-



1/2 to 1 up for 100 feet or more. No soft contact zones were observed

and if there be any they are under the existing talus slopes.

: :

The lower dam site on Rook Creek
from upstream

The reservoir is an exceptionally good one. The valley widens

out immediately above the dani site to a flat bottomed valley with steep

side walls and an easy valley gradient. It is, however, except for the

lower three quarters of a mile, entirely under cultivation and the land

is irrigated. If a dam 110 feet high is constructed here, it will raise

the water up to about elevation L500 and the pool will extend back up the

valley about 3 miles. It would inundate about 600 acres of cultivated

lands and about six fanri sets, none of which are improved to any great

degree. The road along the right bank for the upper two miles would

constitute the only other flowage problem. This may require some hea'vy

-10-



Dam Site on Rook Creek in SW Sec. 9, Twp. 9 S., R. 3ó E

aa:
View upstream into the reservoir area
from the dam site.

View upstream over the cultivated lands
in the reservoir area.
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grading as the valley wall is quite broken by intersecting gullies and

ravines. The reservoir would contain Li.5,000 acre feet of water more or

less.

The darn site is adaptable to 53T type of structure even to

the possibility of a modified arch den, but the availability of con-

struction materials will probably dictate an earth and rock fill struct-

ure. Gravels in quantity were not observed close to the site. Rook in

any- quantity is available at the site and earthf ill materials may be

obtained in the reservoir area or from the bench lands on either side.

This reservoir site has one distinct advantage in that it will

collect all of the return water from all the irrigated lands in the basin

as well as all excess flawe at all times. It will, in effect, replace

storage in .Amerioan Falls Reservoir, or even in Jackson Lake, and so be

of much greater value than is readily apparent. The construction of a

small reservoir above Rockland would not materially detract from the

value of this reservoir for downstream purposes.
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. The Raft River

This tributary enters the Snake from the south, discharging into

Lake Walcott about 114 miles above Minidoka Dam. Minidoka. Dam is 36 miles

upstream frcm Mimer darn and acta mainly as the diversion dani for the

north and south canals that feed the Rupert area on the north and the

Burley area on the south. Lake Walcott has a storage capacity of

107,000 acre feet in its own reservoir, but the main water for diver-

sion is supplied by releases from American Falls Reservoir.

Very little is ]ovn about the contribution of water from the

Raft into Lake Walcott. Short period measurements were made on the Raft

at Bridge, Idaho and on Cassia Creek at Conant. These points are far

upstream and the findings here can not be construed as being indicative

of the discharge into Lake Walcott near Yale. The Raft above Bridge,

and Cassia Creek above Conant are the two largest tributaries, but they

drain possibly about L.0O square miles of the Raft's 11400 square miles of

drainage area. The contribution from the rest of the area and its course

to the Snake is a matter of conjecture only, as most of it flaws underground.

Stearns, in Water Supply Paper No. 771t, concludes that although

the Raft above Bridge, coupled with Cassia Creek and Clear Creek receives

an awival contribution of better than 50,000 acre feet, its discharge

into Lake Walcott is only about 8000 acre feet annually. Some of this

water, a small portion, is used in the Raft valley for irrigation, but

the rest and largest portion proceeds in the ground water flow which

Spasses under the lavas to the west of the Raft's present channel in

the vicinity of Idehome and goes under the present channel of the Snake

L
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in its own pre-lava channel to join-, the ground water in the northern

part of the valley from where it moves westward in one or more of the

lava filled valleys of the Snake to emerge in the springs in the lower

canyon.

The Raft valley is a wide gradu1ly sloping valley throughout

almost its entire course. It is some 35 miles wide iear its juncture

with the Snake and about 15 miles wide near Malta, 140 miles up. Cassia

Creek enters here from the west. The valley holds this width for some

15 miles up to Bridge, where Clear Creek joins from the south and the

Raft comes in from the southwest.

Through this wide valley plain the Raft River runs in a shallow

banked channel generally only 10 to 20 feet below the surface of the

plain. From the river the valley floor slopes up on long easy slopes

to meet the foot hills several miles away to either side. Topographioally

the valley offers an ideal irrigation situation if the other more impor-

tant soil and water conditions were also present.

The river enters the Snake at about elevation 14200. At Malta

it is about at elevation 14500 and at Bridge about 14800. The stream

gradient is regular all the way. Above Malta on Cassia Creek and above

Bridge on Clear Creek and the Raft the stream gradients steepen but

the valleys remain wide for several more miles on each of the tributar-

ies. The Clear Creek valley never does narrow down. It oontinuea its

rather gentle slope and wide valley clear to its headwaters and provides

the pass for the Burley to Salt Lake Cit1 highway which crosses the Kelton

Pass at an elevation of 5305. Cassia Creek 'valley remains wide for about
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seven miles to the west of Malta at which point it crosses out of the foot

hills and the hills crowd it somewhat to offer a none too satisfactory dam

site. Above this restriction the valley again widens, but is not the

gentle sloping valley so general below. The valley sides are a series of

benches that rise more or lees steeply to meet the hills and the creek runs

in a modified inner canyon in places. Conner Creek joins Cassia from the

north at the restriction and Clyde Creek L. or 5 miles farther up, near

the town of Elba. Above Elba the creeks run in more defined canyons,

quite narrow and they climb steeply to their headwaters where the pass

elevations are about 9000 feet and the peak elevations up to 10,3W) feet

at the summit of Cache Peak.

On the Raft the valley remains wide for abort 8 miles south-

west of Bridge where the first constriction occurs. At this point the

Raft cuts through the foot hill range very similar to Cassia Creek ex-

cept that the hills crowd the stream more abruptly from both sides, offer-

ing a much more satisfactory dam site. The basin above the site widens

quite similar to Casaia Creek except that it is larger and the tributary

creeks enter from all directions of the western semi-circle. George

Creak enters fran the south and wninit Creek from the north. Edward

Creek,, Almo Creek, Circle Creek and the Raft itself drain the areas in

between. The waters from all of them reach the Raft channel within a

reach about L. miles long and this area offers the only possible reServoir

site. The combined average annual flow of all the streams is only about

L5 second feet and above this basin the streams are all too small for

storage consideration. In the vicinity of the town of Almo the waters
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of Edwards Creek and Almo Creek are partially diverted to irrigate an1l

tracts around the town. One really good orchard was observed, but gen-

erally the land is used for hay end small grains for oattle feed.

From the east four tributaries flow into the Raft basin but

their waters do not reach the Raft channel. One such stream fi.ows

down Heg].ar canyon which joins the Raft near Yale. High in the head-

waters the tributaries of this creek are peienntal, some of them spring

fed, but their flaw is never large and a short distance below Heg].ar

post office the flow entirely disappears. Sublett Creek, which drains

the area northeast of Malta, collects the water from Shirley Creek and

Warm Creek as well as its own tributaries. In the mountains these streams

are perential and many of them are also spring fed. & reservoir has be

constructed on Sublett Creek that stores 2390. acre feet behind an earth

and rock fill dan 630 feet long and 1.7 feet high, for use on the ranches

along Sublett Creek for about 10 miles downstream from the reservoir,

The flows of all these streams disappear soon after they reach the edge

of the foot hills. Meadow Creek that drains the tributary area east and

southeast of Malta shows rio active flow anywhere in its course at normal.

times. Cloud bursts or excessively rapid snow melt will cause water

to run in its channel in the hill reaches of its course, but upon meet-

ing the edge of the valley plain even the channel quickly disappears.

Eit Mile Creek drains the area east of Bridge. In the foot hills its

flow is trapped in a small stock watering reservoir and none of it ever

reaches the Raft channel.
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Sub lett Dam

View of dam from the right abutment upstream
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View of the dsm from. downstream. Increase in
height can be seen in this view.



Sublett Reservoir

L
View upstream from the right abutment

View downstream from near the upper end of

the lake



Generally the great expanse of the Raft drainage is covered by

a light stand of sage brush and cacti. High in the mountains both east

and west are light stands of juniper and in the forest areas at the head

of Sublett and Heglar Creeks is a fairly heavy stand of pine and fir.

Small aots of irrigated lands under cultivation exist at various places

in the basin. High up on the Raft there are )470 aeres irrigated by

diversions near the town of Yost, Utah. In Idaho there are about 16,000

acres olai(ng water rights, but only 10,000 to 15,000 are usually culti-

vated. These tracts are scattered throughout the basin ad are concen-

trated more or lees near the towns of Malta, Biba, Limo and Tale. There

are scattered tracts also on Clear Creek, on the Raft near Bridge, along

Cassia Creek and at Sublett on Sublett Creek. None of the farms appeared

very prosperous, but of these, the ones along Sublett Creek appeared to

be the better lands. It is believed that the land in 1±is valley does

not compare favorably with the lands along the Snake. Generally the

land observed was quite gravelly, only in a few isolated places did

there appear to be any loan top soil. The road cut from Malta to Sublett

furnished a good cross section of the soil conditions in the eastern por.

tion of the valley. This 10 miles showed only gravel, sometimes with no

silt at all covering it and over much of it a layer only inches deep.

One place was observed where for a short distance the soil silt top

layer was about 2 feet thick. This was the maximum observed. This

condition explains why the eastern tributaries fade away so rapidly

upon reaching the valley floor. The gravel layer must be many feet

thick over the entire area. One well near Malta showed it to be t.7

feet thick in that area.
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The geological history of the Raft basin is not entirely clear.

From its headwaters in Utah the Raft flows generally north in a wide

structural basin that is entirely surrounded by the Goose Creek mountains

and adjacent ranges. At the north end of this valley the river turns

abruptly east and it has cut a narrow canyon through the foot hill range

to enter another broad structural valley and continue its way north.

The mountain structure is basically granitic and outcrops of granite are

visible at many places. The associated rhyolites, gneissic rocks and

schists predominate. The granite outcrop at the head of Circle Creek,

called the "City of Rocks" is quite spectacular.

The valley floors in upper Cassia Creek and. the upper valley of

the Raft are the silts and soils formed by the weathering of the neighbor-

ing local materials. The valley floors of Clear Creek and the main lower

valley are essentially gravels that have been transported and deposited

in the valleys. The thickness of these gravels is not generally known but

City of Rocks looking east from near the summit
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City of Rocks

Two views of "The West City Limits" Granite
Spires on the divide between Circle Creek
and Birch Creek



City of Rocks

Some rock shapes
in the "City.

The rock is granite.



in the vicinity of Malta they are about 50 feet thick and are underlain

by a deposit of lake bed materials. The mouth of the valley, up to as

far as Idahome, is partially blocked with the only basalt flow in the

basin. It is probable that the basalt flow blocked the valley at one

time and formed a lake that extended upstream to above Malta and per-

mitted the deposition of the lake bed materials. It is also possible that

the Clear Creek end lower Raft valleys provided one of the earlier outlets

for old Lake Bonneville and from this source received the gravels that so

completely filled the valleys. This valley is similar in many respects

to the valler of Marsh Creek and the Portneuf to the east where the out-

pouringa from the lake made such a shambles of that valley. Keiton Pass

is now about L.50 feet higher than the Marsh Creek Pass and it is conceiv-

able that the cutting down of Marsh Creek outlet lowered the water and cut

off the flow down the Raft, This might explain the wide valley of Clear

Creek and the limnense deposits of gravel. The Raft valley gravels are

graded smaller than the Marsh Creek gravels and indicate that the flow

through this valley was not so violent. Subsequent erosion and weathering

has provided a. soil cover over most of the valley, but only in comparatively

few isolated districts is this soil suitable for agricultural purposes.

Several irrigation projects have been initiated in the Raft

basin but none of them have been very successful. One pxjeot built the

town of Idahonie 7 or 8 miles below Malta and started irrigating lands in

that area, but it was unsuccessful. Even the town has disappeared in the

ensuing years. Bridge is almost in the ghost town stage. Of the few

buildings remaining only one appeai-ed to be occupied. Elba (population 250)



.
end Alino (population 310) appear to be small Morman towns of only a. few

families each. Malta with a population of 235 is the metropolis of the

basin, due to its location on the highway. Elba and &lmo sit way back in

the foot hills with only narrow gravel roads giving them a connection

with the outside world. fliere are no railroads in the Raft River basin.

One ojeot proposed for the vicinity of Bridge consisted of

pumping water from the ground water supply which lies only 10 or 12 feet

below the surface in that area and conducting it in canals to lands to

be irrigated below Bridge. Steariie of the U.S.G.S. made an exaninat1on

of the ground water conditions in the area and estimated that 10,000

acres could thus be irrigated without unduly depleting the ground water

supply. This possibility still exists but the type of lands available

arid the value of crops that could be raised at that elevation would

'probably not produce a successful development.

Flood conditions sometimes prevail in the vicinity of Bridge

also. In this section of the river the gradient is so flat that the

runoff from the spring melt sometimes is discharged onto the wide flat

plain by the Raft arid Clear Creek faster than the water will move off

downstream and it consequently spreads out where much of it seeps away

and is added to the ground water supply.

In recent years the Grazing Service has built small stock water-

ing reservoirs at many places around the Raft basin. These are all sniall

and will not affect the water supply studies of the stream.

Storage reservoirs have been proposed for Cassia Creek and for

the Raft above Bridge. Another reservoir (Nedda) was proposed for either
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Clear Creek or Meadow Greek as jnformatjon was found that located it on

each of these streams. Neither site is tenable. Meadow Creek has no water

at all to add to the situation that prevails on Clear Creek where, although

some water is available, there is no dam site or reservoir area.

The proposed site of the Nedda Reservoir on Clear Creek was

not definitely located in the report that proposed it, and no possible

point for such a dam could be found in the field. As stated before the

Clear Creek valley remains wide and comparatively flat throughout its

entire course. A dam at the narrowest point in the valley would be more

than a mile long and only a few feet high. Its reservoir would spread

wide at the dam and would not extend far upstream as the valley grade

steepens in the vicinity above Bridge. Evaporation and seepage into

the ground water could be eected to be very rapid and the reservoir

would probably yield very little water for irrigation use.

The site on Meadow Creek was located in Sec. 21, T. 13 S.,

R. 27 E., which would place it about i. miles southeast of Malta. A re-

oonnaiasanoe of the area not only did not reveal a dam or reservoir site,

it did not reveal any creek. Where the map showed the creek to be there

was only the wide expanse of gently sloping sage covered Raft River valley

floor, out in places by shallow gullies that showed that under extreme

conditions some water ran off the slopes in the area. These gullies would

generally be from 12 to 18 inches deep and never wider than 3 or Li. feet.

All exposed gravel bottoms and not one of them was carrying arty water at

the time of the reconnaisSance, although the melting snow was still cover-

ing the ground only a couple of miles to the east.
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During the railroad building era, a railroad was started up the

Raft. It originated at Burley, passed through Dec10 and Idahome, crossed

the Raft and embed the Raft valley on the east side of the river past

Malta and Bridge and up Clear Creek to ICelton Pass where the grade ends.

The rails on this line now end. at Dada. Evidence sens to indicate

that the rails were at one time laid to Idahome at least, or possibly to

the Raft crossing near Malta, but above this there is no evidence that

anything but the grading work was done. The openings left for drainage

structures do not indicate that the bridges were even constructed and

the roadbed does not show that any ties were laid.

This railroad grade crosses through the area of Meadow Creek

where the information locates the proposed Nedda Reservoir site. In

this area the grade is generally a fill with the grade line coinciding

.

with the tops of the higher folds in the ground. contour. The fill gen-

erally is frcm 3 to 5 feet high with a maximum of possibly 6 feet. The

reconnaissance party followed this grade for miles hunting for Meadow

Creek. The search was fruitless as there was no creek, Several open-

ings in the grade had been left for drainage structures, but at no place

in the several miles traveled was there any indication of active water

other than the many small gullies mentioned before.

At one place sonewbat south of the location indicated there were

indications that an attnpt had been made to trap water above the rail-
road grade. In this area the gaps in the grade had been filled in and

cross ditches had been excavated between the gullies above to lead the
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water, if any, to the deepest opening in the reach. In this opening an

18-inch band operated gate had been installed. There is evidence that

the gate had operated at some time as the gully below was more pronounced

than those above, and the fill had been washed away from around the gate

structure, but there was no indication that any water had been stored

above the fill. No hi water lines wore in evidence and the sage and

other shrubs in the basin showed no indications of inundation.

If this is the proposed Ned.d.a site, it is the writer's opinion

that the storage of any water in the area is impossible, as the water

will seep into the gravels and feed into the ground water faster than it

could possibly be supplied by any surface flows, even if surface flows

were available. 'rom the evidence the gullies must be caused by the

very early spring melt of the snow in the local area occurring when the

ground beneath is still frozen and will not admit the water into the

gravels. Under these conditions the water will run on the surface until

it reaches the river or some point where the frost conditions will permit

the water to sink. This could explain the many small gullies as the thin

layer of top silt is extremely fine and in a saturated condition erodes

very easily.

The reconnaissance party made two west to east crossings of

the indicated Meadow Creek course to the north of the above described

area. The first one was about a mile to the north. We followed a fairly

well indicated line through the sage to the east on what we thought was

a section line. We ended in the snow some 3 miles to the east. There

were the same indeterminate system of local gullies, but no defined

creek channel. We returned and a mile farther north took off east on
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another more defined road that supposedly crossed Meadow Creek in its lower

reaches, crossed over some high ground and again dropped into Meadow Creek.

Again in the lower reaches a channel for Meadow Creek could not be iden-

tif led. After crossing the high ground we did drop into a well defined

channel for the creek. There was not a drop of water in the channel,

although the road was muddy and had water standing on it in places. The

hills around were covered with snow which was melting rapidly at the time.

The creek channel was some 8 or 10 feet wide, gravel bottomed1 with nearly

vertical walls out in the silts of the valley bottom. These walls were

in places up to 10 feet in height. We followed the stream course up to

within a few miles of the sumnjt where the snow cover was continuous and

road conditions were becoming quite difficult. The creek bottom remained

the dryest part of the valley al]. the way. It was very apparent that the

water was entering the ground as fast as the snow melted and that the creek

channel held no relation to the ground water level. It is believed that

no reservoir can be secured at any point on the course of Meadow Creek.

On the way out we again crossed the course of Meadow Creek,

this time from south to north, due south of the Sublett Ranch. Here the

Meadow Creek valley from the hills is entering the Raft River plain.

Its valley still has well defined side banks some 20 or 30 feet high,

but are widening out rapidly and fade into the contour of the Raft plain

a mile or so to the west. The creek channel has already lost its def-.

mite channel characteristics and is a series of shallow wa8hes, none

of which appear to have carried much water.
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The storage proposed on Cassia Creek has been located in the

lower end of the Elba basin with the dam about 1i miles below Elba and

7 or 8 miles above Malta. This was called the Otisy Daa end. has been

tentatively proposed on two axes. Wood's report of 1935 placed the

dam just downstream from the mouth of Conner Creek. A later proposal

by the Bureau of Reclamation placed it about one half xnile upstream

frt the mouth of the same creek.

Wood's proposal called for a dam 55 feet high nd 1750 feet

long with a storage capacity of 2758 acre feet. The requirements of the

Bureau proposal is not known, but the storage is supposed to be some-

what similar to that proposed. by Wood.

Measurements of the flow in Cassia Creek were made for two

years only, during 1910 and 1911. These showed a maximum annual flow

at Conant of 31.3 c.f.s. and a minimum annual flaw of 26.1 o.f.s. The

total discharge in 1910 was 22,700 acre feet and in 1911, 18,900 acre

feet. The mean was 20,800 acre feet. These records are not of long

enough duration to determine ths amount of water available, but they

do show that the proposa)s made are for a partial storage only, and for

a very limited use. For an ultimate maximum development a study should

be made to determine the use of the water. It seems wasteful to con-

aider its use on the more or less marginal lands in the Raft valley

when it could be so much more valuable if used on more productive lands

at lower elevations.

.
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Topographic maps of the area are lacking but it appeared pos-

siblo that the excess water in Cassia Creek could be tunneled north out

of the Conner Creek basin into Howell Creek and stored for use in the

lower part of the Albion basin on Marsh Creek. This would permit its use

on a portion of the 190,000 acre tract that lies between Burley and Oakley,

land 'with a much greater potential pr oduotion than lands in the Raft

valley and which is located at elevations below IihOO feet.

There is very little apparent difference upon which to make a

choice of the two axes proposed. The lower axis (Wood's proposal) takes

the lower basin of Conner Creek into -the reservoir 'while the Bureau's

axis leaves this below the dam. There is a ranch with several hundred

acres of irrigable land in this portion of the basin and some of the

bottom land is under ditches out of both Conner Creek and Cassia Creek.

The flow out of Conner Creek was small at the time of the reconnaissance

and it will probably go dry during the late summer. Its oft season flow

could be diverted into the reservoir above the Bureau location without

a great deal of trouble if its water were to be saved.

A darn on the Bureau axis would require additional height over

the Wood location for equal storage as 'the reservoir basin is some

narrower above Conner Creek. The volume of the two dams might be equal or

the Bureau site be even lees due to the narrowing of the creek bottom.

Either site appears to be entirely feasible. Both sites are adaptable

to earth fills for which materials are readily available. Both sites

will require road revisions. Construction at Wood's axis will dislocate

the ranch at -the mouth of Conner Creek which will not be seriously
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disturbed by construction at the Bureau location. The Bureau site Will

store water to a higher elevation which may be of advantage if a diver-

sion into Marsh Creek is considered. Both sites have for their right

abutments the outjutting hills from the range to the south and both hills

are rock faced giving spiliway possibilities that appear to be equal.

Both sites have the long comparatively easy slopes up toward the foot

hills to the north upon which to found their left abuiients.

The reservoir basin appears to be tight and the exoossive losses

to the ground water supply that could be expected in the lower valley are

not expected to ocour here.

For purposes of location the Wood site is near the center of

section 23, T. 13 S., R. 25 B and the Bureau axis near the west line of

the same section.

On the Raft River the Bureau has proposed a dam to impound

12,000 acre feet. This dam called the Raft River Dam was proposed to be

boated about 8 miles above Bridge and 8 miles below Almo and place the

reservoir in the lower portion of the Almo basin. The Raft River valley

above Bridge remains wide the entire 8 miles to the dam site where it

narrows down to nearly canyon proportions. Two outthrusting rook faced

hills form the south side of the canyon and high benches form the north

side.

From the limited information available it is tho!ght that the

Bureau proposed to use the upper hill on the south for their right abut-

ment, but the lower hill offers greater possibilities particularly for

a higher dam. The two sites are very similar up to the top of the first
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Pft Tiver Darn Site

View downstream through the reservoir area.
Darn site in the distance.
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View upstream through the darn site.



bench on the north side, which is probably high enough for the 12,000

acre feet of storage proposed by the Bureau, but under a plan for com-

plete development the lower is much better as the north benoh here rises

to a higherhi].]. a-b a much less distance than opposite the upper hill.

For purposes of location both of these abutauent hills are in Sec. 12,

T. i6 S., R. 25 B., one in the eastern portion of the section, the upper

in the 'western portion. There is a snail ranch in the canyon with some

irrigated bottom land that will be seriously disrupted by a dam at either

axis.

Again either axis is adaptable to an earth fill dam and the

materials for this are readily available. The high benches on the north

will provide great quantities and the reservoir area an unlimited amount.

Above the upper hill the valley again widens out until it is

several miles to the foot hills at either side, but the general slope of

the valley with the stream. steepens considerably at the dam site end the

benches rise quite rapidly on either side.

The road, 'which crosses the river a mile above the site, will

require revision in the vicinity of the axis but soon climbs to above

pool level. The only improved land that wiil be disturbed will be the

ranch at the darn site, The reservoir is an expanse of rolling sage brush

land until near Limo on Limo Creek, where irrigated tracts again exist.

These tracts will be above any possible reservoir level.

All the water discharged by the Raft above Bridge is collected

in the Limo basin. There are no tributaries entering below the darn site,

until Clear Creek enters at Bridge. The reach below the dam site to
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Bridge may lose water to the ground water supply and the existing measure-

nents may be some less than the amount present at the dam site.

Measurements made at Bridge for a 4-year period from 1909 to

1915 showed an average flow of 1114.3 o.f.s. and an average annual runoff

of 32,100 acre feet. The maximum annual flow observed was 53.7 c.f.s.

in 1914 and the minimum 38.4 c.f.s, in 1910. The maximum annual discharge

was 38,900 acre feet and the minimum 27,800. The maximum flood discharge

was 457 of.s. in 1912 and the minimum flaw 1.5 c.f.s. in 1911. Again

this period of record is too short to determine with accuracy the amount

of water available, but it also shows that the 12,000 acre feet of stor-

age is only a partial development.

It would appear that Cassia Creek water if it were diverted into

the Albion basin could be replaced on the Raft with additional storage

in this reservoir,

As no topographic maps exist for the area, the dimensions of

the project cannot be determined. The site appears to be quite economical

for a dan up to 100 feet high and will not be excessive for a greater

height. How much water this will store cannot be estimated. Surveys of

the site will be required before any determinations can be made.

Conditions generally in the Raft basin do not appear favorable

for any extensive development anywhere within the basin. The marginal

type of the lends, the limited amount of water available and the altitude

above sea level are all adverse factors toward an agricultural development.

The possibility of storage on Cassia Creek and on the Raft

are so far upstream that storage here for Snake valley use may also not
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be justified as the pervious nature of the valley floor would indicate

a high percitage of loss to the ground water during its transportation

to the Snake River lands. Whether the Cassia Creek diversion into arsh

Creek is feasible can be determined only from a survey of the area. This

diversion project would require a L. or 5 mile tunnel and would divert

only about 20,000 acre feet per year if the entire flow was diverted.

Sublett Creek supplies more water than is stored in the Sublett

Reservoir. It is physically possible to raise the existing den again

(it has been raised. once) to obtain an additional 20 feet or so, but the

storage of more water than can be used in the Sublett Creek basin does

not appear justified as the excess cannot be carried beyond Sublett

without it being lost to the underground flows.
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Marsh Creek

Marsh Creek is a small creek whose channel joins the Snake from

the south at about river mile 227 of the Snake survey (19]ii.). It drains

some 100 square miles of territory lying south and east of Burley. All

of its tributaries converge at a point ].L. miles upstream at the lower end.

of the Albion basin 2 or 3 miles downstream from the town of Albion and

all of the contributing drainage area lies above this point. The hills

to the east of the Albion basin are barren and no tributary creeks ori-

ginate from this range. The western rim is timbered and all of the four

tributary creeks head in this range. The Albion basin ranges around 5000

feet in elevation and the tributary areas climb to above 9000 feet. The

area above the basin had a fairly heavy snow cover at the time of the

reconnaissance.

-

--
--.- --.I

---

Albion Easin on .Tarh :reek. View looking north.
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No stream flow records are available for the stream, .but it

appeared to be carrying about the sane amount of water as Cassia Creek

on the Raft at the date of the reconnaissance. It may produce some

20,000 to 25,000 acre feet of water.

Its suimaer flow is entirely diverted for irrigation use. Several

hundred acres of land around Albion. are irrigated from stream diversions

and there are several hay ranches along the stream below the basin which

irrigate more or less land. The entire flow not used. above is inter-

cepted by the south side canals in the vicinity of Deolo. The off season

flow and the spring melt are not stored and they escape into the Snake.

Below the junction of the tributary creeks the basin narrows in to form

a comparatively narrow valley where an earth fill dam could be constructed.

This would place a reservoir in the lower portions of the Albion. basin.

One or two of the hay ranches -aDuld be in the reservoir area. As no topo-

graphic naps exist, the possibilities of the site could not be determined

but it is believed -that a reservoir up to 50,000 or 60,000 acre feet could

be secured without too much difficulty. This should be adequate to pro-

vide for Cassia Creek storage if a diversion from that stream is found

feasible. The installation would not be cheap as the basin slope is such

that it may require a fairly high dam to secure the storage.

The town of Albion is a small village of about 300 population.

It is the site of the Albion Normal School, a State teachers' college.

The town did not appear to be prosperous and the ranches in the vicinity

were rather run down. The only type of cultivation observed was for hay

and small grains and this was not extensive. It is believed that all the
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storage required could be secured in the area below the tn without

disturbing it.

A reservoir in this area would have the distinct advantage

of storing water at an advantageous location and elevation above an

undeveloped tract of land containing about 190,000 acres between Burley

and Oakley upon a portion of which this water could be very valuable.
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Goose Creek

The Goose Creek channel enters the Snake from the south at

mile 122 of the 19JJ Snake River survey. It has a drainage area of

approximately 3200 square imtles, of which 760 are in Idaho, 32i. in

Nevada and 116 in Utah.

The area between Burley at the mouth and Oakley 23 miles

upstream is a wide flat plain. In the vicinity of Burley and again near

Oakley this plain is irrigated by diversions from the Snake or from Goose

Creek and. is a highly productive area. Outside of the ditched area the

sage brush continues in an unbroken expanse for many miles. Apparently

this land could be just as productive if water could be made available.

One estimate placed the acreage in the tract at 190,000 acres that could

be irrigated with a 90-foot pi.nnp lift out of Lake Walcott.

At Oakley the Goose Creek valley narrows down and above this

mountainous conditions prevail. The mountains range up to about 8500

feet and are generally sage brush covered except in the highest portions

where a scattering stand of juniper growse In the section to the west

of the Oakley Reservoir and in the headwaters of Trapper Creek is located

a fairly heavy stand of green timber, mainly pine, but with some fir and

cedar also. This is in the area of the Minidoka National Forest.

The waters of the stream have been used for irrigation for

many years. In Nevada 1500 acres of land. in the Grande Ranch are under

irrigation by direct stream diversion. The land lies in a long narrow

strip about 5 miles long above the mouth of Little Goose Creek. In Utah

250 acres are irrigated and in Idaho about 55,000. Both Nevada and Utah
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lands are operated without the aid of storage. Nearly all of -the Idaho

lands are below the Goose Creek reservoir 1. miles above Oakley.
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View southeast from the suimnit of
Rook Creek. Area shown is tributary
to Trapper Creek.

The Oakley dam was constructed during 1911 and 1912 by the Twin

Falls-Oakley Irrigation Company. It is a rock covered earth fill, ]Ii.5

feet high and 1120 feet long with a side channel spillway along the left

abutment. The reservoir has a capacity of 7L,30O acre feet.

The dam was built below the mouth of Trapper Creek and so im-

pounds all the flow in the basin except for two small tributaries that en-

ter below the dam from the east and these have both been ttilized. Birch

Creek which drains the area southeast of Oakley was tapped about 6 miles

east of the reservoir and its flow led into the reservoir above the dam.
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Oakley Darn on Goose Creek

View of the darn from upstream of the left
abutment. Note concrete wall forming the
lip of the side channel spiliway. Spill-
way has never operated.

4

Close up of the upstream face of the darn



Birch Creek Diversion

I

View looking upstream at headgate control works

View looking upstream at the canal entrance
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Basin Creek which drains the area east of Oakley has been diverted into

the canal system and its old channel completely obliterated through the

irrigated area.

The Birch Creek diversion was not operating at the tine of

the reconnaissance in April due to lack of maintenance attention. The

head gates were set to divert most of the flow but the stream had carried

silt and brush into the mouth of the canal and deposited it there forming

a den that blooked the flow of any water into the canal. From the appear-

ance of the drift the canal appeared to have been blocked for at least two

years. This diversion was observed again in July at which time the ohan-

nel had been cleared and the diversion re-established. Nearly all of the

flow at that tine was being led into the reservoir, but the flow was only

a fraction of that observed at the earlier date.

The flow of Birch Creek in its channel below the dIversion was

all being diverted into the canal system around Oakley both times observed

so if there is any use for water in the canals during the non-irrigating

season the water may not have been wasted. Its flow was 6 or 8 second feet

the first time observed, and only 2 or 3 second feet the second time.

The Goose Creek reservoir has filled only once since it was

cons tructed. That was on June 15, 1921. The minimum sto red was in l9L.1

when on May 5 there was only 13,900 acre feet in the reservoir. The

usual storage is for 20,000 to 30,000 acre feet.

When first initiated the project proposed to furnish water to

a inch larger area but the limited amount of water available forced a
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reduction 'to the area now cultivated.

As the water in this stream is completely utilized, there ap-

pears to be no further developments to be recommended in the Columbia

Basin Report.

.

.
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Rook Creek (Twin Falls County)

This tributary enters the Snake from the south at mile 17!i..5

of the 19]lj. River Survey. It drains about 250 square miles of territory

lying south and east of Twin Falls. lThere it joins the river at eleva-

tion 2990 it is in a deep basalt rimmed gorge, L.00 feet or so deep, but

the canyon bottom rises quite rapidly till at Twin Falls, 6 miles above

the mouth, the channel is only some Lo or 50 feet below the surrounding

plain. A few miles farther the canyon disappears entirely and the creek

is in a shallow banked channel on the surface, Seventeen miles above its

mouth it is joined 'by the waters from Cottonwood and McMullen Creeks,

tributaries that drain the western portion of ita drainage basin. Eleven

miles farther upstream the West (or 5th) Fork that drains the central

portion of the basin joins Rook Creek. At this point Rook Creek is made

.

up of the flows out of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and Lth Forks and of Harrington

Creek, and this system drains the eastern portion of the basin. The

tributary area ranges up to about 7500 feet in a rugged mountainous coun-

try. The entire upper basin is in a section of the Minidoka National

Forest and is quite heavily timbered with pine, fir, and aspen.

The lower 25 miles of its course is across and through the

Snake Plain where its flow is greatly modified by the irrigation acti-

vities. Above this point it is a beautiful mountain stream with a fairly

large flow of water. In the Forest Area, beginning at the Forest bound-

ary and continuing all the way to the summit, the creek has been developed

as a recreational area. Forest camps and improved pionic grounds are
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on Rook Creek Summit
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Winter Sports Area -
Summit of Rock Creek

View west over head-
water area of Rock
Creek from 1 mile
east of Shoshone
CCC camp

View upstream at the
headwater area of the
3rd Fork of Rock Creek

View north from
same point as
above picture
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almost continuous throughout its course and near the sunudt, near the Rook

Creek Ranger Station, a winter sports area has been developed. fl:ere there

are several pretentious cabins and ski lodges. Graveled roads lead to

the area from the west out of Rogerson as well as the well graded and

grave led road up Rook Creek.

At the date of the reconnaissance the creek was flawing between

150 and 200 c.f.a. below the mouth of the West Fork. The flows are inter-

cepted by the canals, (both the high and low line oana1 out of Mimer

Darn cross its course) and during the irrigating season the water is used

in the area. Vhen observed the water was being intercepted by the high.

line canal, which diverted it to the west and after picking up the flows

in McMullen and Cottonwood Creeks, disoharged it into the channel of

Deep Creek and by this route it flowed into the Snake.

Some flow measurements were made of the discharge of Rook Creek

at the village of Rock Creek during 1909 to 1913 and. again in 1938 and

1939. These showed a mean flow of 1.5 o.f.s. and a mean discharge of

32,600 acre feet, The maximum runoff observed was L.7,100 acre feet

in 1912 and a minimum of 18,200 in 1911. The maximum flow thseried was

Lt29 c.f.s. in 1912 and the minimum was in 1910 when the stream was com-

pletely dry. The period of record is too short to make an accurate de-

termination of the amount of water available.

The Rock Creek channel in the vicinity of Twin Falls and below

acts as a collector for the seepage water and irrigation return for the

area. It is also used for the discharge of water from the canals at

times when the canals receive excess water. A gaging station about L.
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miles below Twin Falls nasures this flow. The creek has a fairly con-

stant flow of about 200 o.f.s., subject auewhat to seasonal fluctua-

tions and canal discharges. The average annual discharge into the Snake

is about 152,000 acre feet. The niaximum flow recorded was 98Lj. o.f.s.

in 1.927 and the minimum flow 90 c,f.a. in 1914.

Three reservoirs have been proposed for the Rock Creek basin.

One is on Cottonwood Creek, one on McMullen Creek, and the other on Rook

Creek itself below the junction of Rock Creek and the West Fork. None of

these propose to store anywhere near the amount of water that is apparently

available. The Crocket Reservoir on Rock Creek, the largest, has been

proposed for 6000 acre feet, the Williams No. 2 reservoir on MoMullón

Creek proposes to store 1300 acre feet, and the Williams No. 1 reservoir

on Cottonwood Creek proposes to store 350 acre feet.

Rock Creek emerges from the foot hifl.s just above the very little

town of Rook Creek. The creek valley is quite wide at the canyon mouth

and remainz quite wide for the first few miles in which area the bottom

lands are under cultivation. Above this reach the canyon narrows down

to offer dam sites but no reservoir possibilities. Apparently if storage

is to be secured, it must be located in the lower reach of the canyon

below the mouth of the West Fork and upstream from the town of Rock

Creek. In -this area the dam sites are not very attractive. About four

opportunities are offered. The first is about il-miles above the town

of Rock Creek and the others occur at about * mile intervals, The

desirability of the dam sites increases as they proceed upstream, but

the storage possibilities decrease as the dam sites improves The
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lower two axes would require earth fills across the 600 foot bottom to

join moderately sloping hills for their abunents. The dams would re-

quire a large volume of fill materials if contruoted here. The third

opportunity is at the first major constriction of the valley about 2

miles above Rock Creek 'village, Here the bottom is some 300 feet wide

arid the hills rise quite steeply to provide the abutments. The bill on

the right continues up steeply to above any desired height, but the one

on the left benches off some 60 to 60 feet above the creek. The bench

continues to rise, however, until it meets the mountains and a dam of

any necessary height is possible here although its length will increase

quite rapidly.

The third axis on Rock Creek from
downstream



Crocket Darn Site - view downstrean at the upper axis.
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Reservoir area above upper axis.

(These pictures taken c1urin a snow storm.)



The fourth axis offers the best axis for a low dam but no large

amount of storage can be secured above it. Here a long low ridge thrusts

out from the mountains to the east and curves in toward the creek. At the

point of narrowest restriction the valley is about 250 feet wide. Oppos-

ing the nose of this ridge is a high steep hill, showing rook outcrops

on the creek face, which will form a left abutment. This left abutment

Is usable for any height but the height of the darn will be lii4ted by

the amount of fill that can be built on the curving ridge from the right.

It is doubtful if a dam higher than 80 or 90 feet can be built here and

this will require a long wing on the ridge for the right abutment.

For storage of only 6000 acre feet the upper axis appears to

be the more desirable, but from the sketchy informAtion available it IS

believed that the Bureau proposed their Crocket dam, with 6000 acre feet

of storage, at the next site downstream. No topography is available for

the area so accurate determination cannot be made, but it appears that the

upper site might be usable for storage of 25,000 acre feet or more and

that the next 8ite below for nearly double this. It is very evident that

a 6000 acre foot storage is only a partial developint for limited use

and that greater possibilities exist here.

Flowage problems will decrease toward the upper site. There is

one ranch set, with several hundred acres of irrigated land -in the upper

reservoir. The next basin downstream is also cultivated and the ranch

buildings are at the dam site. Below this in the wider valley ranch

sets are more numerous and the land is all under cultivation. All sites

will require road revisions of the road up Rook Creek.
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The Williams No. 2 reservoir on McMullen Creek is proposed for

location in that creek's canyon just before it emerges onto the Snake

Plain. The canyon is comparatively narrow and. en earth fill 300 or L00

feet long will impound the 1300 acre feet proposed.

No flow measurients of this stream are available, but it is

again believed that this is only a partial development. At the date of

the reconnaissance the flow ira. the stream was estimated to be about 50

o.f.s. which would provide twice the proposed storage in one month. The

creek should be good for 5000 or 6000 acre feet if the present flow is

any criterion.

The Williams No. 1 reservoir proposed for Cottonwood Creek is

also only a partial storage of the water available. From the appearance

it is proposed for stock watering purposes only. The dam site is across

a low swale out in the edge of the sage brush covered Snake plain, above

which a wide shallow depression offers the reservoir site. A long low dike,

rather thari a dam, will be required to develop the reservoir area nd its

contents can be much in excess of the 350 acre feet proposed.

The creek at the date of the reconnaissance was flowing about

t.o o.f.s., but it had the appearance of being an intermittent stream that

practically dries up in the summer. The flow observed would put several

thousand acre feet in the reservoir during the spring melt period.

Storage on Rock Creek could have a greater -value than is apparent.

Any storage secured in this area, if used on areas now irrigated, is,

in effect, additional storage in Jackson Lake, as at the present time

some Jackson Lake water is allocated for use in the area that could be
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supplied, in part, by Rock Creek.

It appears that some 140,000 to 50,000 acre feet might be ob-

tamed in the three reservoirs proposed instead of the 7650 acre feet

now contemplated, and all of it would be within a very few miles of

the land upon which it would be used.
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Desert Creek and Deep Creek

These two tributaries have nearly lost their identity due to

the irrigation activities in their basin areas.

Desert Creek channel joins the Snake from the south at mile

167 of the 19)4 survey. Typical of all the creeks in the area the lower

reach near the Snake is in a basalt walled canyon but it soon climbs to

the level of the plain above and above this point loses its identity.

In some places even its old bed is under cultivation.

Its course is cut by the high and low line canals from Mimer

Darn and again by one of the canals out of Salmon Creek Reservoir. Any

or all of -these pick up any flow in its old channel. The water running

in the lower reaohes is return seepage from the irrigated lands.

Deep Creek, which joins the Snake from the south at mile 159.5

of the 19)4 survey has nnich the same history, except that its channel

handles any excess water that is discharged by either the high or low

line canals out of Mimer Lake as well as seepage water. Several miles

above these canals Deep Creek is out by two of the canals from Salmon

Falls Creek Reservoir which pick up any flow at those points. Above

the upper canal crossing the stream is intermittent, being dry most of

the year.

The name "Deep Creek" is a misnomer for this creek as through-

out nearly all of its course it flows in a shallow banked channel on

top of the wide flat plain. The lands are cultivated almost the entire

length of its valley from where it emerges from the hills onto the Snake

Plain. No developments are possible for either of these tributaries.
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Salmon Falls Creek

Salmon Falls Creek enters the Snake from the south at river

mile 155 of the 1911i. Snake River survey just above the Thousand Springs

area.

It drains about 1000 square miles in Nevada and about 900 square

miles in Idaho. It enters the Snake at elevation 2882 and. ranges rapidly

upward. At the Salmon Creek reservoir tailwater it is at elevation L.990

and the area above ranges up to saddle elevations above 6000 feet and

peak elevations above 10,000 feet at the summit of Cougar Peak, Most of

the high country is in Nevada. Through the Snake plains the creek runs

-
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Vir do-.nstrearn at tlmon "LllS reek
at Sinkin1-:anc}i. hew ta:en from east
canyon all lookin: north. ot;e large

slides.
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in a deep gorge, the lower 7 miles of which are cut in the Hagerman Lake

beds and the next 35 miles to the Salmon Creek Reservoir cut in basalts

and other associated volcanics. This gorge is Loo to 500 feet deep most

of the way. In the lower 7 miles of the canyon the creek is gradually

breaking the canyon down by undercutting the walls which then cave or

slide in. The canyon in this reach is a mess. At the upper end of the

reach is the famous Sinking Ranch that figured so prominently in the

news a few years ago. There is no secret as to why the ranch is sink-

ing as it sits on top of the east canyon wall which the creek is grad-

ually breaking down. This ranch is located 6 or 7 miles due west of

BUh1.

View upstream at Salmon Falls Creek
from Sinkin: Ranch. View taken from
east canyon wall looking south.



Salmon Falls Creek at
Crossing Northwest

of Castle Ford

View north down the
canyon from the road
cros sing

The flow in the creek
at date of reconnais-
sance. Pipes are 72"
diameter. Most of
this water is from
Devil' Creek.

STiew south at
the crossing



A few miles above the Sinking Ranch the creek gorge is cut in

the older volcanics and is quite stable. At the road crossing northwest

of Castleford, which is 6 or 7 miles above Sinking Ranch, the canyon walls

are vertical cliffs of older andesites or diorites and the canyon is en-

tirely stable. On the left canyon wall west of this crossing stands the

balanced rock pictured.

-

Balanced Rock
on west rim of Salmon Falls Creek in
Sec. 23, T. 10 S., R. 13 E.

A few more miles above, the canyon again becomes unstable, this

time from flows of fresher basalts which are crumbling into the canyon.

In some areas here the canyon, still some L.00 feet deep, has walls of

broken blocks of basalt resting in enormous talus piles. In some places

these talus piles meet across the bottom and the creek runs through or

under the piles of rubble.
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Salmon Falls Creek Canyon at Road Crossing
5 Tiles South of Castle Ford

View north (downstrea) Irorn road crossing

1Tjj south (upstream) front roaci crossing,



.
The water flowing in the lower reaches of the canyon is made up

of the seepage from the irrigated areas along the east bank and the flow

from Devil Creek, a tributary that comes in from the southwest, 4 or 5

miles southwest of Castleford. The lands along the west side of Salmon

Falls Creek are generally unirrigated rolling sage lands. quite an exten-

sive area some 5000 acres on the west side between Cedar Creek end Devil

Creek is irrigated from storage in the Cedar Creek Reservoir on Cedar

Creek, another western tributary. The return flow from this land also

finds its way into the Salmon Falls Creek gorge.

No flow naaurementa have been made of the flow in the canyon

below the reservoir, so the contributions from each source are not deter-

minate. At the date of the reconnaissance the flow in the canyon above

the mouth of Devil Creek was very small, possibly 10 second feet. At the

road crossing northwest of Castleford it was 60 or 70 second feet and in

the lower reaohes near the Snake some 400 or 500 seoond feet. The in-

crease seemed to be a gradual increase all the way except for the flow in

from Devil Creek. The largest increment seemed to be in the reach below

Sinking Ranch, which would naturally be true as this area is the most

intensively cultivated. The water from this area does not originate in

the Salmon Falls Creek basin but is the return water from the canals divert-

ing from the Snake at Mimer Dam. Deep Creek, at the time, was flowing

bank full and this creek is 200 to 400 feet above the grade of Salmon

Falls Creek and sometimes less than a mile away. Some of this water

may find its way into Salmon Falls Creek through underground routes.



Cedar creek Dam

Dam and lower end of pooi from east
bank upstream. View looking northwest.

The dam from the east bank domstream.
Vje looking southwest.



Salmon Falls Creek Darn and Reservoir
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Salmon Falls Creek Darn from downstream.
Note leaks through right abutment.
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View looking southeast across a section
of the reservoir 1 mile above the dam.
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The Salmon Falls Reservoir was constructed in 1909 and 1910.

It is impounded behind a gravity section, concrete arch dam 220 feet high

and L50 feet long. It has a capacity of 182,650 acre feet between ele-

vations Li990 and 5070. The reservoir is a long narrow lake, averaging less

than mile in width. Its head waters at maximum stage would extend back

to within 2* miles of the Nevada line, but the reservoir has never filled.

The maximum storage recorded was on May 30, 1922 'chen the reservoir con-

tained 123,700 acre feet at an elevation.of 5051.1. Usually only between

50,000 and 60,000 acre feet of water are stored. The water is diverted

to the northeast and irrigates some 19,000 acres of land around the

villages of Rogerson, Amsterdam and Rouster.

In 1920 the Cedar Creek Reservoir was constructed on Cedar Creek.

The den is an earth fill with a concrete core, 72 feet high and t00 feet

long. It impounds, at maximum lake elevation, 28,200 acre feet, but gen-

erally does not fill. In the years of 1921 and 1922, 2L,0O0 acre feet

were stored each year. In the 6 years following the average storage was

about 12,000 acre feet.

In an attenpt to get more water into the reservoir a diversion

was made from Deadwood Creek, a tributary of the Bruneau, into House

Creek above the reservoir, The supply is still inadequate.

The water from this reservoir is used on lands lying to the

west of Salmon Falls Creek and between Cedar Creek and Devil Creek in

the vicinity of the very small town of Roseworth.
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Above both reservoirs considerable utilization is made of the

water in the unregulated stream flows. Above the Cedar Creek Reservoir

the valleys of Cedar Creek and House Creek are both quite generally

occupied arid their valley floors irrigated for the hay crop.

The Salmon Falls Creek Reservoir remains in its basalt rimmed

cauyon throughout its entire length. About 3 miles above the upper limits

of the lake and about a mile south of the Nevada line, the basalts sud-

denly cease in an escarpment 200 or 300 feet high. At this point Salmon

Falls Creek, which flows in from the south, is joined by Shoshone Creek,

which flows in from the east. Both have wide flat valleys above the con-

fluence. As they join they swing abruptly to the west and break through

the escarpment to enter the basalt walled canyon in which the Salmon Falls

Creek Reservoir is located.

: I
1* 4iri '

Salmon Falls Creek below the mouth of
Shoshone Creek at the face of the basalts.
View downstream looking west.
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The valleys of Shoshone Creek and of Salmon Falls Creek are

both occupied by the home sets of many cattle ranches and the bottom

lands are irrigated for the hay crop.

...'

....

I

L
Salmon Falls Creek Valley near San
Jacinto, Nevada, San Jacinto moun-
tains in the distance. View up-
stream looking south.

Along Salmon Falls Creek are located three of Nevada's small

towns, San Jacinto, Contact and Henry. These are small towns indeed,

each consisting of only a few buildings. The area below Contact is used

only by the cattle ranchers. At Contact and above mining operations are

also conducted.

The town of Contact is well named as it is located on the con-

tact zone between the granites that prevail in the upper regions and. the
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rhyolites that predominate below, down to the later basalt escarpment at

the mouth of Shoshone Creek, Much of this lower area is mantled with

deposits of gravels and silts and other lake bed materials deposited

during the time the creek was cutting its way through the basalt flows

in the Idaho area.

One good opportunity exists to dam the creek in the Nevada area.

This ould be where it plunges into -the basalt escarpment at the mouth of

Shoshone Creek. This site offers an enormous reservoir back of a small

dam. Construction at this site, however, could in no way further the

development of the stream since the Salmon Falls Reservoir traps all the

water that passes the site. There are no Nevada lands to be benefitted

below the dam site and to the contrary a very large area now providing

hay crops would be inundated by the reservoir.

No opportunities for storage were observed in the upper reaches

and again if such existed they would be of doubtful value. Apparently

the unregulated stream flow in the Nevada ares is large enough to pro-

vide for all the irrigation requirements in Nevada and additional stor-

age over the Salmon Falls capacity could be of no benefit to Idaho.

Idaho arid Nevada were in the courts over the use of the water

in this stream and the waters available have bean adjudicated.
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Bruneau River

This river enters the Snake from the south at River Mile 61

of the 191)4 Snake River survey. It drains some 3300 square miles of tern-

tory, 820 square miles in Nevada and about 2)480 square miles in Idaho.

From its headwaters in Nevada the trend of the river basin is

generally north throughout most of its course, swinging northwesterly

in the lower reaches just before it enters the Snake. The lower 17 miles

of its course are through the remnants of the lower extension of the

Hagerman Lake beds and, excepting only the flat bottom along the river,

the adjacent lands are as desolate as any on earth. Above this reach,

the river flows through a rugged basalt walled box canyon, deeply en-

trenched in the lava flows that form rolling plateaus that stretch

for many miles to either side. This type of country extends south to

the general vicinity of the State line vhere the lavas give way to

older type rocks and to the only definite mountains in or around its

basin.

..:-.
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J
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Panorama over the Bruneau basin 5 miles below the "Forks"
Taken from the west. Bombing target is behind low hill in
the middle distance.
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In the Hagerman Lake bed area the sediments have been eroded

until they are a jagged mass of ravines and ridges back from the river

until these ravines merge with the level of the old lake bed deposits.

This is several miles distant in places. The top areas sustain a growth

of sage brush but on the steep sides and eroded faces of the broken country

nothing grows. The eroded riaterials range in color from white (ash alkali

and pumice) through the yellows, tans and broins of the silts, sands and

gravels. Sometimes these colors lie in definite horizons, sometimes not.

Looking over this country from a high vantage point where the gray of the

sage and the reds and blacks of the basalts arc added to the mass makes a

picture such as only a kaleidoscope can reproduce.

View northeast across river basin
about 3 miles northwest of Hot Spring
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In this lake bed area only the valley bottom along the Bruneau

and the bottom of the valley of Little Valley Creek which enters from the

west about 6 miles above the Bruneau's mouth are inhabited. These bottoms

are cultivated, principally for stock food and are irrigated from the

unregulated stream flows. In late summer these streams become too small

to supply water for late season irrigation. The highest diversions for

the lower valley are made from the Bruneau in the vicinity of Hot Creek.

The water is diverted both east and west and the canals follow down the

river along the outer edges of the valley bottom.

Above Hot Creek, which is only a dry wash entering from the

west, there are no more habitations in the basin for O miles. Here the

Clover Flat Ranch on the East Fork is located. The canyon widens here

to nearly mile wide and for a short distance the walls ease off to make

it possible to enter the canyon. Hay meadows are irrigated here and pro-

vide the winter feed for stock. No cultivated lands were observed.

Clover Flat Ranch looking northwest.
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Again above Clover Creek Ranch there are no habitations on the East Fork

until the headwater areas are reached, 25 miles above. Here the harsh

features of the topography give way to wider valleys and. less pronounced

escarpments. Cattle ranches are located in this area and the post office

at Three Creeks, with its small store, offers a focal point for the in-

habitants.

The areas adjacent to the river between Hot Creek and the head-

waters are not even good grazing areas as the only water is in the Bruneau,

which is in a box canyon 300 to 1.400 feet deep with vertical basalt walls

that even a goat oouldn' t climb Looking across this area it looks like

a flat endless unbroken plain with bore and there en old cone or low ridge

rising out of it. The canyon cannot be seen until one reaches the edge

and looks down into it. In very few places does even a break in the sage

mark its course.

Some 15 miles above Hot Creek the East and West Forks join.

Both are in very deep canyons at this point. The flow in the West Fork

appeared to be the largest. This may or may not be true as our estimate

was made while looking straight down at the stream from L.00 or 500 feet

up. Both Forks continue in deep box canyons upstream for many miles.

Where Sheep Creek joins the West Fork both streams are deeply entrenched.

Louse Creek and Marys Creek, tributaries of Sheep Creek, emerge

from their canyons in the vicinity of Grasmere and hero cattle range,

and there are several sets of ranch buildings. There are also several

small stock water reservoirs soattered around and some hay meadows irri-

gated. The creeks are small and water scarce and none of the irrigation

projects are very extensive.



Western Bruneau Basin

View looking northeast over the Wickahoney
Creek Valley from the west rim in wp. 10 S.,

Range B.

View looking north over the junction of
Jacks Creek, Duncan Creek and Wickahoney
Creek from same point as above.



The valleys of Sheep Creek and of the Bruneau itself remain un-

inhabited until the foot hill country in Nevada is reached. The Jarbridge

River, which joins the West Fork front the southeast about 15 miles above

the mouth of Sheep Creek, also is entrenohed in a basalt box canyon in

the greater part of its course. The canyon bottom becomes tenable several

mi1e below the State line, but there are no habitations on it in Idaho

except at Murphy Hot Sprin just a couple of miles north of the State

line. In Nevada nearly all of the valleys of the larger tributaries are

inhabited in places end the valley bottøms irrigated for hay. This is

confined, however, to narrow strips along the streams as the country is

mountainous end the streams are in deep narrow gorges.

The mountains at the headwaters are a group of four short ranges,

three of 'thioh are off-ahoot ranges from Cougar Peak, the highest point

in the country, which rises to above 10,000 feet. The Elk Mountains trend

northeast from Cougar Peak for some 20 miles before they fade into the

high plateau country around the headwaters of the East Fork. The Jarbridge

Mountains trend a little west of north from Cougar Peak for about 15 miles

and form the divide between the Jarbridge River and Jarbridge Creek, the

two principal tributaries of the Jarbridge River. The Copper Mountains

trend first westerly from Cougar Peak, then northerly to form the. divide

between the Jarliridge River and the Bruneau River, which is the Nevada

name for the part of the West Fork that flows in Nevada. The Copper

Mountain range is about 25 miles long from Cougar Peak, but the name

"Copper Mountains" is applied to only the north and south portion between

the two rivers,, or about 15 miles of the range. The Mahoganies is the
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name applied to the mountains between the courses of Meadow and Badger

Creek west of the Bruneau (West Fork), both of which are tributaries of

the Bruneau. The Mahoganies cover about L.o square miles of country, but

do not have a definite range to mark their trend. AU of the drainage

from the Mahoganies, Copper Mountains, and Jarbridge Mountains feeds into

the Bruneau system. The north side of the Elk Mountains drains into the

Bruneau, but the south side drains into Salmon Falls Creek.

This mountain area furnishes a very large percentage of all the

water that flows in the Bruneau, as the greater portion of the basin con-

sisting of the lava fields and lake bed. areas has no surface runoff.

Transportation facilities into the Bruneau basin are not good.

No railroads enter the drainage at any place ad the better roads only

touch it in spots. The Mountain Home-Mountain City road crosses the

Bruneau at the little town of Bruneau, swings up Little Valley Creek for

a few miles and then swings into the southwest to skirt the western edge

of the basin many mi1e west of the river's channels. This road provides

access into the cattle ranges on Wickahoney Creek, Louse Creek and Marys

Creek. It leaves the basin south of the filling station that is the town

of Grasm.ere, where it crosses over into the Blue Creek drainage, tribu-

- tary to the Owyhee.

At Grasmere a narrow unimproved road. leads off to the southeast

to Sheep Creek and on to Rowland, Nevada. The barrel, pictured with its

sign, sits at the end of this road end it reads entirely correct. We

didn't come back. The traveling of this road is an event once endured

is not voluntarily repeated. The road winds off to the southeast, crosses
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Sii near Grasniere Service
Station where Sheep Creek
Road leaves the Mountain
City Road.

Marys Creek and Sheep Creek, and swings to the east to a sheep ranch on

Cat Creek, a tributary of Sheep Creek. Here a road leads on south to

Rowland and other points. One stub off this road near the State line

leads to the east and terminates on the !est Fork. Another branch in the

same vicinity crosses the mountains into Mountain City, Nevada. The road

continues on south and drops down one of the steepest hills on any road
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Basalt Canyon of Cat Creek - Tributary of Sheep Creek.
View North from near the Nevada-Idaho State line.



into the West Fork at Rowland. There is an inhabited ranch in the canyon

at this point, but the town of Rowland is entirely deserted. It was at

one time a mining town. It was this hill into Rowland that made a cer-

tainty of the sign on the barrel. The con-iniand car we were driving probably

could pull up that hill, but I was very glad we did not have to do it.

It definitely is a one-way road for all other vehicles.
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Rowland, Nevada on the West Fork of the
Bruneau - view looking north (downstream)
from the east canyon wall. Rowland is
the spot showing in the gap.

The road, once down to the canyon bottom, skirts the west bank

up the river for a couple of miles only, to just above Rowland, where it

crosses the river and climbs a hill almost as steep as the one in. This

leads up to the top of the canyon wall where it branches. One fork leads
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out to the Mountain City-Elko road at ild Horse Reservoir, the other

swings to the east and climbs the pass over into the Jarbridge River

drainage. By devious routes this road finally drops into the Jarbridge

canyon where it joins the road in that canyon about L miles below the

mining camp of Jarbridge.
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Looking dovin into the Jarbridge
canyon from top of west wall -
view upstream.



The Jarbridge canyon road. originates at Rogers on on Highway 93,

25 miles south of Twin Falls, leads southwesterly past the Salmon Fails

and Cedar Creek Reservoirs and over the high grazing country into Three

Creeks in the headwaters of the East Fork of the Brunéau. it continues

westerly and drops into the East Fork of the Jarbridge River at Murphy

Hot Springs. It follows this canyon downatrean to the junction of the two

forks, turns up the West Fork, which on Nevada maps is called Jarbridge

Creek, and follows this canyon clear up to the headwatez-s. By devious

trails one can, get out of this country this way either across to -the

Elko-Mountain City highway or on south to the town of Deeth. This is a

fairly good road to as far as Jarbridge. It is well graded for two-way

traffic and has a gravel surface.

Yet another road leads up the Bruneau from the town of Bruneau

to just above Hot Creek, where it climbs up on the east canyon wall and

skirts the canyon as far south as the Clover Creek ranch. Here the road

forks. One branch leads eastward to the valley of the Snake near

Hagerman, the other continues on south and eventually reaches Three Creeks.

Sheep herder trails stub off of all these roads into the lava areas and

by a judicious selection of these,nAny points in the basin can be reached..

The reconnaissance party found that these trails seldom led anywhere

definitely and never to the places we wished to go. We sometins found

ourselves ii. or 5 miles away from any wheel tracks.

There is one such road that wanders off from the road between

Rowland and. Jarbridge that leads dcmn between the two canyons of the West

Fork and Jarbridge River to terminate above the junction of these two
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Two Lines Crossed on the Reconnaissance
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Nevada-Idaho State Line in Jarbridge Canyon

Humbolt National
Forest line in
Nevada, on the
road between
Rowland and
Jarbridge



canyons. There may be another such road on the west side of the West Fork

between the West Fork and Sheep Creek canyons, but the reconnaissance

party didn't find it. A similar road leads off the Mountain Home-

Mountain City highway a few miles southwest of Bruneau and wanders south

in the basin west of the Bruueau canyon. This trail finally loses itself

in the sage semewhat southwest of the junction of the East and West Forks.

The country between the East and West Forks can be entered by crossing the

East Fork at the Clover Creek ranch. Trails off this road lead to nowhere

in particular and usually end up at some sheep herder's camp ground.

Population centers are few and far between in the Bruneafl basin,

The town of Bruneau near the mouth of the river is the only place that could

be called a town and recent fires have decimated it. Three Creeks is just

a store and post office; Murphy Hot Springs, a somewhat developed natator-

iun with six small tourist cabins; Jarbridge, a nearly deserted mining

camp; Rowland, completely deserted; and Grasmere, a lone service station.

These all sit around the fringe of the basin. There is absolutely nothing

located in the center of the basin for many miles.

Existing developments on the main stem of the Bruneau consist

only of the diversion structures at Hot Creek and below. These are only

diversion structures and none of them provide f or any storage.

Two miles above the mouth, the Grand View Irrigation District

constructed a diversion dani to divert water on to the lands south of the

Snake around the town of Grand View. This is a combination masonry and

wood structure, the diversion works at the left end of the dam being

made of rock masonry piers with concrete gate guides and sills, and the
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spil].way and apron being constructed of wood. The structure raises the

water 10 or 15 feet, but narrow features of the canyon and the rapid fall

in the river grade do not permit any storage behind it. This serves to

furnish the water for the spring and early sunnier irrigation only. Addi-

tional water is pumped from the Snake.

In the upper regions several small reservoirs have be constructed

for stock watering purposes and a few for irrigation of hay land.s and winter

pastures. None of these are large and the total amount of water stored

will not be greater than a few thousand acre feet. Of these reservoirs

the capacity of only a few is recorded end these figures in some oases

vary widely from the actual amount stored, a case in point being the

Diamond A Reservoir. The records show this reservoir to be located at

three different places, one on Poison Creek, a tributary of the Jarbridge

River from the east, another source states that it is on the Jarbridge

River but does not locate it otherwise, the third gives its location by

section, tawnship and range and places it on an unnamed tributary of the

Jarbridge River -that enters from the west. All sources give the capacity

at or near 10,300 acre feet. Actually the reservoir is on Cougar Creek,

with the dam. and reservoir in Sec. 30, Twp. 15 S., Range 8 L, the sane

location given above, but its capacity is very much less than 10,000 acre

feet. The pool may have an area of about Lj.0 acres and it may contain 300

or Loo acre feet, which is all the water that is available as the stream

is very small. A native of the area informed us that the dam had not been

built as higi as was first planned, that "if it had been built 20 feet

higher it would have been 7 miles around the lake." He said that the



.
reservoir when full held. enough water to give 700 acres of hay land two

irrigations.

The Riddle Reservoir on Marya Creek1 just at the northeast corner

of the Western Shoshone Indian reservation1 is recorded at 1000 acre feet

capacity. This is probably about correct and it is believed to be the

largest reservoir in the basin. It has a reservoir area of 130 acres

behind an earth fill dam 579 feet long and up to 16 feet high across a

previously dry valley. The water is obtained by diversion out of Marys

Creek in the reservation area and is carried by canal some 2 miles to the

storage site. The water is used to irrigate hay lands below (to the north)

of the reservoir.

The Carey Reservoir, in Sec. 19, Twp. 12 S., Range 5 J. in the

headwaters of Louse Creek, near Grasmere is formed by three low earth

dams across an intermittent tributary of Louse Creek (Hoyt calls this

Rattlesnake Creek). The reservoir's recorded capacity is 3000 acre feet,

but again this appears to be much exaggerated. The stored water is used

both for stock water and for the irrigation of hay meadows near Grasniere,

and is limited by the amount of water available. This is small as the

drainage basin above the site is only about 6 or 7 square miles and this

in an exceedingly dry country.

Several more small reservoirs were observed in the basin and

there are evidently many more. The location of these is not recorded and

their capacities are unknown. Some of them have been constructed by

the Grazing Service, others by the cattlemen in the area, but all for

the single purpose of providing stock water in areas previously too
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arid for the cattle to range in. The total combined volume of all such

storage wjfl be so small that their effect upon the water supply in the

lower river will be negligible.

Proposed developments. - The Bruneau has been a conversational

source of stored water for many years by private operators, the State of

Idaho and the Reclamation Bureau, but conversation appears to be as far

as the developments went. The river really is a forbidding proposition.

At no place does it offer a good reservoir site and dam sites where assur-

ance that excessive leakage will not 000tu' are also lacking. In the lower

lake bed. area the dry washes and lack of standing water anywhere attest

to the permeability of these materials. Farther up, the open £i8sures

and contact zones in the basalts always place a doubt as to whether a dam

can be made water tight. There is always the certainty, also, that beneath

the basalts there will be buried channels that may carry the water around

any structure built.

Other factors also limit the location of the storage to the

lower portion of the basalt area. The storage of water in this area is

primarily for use on lands above those now irrigated, lying west of the

Bruneau and south of the Snake to as far as Little Valley Creek at least.

To get water on these lands the storage must be above this elevation.

This puts it well into the basalts above Rot Creek. To secure enough

water for the purpose the dam must-'ap the flows of both the East and West

Forks which forces the location of the dam to below the confluence of

the two streams This limits the location to some 10 or 12 miles of

river and in this reach the river is in a narrow basalt gorge all the way.
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The Bureau has, at times, made two proposals for developments

in this reach. Some time ago the contruotion of a dam about 2 miles

above the mouth of Hot Creek to impound 15,000 acre feet was considered,

Just recently they have proposed the construction of a darn just below

the Forks to impound 350,000 acre feet.

The Bureau men at Boise did not appear to know much about either

proposal and it is believed that the consideration of either site has not

progressed far enough to have secured a survey for either the darn sites

or reservoir areas. The canyon all the way through from below the lower

darn site to above the reservoir area above the upper site is narrow.

It is a box canyon several hundred feet deep and scarcely wider than it is

deep. This will be the reservoir area, except that above the upper site

there will be two canyons, possibly a little smaller than the one canyon

below the Forks'. Such a condition dictates a high dam to obtain the

stc'age capacity, and this will submit the contacts and fracture zones

in the basalts to some high pressures. 'whether the canyon walls will

sustain these pressures and the reservoir retain its water is a moot

question. A person would be extremely embarrassed if, after the con-

struction of the dam, the water would take out through an old channel

under the basalt cap and bypass his work.

The lower site was not examined in detail, but at the upper

one the canyon was examined for more than a mile below the Forks In

this area the canyon bed and the lower reaches appear to be entrenched

in the older formations in some places to considerable depth. This

lower material appeared to be rhyolite or possibly andesites with a very
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Bruneau Canyon

View dovni the West
Fork Canyon past
the Forks into the
mouth of the East
Fork Canyon. View
looking east.

View looking south
at the junction of
the East and West
Forks. View
upstream.

View southeast
across the main
Bruneau and up
the East Fork
Canyon.



Bruneau Canyon
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ragged -top contour as it juts up into the canyon walls in a jagged pat-

tern of points and pinnacles. The newer basalts contacting the rhyolita

flowed around and over these pinnacles and this contact is very irregular.

Above this later flows of basalts with horizontal contacts built up the

canyon walls. Immediately below the Forks the rhyolite rises to within

or 50 feet of the top of the canyon on the east wall, and although it

could not be observed in the west wall, it is thought to be equally high.

At this point a den to the heiit of the top of the rhyolite is believed

to be feasible as far as the dam site is concerned. No guarantee as to

the integrity of the reservoir can be given, however, as there nay be many

buried outlets through the lava fields.

The capacity of such a reservoir can only be determined by sur-

vey and the ability of this canyon to hold 350,000 acre feet appears

doubtful even if the full height of the canyon can be developed.
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Castle Creek

Castle Creek enters the Snake from the south at River Mile 37

of the 19114 Snake River survey. It drains some 300 square miles of Idaho

territory lying to the east of the south end of the Silver City Mountain

Range. The drainage basin is generally arid and the stream consequently

is not large. The only flow measurements of record were taken tn 1910

at a station above the junction of Catherine Creek and these indicate an

average annual flow of about 20 second feet for the Castle Creek branch.

This would indicate an annual output of the stream at about 15,000 acre

feet. Catherine Creek would add materially to this. Vhen observed, the

flow was considerably greater than this and several diversions for irriga-

tion had been made above the point observed. A long term. measurement

may reveal that there is more water available than the m.easurements show

but it still will not be large.

Castle Creek receives its flow from the western mountains en-

tirely, the part of the basin lying east of the stream being non-

contributing. Bates Creek, in the drainage lying south of Sinker Creek,

is joined by Picket Creek, in -the next drainage to the south, to form

Catherine Creek just above the town of Oreana. Catherine Creek receives

the flow from Browns Creek, the next drainage to the south, a couple of

miles below Oreana and flows on about 5 miles to join Castle Creek only

about 3 miles above Castle Creek's mouth. All of these creeks flow a

generally easterly course, drain front the higher Silver CityRange peaks

and contribute an important share of Castle Creek's flow.



Castle Creek itself heads to the west of but in the same

vicinity as Browns Creek. It flows first south some 10 or 12 miles,

then easterly for 6 or 8 miles and then turns northwest to intercept the

flows of the tributary creeks on its course into te Snake, The creek's

course is about Li.0 miles long. Ten miles above Catherine Creek it picks

up the flow of Alder Creek, also from the west, which drains an area be-

tween Browns Creek and the loop of Castle Creek. These are the only named

tributaries of the stream although there are some six or eight small streams

that join in the headwater areas to form the Castle Creek branch.

The lower 10 miles of the creek's course is through the remnants

of the lake bed. materials. The valley floor is formed of these materials

which have been reworked by the stream to make a wide flat valley several

miles wide, bordered by the jagged remnants of the uneroded portion.

Castle Creek itself and all of its main tributaries flow through deep

cuts in this lake bed material before they enter the valley floor plain.

Catherine Creek, frcm Oreana, and Castle Creek below where it enters the

plain, flow in shallow low banked channels. This condition maintains all

the way to the Snake.

All of the tributaries head in the mountains and run through

typical mountain gorges to the foot hills where they meet the lake bed

deposits, out narrow canyons for their channels and join Castle Creek out

on the flat bottoms. Bates Creek and Picket Creek join before they reach

the plain, the others emerge onto the plain before they join.

The creek enters the Snake at elevation 2320 and the basin

ranges up to elevation eLo6, the summit of Quicksilver Mountain, at the

headwaters of Picket Creek.
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The headwater areas are used for stock graz3.ng arid there are

several ranches along the stream in this area. The lower wider portions

of the valley which are susceptible to irrigation are under cultivation

in part. kround Oreana there are several hundred of acres of land under

cultivation, irrigated from the unregulated flows of Catherine and Browns

Creeks. Four or five miles to the southeast several hundred acres are

irrigated by the flows from Castle Creek aided by storage from the

Foreman Reservoir. Along both streams below these points there are iso-

lated patches of cultivated lands irrigated by diversions from the creeks

but by far the greater part of the valley is not in agricultural use.

Great tracts of the bottom show alkali and the benches and valley sides

show gravel or other unproductive soils. There is one abandoned ranoh

at the mouth of Castle Creek where the irrigation diversion is still in

operation, but the water is carried on out of the Castle Creek valley

for stock water and irrigation of the small ranch at the old Clarke

Ferry lending on the bank of the Snake 2 miles to the northwest of Castle

Creek.

Except on the steep faces of the breaks in the lake bed area,

where nothing grows, the native cover of the entire drainage area is sage

brush and cacti arid, their allied shrubs. There is no green timber any-

where in the basin, even in the mountains.

The Foreman Reservoir is the only storage in the basin with a

recorded storage capacity. There are several small stock watering ponds

in the head,water areas but even the location of these is not of record.

They are all very small and their entire combined volume would be only
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a few acre feet. The Foreman has a recorded capacity of 2300 acre feet,

but this dant was washed out in l9L13 and has only been partially repaired.

The Foreman Reservoir is formed by a long low, earth fill across

the mouth of joining washes in the lake bed materials forming an

offstream storage into which Castle Creek water is diverted by a short

canal only a mile or two long. At its maximum height the dam is only

some 15 to 18 feet high, and for most of its length it is less then 10

feet high. The control works consist of one gate controlled pipe (size

not determinable) throui the base of the dent and no spiliway was pro-

vided. The lack of spiliway was probably the cause of the failure as

the washout was apparently caused by overtopping. The washout was some

L0 to 50 feet wide and has been filled in to about two-thirds of its

original section.

orma1ly, the lack of spiliway would not endanger the dam as

all of the water comes in from the conti-olled flow from Castle Creek, but

apparently the spring runoff of 19L3 made these controls inoperative and

over-filled the reservoir,

The owners of the dam could not be contacted so their future

plans could not be determined. If they do not plan the reconstruction of

the dam to its original height, the active storage in the reservoir will

not again be as large as the recorded 2300 acre feet capacity.

This installation has the appearance of being poorly constructed

and maintained and is apparently a "farmers" project.

The dam is located in Sec. 3L, Twp. Lt. S., R. 1 E. and the reser-

Svoir occupies parts of Sections 3I. and 33 of Twp. 1.. S., R. 1 E. and parts

of Sections L and 5, of Twp. 5 S., R. I E.
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The sedimentary deposits continue upstream above the Foreman

Reservoir some 3 miles 'where the basalt rims begin to appear and the valley

narrows down, but the valley floor remains fairly wide and is cultivated

to above the mouth of Alder Creek, some 5 miles above the reservoir. At

this point Castle Creek emerges from a narrow, deep, rock-walled canyon

through 'which the creek tumbles very rapidly. It is some two miles up this

canyon where the information available places the location of the 5000

acre feet of storage proposed by the Bureau. Dam sites are available in

this canyon at almost any place but a reservoir location for even the

small storage proposed was not observed. That it does or does not exist

cannot be definitely stated as the reoonnaisesnoe party ran into diffi-

culty and were unable to traverse the canyon in its entirety. Castle Creek

above the mouth of Alder Creek is small indeed and may not furnish the

desired 5000 acre feet in minimum years.

To say that the reconnaissance party ran into difficulty on this

trip is stating it mildly. Roads of sorts lead up the valley on both

the east and west sides. One road south out of Oreana crosses Browns Creek

and swings to the east to join the east side road a mile south of the

Foreman Reservoir. There is a bridge here where the 8treaflt can be crossed.

Above this point the east side road remains fairly good to the ranch at

the mouth of Aiiler Creek. Above this it leads into a box canyon and

ends abruptly near the point where Castle Creek breaks out of its rock

ribbed canyon. Even the command oar could find no way out of this cul-

de-sac.
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A retreat from here back to the bridge arid an attQnpt up the west

side only led. to more difficulties. This west side road started off a

fairly good road but narrow. There are several partially used or corn-

plete].y deserted farina along this side of the creek and the road dwindled

as each of these were passed, until we were following a very poor un-

travelled road along the toe of the silt-sand cliffs of the remnants of

the lake bed deposits. When this road was on the bottom it was not

dangerous, but it sometimes climbed part way up the cliff face and in

places climbed over or along the sides of sand piles sifted off of the

cliffs. One of these was particularly nasty. The sand had drifted across

what rtad there was at a rather precarious slope and the loose sand was

bottomless. The ocamnand car made it through, way down in the little

gear with all four wheels pulling, but nearly sideways as the rear end.

slid dawn the hill. Immediately above this point the road swung off the

hill into a deserted farm yard and. ended at a full running irrigation

ditch. This was about a half mile below the mouth of Alder Creek. We

were sure that the road continued somewhere so we swung up along the

irrigation ditch and continued upstream. A short distance and we were off

the land that had been cultivated and into the sage - and what sagell

It was the tallest that this observer has ever seen. It must have been

9 or 10 feet tall and. got thicker as we proceeded. We mowed a lane for

nearly half a mile without a sign of any road or of any way out. To get

our bearings this observer left the oar and scrambled up to the high

ground to the west to see what was ahead. From this vantage point the

oar could not be seen. Asat. Engineer Al Reber was standing on the front
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fender of the car and his head was just above the sage. The observation

showed that this was not the way out as there was a barbed wire fence

blocking the route and. beyond this a swamp. So we reversed the field

again back to the deserted ranch and. cast about for a way out. On the

other side of the irrigation ditch there was evidence of fairly recant

wheel tracks so we selected a place where the banks were not too steep

and the brush not too thick and plunged the car through the ditch.

A pass upstream along the ditch ended in a wheat field. A pass

across the bottom to the east came to another deserted ranch with a bridge

across the creek. We thought we were out as the east side road was only

a few hundred feet beyond. The bridge did. not show much si of use and

looked like a rickety affair so we thought we better examine it. It had

been built on two small logs for stringers, one of which was already

broken and the other nearly rotted through. The structure had been

propped up with two vertical 2 x L.'s in the center of the span. We did

not dare to put the command car at the mercy of those two 2 x Lê's. The

creek was some 10 or 12 feet deep with vertical banks and there was no

chance to ford it. So back again to the point we forded the canal, there

was just one other chance to get out. That would be downstream paralleling

the irrigation ditch on the chance that there was a bridge across the creek

at an alfalfa field we could see a half mile or so away. Wheel tracks

started off this direction also but soon faded into the sage. Evidently

the farmer had had trouble with his irrigation ditch in that area some

time previous. It had either broken or overflowed. The break had been

repaired and. the area had surface dried until it looked all right, but
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under the top crust the ground was fairly fluid. Reher thought we had

reached the end of the trail when the bottom went out from under the

two right wheels and we cane to a sudden stop, canted at a very sharp

angle and the floor of the car even with the ground on that side of the

oar. A shift into compound and four-wheel drive, a couple of short lunges

backward and forward with the car settling deeper all the time, finally

gave the command oar a chance to get enough momentum to go and she did.

We plowed a furrow some three feet deep in a circle back onto solid ground

and retraced our steps back to the canal ford. That farmer won't thank

us for the ditch we left across his field access. We didn't want to have

to hit that sand hill again, but there was no other way out. So we again

forded the irrigation ditch and headed for the sand. Coming in we hadn't

icuown what we were in for. Going back out we did - and Al walked. It

was a repetition of the first episode with all of the original thrills

but again we made it, and finally got back to the bridge above the

Foreman Reservoir. We had not succeeded in getting closer than 2 miles

or so to the Bureau's proposed location for the Castle Creek storage site.

We took one final shot at i-b. There was a road that climbed the

east bank of the creek canyon a mile or so above the bridge and we hoped

there would be a high land road leading up into the vioinity of the dam

site. The road reached the rim several miles east of the mouth of Alder

Creek,but there was no road nor any chance to travel up along Castle

Creek. We kept on looking for such a road and finally found ourselves

out of the basin and crossing Birch Creek, headed for Poison Creek and

the headwaters of Battle Creek on the Owyhee. We didn't go back.
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Sinker Creek

This tributary enters the Snake from the southwest at River

Mile 28 of the 1911,. river survey. It has cut a deep gorge through the

lake bed deposits and volcanic rubble from the foot hills to the Snake

channel. At the Snake this channel is 500 or 600 feet deep, probably

a thousand feet across with nearly vertical side walls. Ten miles up

it is still 200 feet or more deep, the side walls not so steep and some

2000 to 3000 feet between the rims. About 3 miles farther up, where it

emerges from the foot hills upon the edge of the old lake bed, the canyon

is more moderate yet. Here there had been constructed a small reservoir

Sinker Creek gorge - view downstream
above The Forks" a mile above the
old reservoir.
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with a capacity of 2700 acre feet for stock watering purposes and for

irrigation of bench and bottom lands below. The darn here failed during

the spring of 19L4.3 when a cloud burst descended the creek upon a full

reservoir. The spiliway was inadequate to handle the flow and the dam

was overtopped and washed out. Above the reservoir area the creek runs

in a typical mountain channel where no storage sites are available.

Sinker Creek receives all of its water from the areas above the

reservoir there the mountains range up to elevations of 8L.00 feet. It

drains about 60 square miles in the area to the east of Silver City.

The reservoir constructed did not store all the water available,

but it probably was all that could be placed to beneficial use as the

amount of irrigable land below the reservoir is limited. The bench lands

in the vicinity are mostly broken and rolling and cut by deep ravines

washed in the old lake bed deposits and volcanic rubble that made the

land in that area. Old Sinker Butte certainly made a mess of thing8

in that vicinity with its outpourings of cinders and volcanic rubble.

There are no continuous basalt or lava flows in evidence in much of the

area, but the stuff spewed out does not make for good agricultural lands.

The best tillable lands observed were in the canyon bottoms along the

margin of the creeks where the voloanios have been reworked by the water

and, aided by a deposition of silts from above, have made some fertile

lands in certain isolated areas. The 3 mile stretch below the old Sinker

Creek reservoir site is one of those, and is believed to be the only

such reach along Sinker Creek. Some 1500 acres of bench land lying in

a tract about 5 miles northeast of the reservoir on what is called
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Old DamonSinker
Creek

View upstream at the
hole in the darn.
Silver City Range in
the distance. View
looking west.

\riew across at the
end of spiliway
channel. Note limited
erosion. Hydraulic
borrow pits show in
edge of the breaks.
View looking south.
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View up the reservoir
area from dam remnant
on left abutment.
Release control tower
to the right. Note
silt deposits.



Murphy Flat were partially irrigated by a canal that climbs the north bank,

tunneling several of the points and finally gaining the top from where it

lead water to the north some 2 or 3 miles to the tract. The land is now

rapidly returning to a desert state.

Panorama of Sinker Creek below the old reservoir, old
reservoir area at extreme left. Note canal climbing

left bank. Stream flows to the right.

The top layers of the unused bench lands in the vicinity gen-

erally consist of a rather coarse sand which the wind moves around and

finally cones up against the rather scattering stand of sage brush that

struggles there for existence.

No measurements of the stream flow in Sinker Creek have been

recorded so its annual contribution to the Snake is not known. It is

thought that it cannot be greater than 10 or 15,000 acre feet though, as

the creek is small and is practically dry during the late summer and

early fall.
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It is believed that no benefit can be obtained frcn any in-

oreased development on this stream, unless it would be for additional

storage for the lands now cultivated and those abandoned on account of

the failure. In such case it could be secured by- building the recon-

structed dam to a greater height at or near the site of the old dam.

The old Sinker Creek reservoir was constructed in 1909 and the

drying up of its bed revealed an interesting silting condition. Some 10

or 12 feet had been left below the control gates for dead storage and

silt depository. This the silt had completely filled and was built up

to -the height of the top of the gates. The release of water into the

canals in recent years had been accompanied by a flow of this sand and

silt which very materially reduced the canal capacities. The canal for

the first mile, though dry now, is nearly full of the a&nda and silts

deposited by the last seasonts operations.

When the dam failed, the rush of water deposited sand and

gravels ower the creek bottom for over a mile downstream and silts for

a much greater distance. The farm immediately below the dam was completely

ruined and three others downstream were materially damaged.

The creek has now cut its way down to near its old stream bed

level and is busily at work removing the silt deposits from the old

reservoir bed. It is in a- winding channel through the silt bed with

vertical side walls 10 to 12 feet high which it undermines arid caves

in, then washes away. It has a channel 50 to 100 feet wide out at this

time and will continue until the deposit is entirely removed, This mater-

ial is carried clear to the Snake River and is being redeposited in the
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Old Dam on Sinker Creek
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View do'wnstream from washout. Deposits in
the foreground are mostly gravel.

Close-up of the action of the stream removing
the silt deposits in the reservoir area.
View looking downstream.
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pool above the Swan Falls plant. From the evidence any reservoir in thi8

area should be figured with a tairiy high silting factor.

The dam itself had been oonatructed by hydraulio methods, the

material being washed from the lake bed materials on the canyon rim to

the south. No evidence remains that they made any attempt to make a core

wall or to segregate the materials in any way. The initial toe dike is

visible in the section of the south face of the failure, but above this

the stratifications indicate that the material was just washed in to make

a fill.

The spiliway passed around the right end of the dam and returned

to the s-bream 200 or 300 yards downstream. Its channel, although in lake

bed materials, did not show excessive erosion, showing that the dam failed

very soon after the water reached the spillway level.

Access to the middle reaches of Sinker Creek can be easily

made. The road from Murphy to Oreana crosses the stream some 3 or 14

miles below the old dam. From this road there are three chances to cover

the upstream area. A road skirts the left bank of the stream in the valley

up to the old dam. On top of the rim on the south side a road skirts the

canyon up to the foot hills. A road leaves the Murphy road a mile or so

north of the canyon rim and climbs into the high country. It does not

enter the Sinker Creek canyon until well into the foot hills after climb-

ing to quite a high elevation. It drops into the canyon on a quite heavy

grade down to stream level. Here the road forks. A stub road leads down-

stream to terminate at the mouth of the south fork. The other fork pro-

ceeds upstream for several miles before it leaves the creek to the south.
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This road goes in to Silver City. Below ths Murphy-Oreana road crossing

there is no access into the Sinker Creek canyon by road, although the lip

of the canyon can be reached at many places by navigating the sage.



.
Rabbit Creek

This tributary enters the Snake from the south at Mile 12 of

the 191)4 river 8urvey. It is an intermittent stream and is generally dry.

It collects the flows, if any, from many deep gulches washed in the old

lake beds -that form the torrain in that area. At the time of the reconnais-

sauce there was a little moisture appearing in the stream bed in the lower

mile. It wa8 the return water from the irrigation of the lands along the

creek in the vicinity, the water for which was pumped from the Snake.

Nine miles up, one mile above Murphy, there was another wet spot in the

mouth of a tributary gulch. This was all the water observed and we traveled

almost the entire length of the creek.

Apparently this stream drains the local area only and if that

area gets no rain or snow, no water runs in the creek. Sinker Creek and

Reynolds Creek drainages appear to cut it off from receiving any from

the higher mountains around Silver City-.

One proposal has been made to place a reservoir on this stream

just above Murphy. This would be impossible as there would be no water

to fill it.

The railroad follows up the gulch all the way and terminates

at Murphy. Rere most of the town as well as the railroad and the branch

road to Silver City are all right on the creek bottom. The stream bed

shows that water does come down the channel occasionally, but it can be

in no great quantity or the village would be washed away.

No development can be recommended on this stream.
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Reynolds Creek

This tributary enters the Snake from the southwest near Wilson,

Idaho. It originates in the hiier mountains of the Silver City Range in

Twp. L. S., R. L. W., flows north along the axis of the range for 12 or 15

miles in a wide depression to enter its canyon section in Sec. 13, Twp. 2 S.,

P. I W. For the next 6 miles it is continuously in a very rugged canyon

trending generally northeast to where it emerges on the Snake plains in

about Sec. 21, Twp. 1 S., P. 3 VI. It drops about 1200 feet in this sec-

tion. From here its course is generally easterly and northeasterly for

L. miles to enter the Snake in Sec. 36, Twp. 1 N., P. 3 W. This point is

at about Mile 5.5 on the 191)4 river survey.

Cr
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Lower end of canyon where Remo1ds Creek
enters the Snake plain. View looking
west upstream.



Wilson Creek, its principal lower tributary, joifl8 Reynolds

Creek after they both have left -the mountains end entered the Snake

plains. No important tributaries enter the stream in the canyon sec-

tion, but they enter from all directions in the basin above the canyon.

Most of the creeks are small and unnamed. Salmon Creek, the moat impor-

tant of them, joins Reynolds Creek from the west in Sec. 13, Twp. 2 S.,

R. L VI. about 3 miles downstream of the very, very small village of Reynolds.

Although there are a few small ranch homes within a mile or so, the only

thing visible at the site of the town is the "Silent Ciy of the Dead".

The cemetery lies at the northeast of the road intersection. There are

no dwellings here.

The drainage basin consists of about 130 square miles of the

rugged, barren Silver City Mountains. It is an area of very light rain-

fall and nearly all of the water is contributed by the higher mountains.

Wilson Creek, which drains the north and northwest slopes of Wilson Peak

which ranges up to above elevation 5L00, and the southeastern slopes of

the neighboring mountain to the northwest which ranges nearly as high,

usually has a continuous flaw throughout the year, but, except in case

of cloudburst, the flow is never large as the entire drainage basin for

the tributary is less than 20 square miles, and the lower two-thirds of

this will not contribute any water throughout most of the year.

Reynolds Creek receives its flow from the higher Silver City

peaks. It drains the slopes of Vhiskey Mountain, elevation above 6100

feet, Twin Peaks, above 7200 feet, and Black Mountain, above 6600 feet,

and several lesser peaks. These peaks are snow covered throughout most
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of the year, the snow melt usually extending to late in July or early

August before it is all gone. Sinker Creek, Succor Creek, Cow Creek, and

Jordan Creek also receive their flows from the snow melt in this vicinity.

Along the lower reaches of the creek, on. the Snake plains around

Wilson, part of the irrigable lands are under cultivation, but only in a

small degree making use of Reynolds Creek water. The uncontrolled stream

flow supplies all the water for one ranch on the creek bottom below the

canyon mouth where only a small amount of land is under irrigation and a

diversion ditch leads to the lands around Wilson, but the irrigating

season is not far advanced before the dwindling flow becomes inadequate

to supply the demand and water for this area is either pumped from the

Snake or supplied by the Sproat Springs syphon.

A proposition for providing storage on Reynolds Creek has been

considered, but "it was dropped on account of insufficient water supply."

This project contemplated a small reservoir "somewhere in the canyon."

In the canyon section there are no habitations or possible

future utilization of any lands Above the canyon the bottom lands are

quite generally occupied. The meadows are irrigated for their hay and

there are several tracts under cultivation, generally planted to small

grain for stock feed. Above the basin in. which the town of Reynolds is

located the valley generally is uninhabited. There are indications of

mining activity throughout this upper region, but no active mining oper-

ations are being conducted. In the early days Silver City was a mining

metropolis with several mines working in the vicinity. In recent years

all operations have ceased in the area and except possibly for a caretaker
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there is now no one at Silver City. The roads into the town were not kept

open during the past winter and had not yet been opened at the tine of 'our

visit.

Measurements of flaw on Reynolds Creek are entirely lacking.

When observed on 32 April 1945, the creek was discharging 75 to 100 o.f.s.

into the Snake. When again seen on 30 May 1945, the flaw was much greater,

probably 250 c.f.s. and it had been much greater as the peak of the melt

was past and the stream was falling.

Just how much water the stream would provide is not known, but

it is thought that there would be 15,000 or 20,000 acre feet for storage

on en annual basis and up to or above 100,000 acre feet on a cyclic basis.

Only one possible dam site, with a reservoir site, was observed.

This is at the upper end of the canyon just below the mouth of Salmon Creek

and somewhat over 3 miles downstream from the Reynolds cemetery. Here the

creek enters a granite walled canyon and starts its 1200 foot drop to the

Snake plains. The dam site is rather wide, 200 feet or better at the creek

level and the granite canyon walls rise at moderate slopes between 30

and 40 degrees on either side. The dam, however, would not have to be

high for an annual storage proposition. For cyclic storage the site would

have its limitations. A dam 210 feet hi would be about 2000 feet long

on the crest and the reservoir created would impound about 40,000 acre

feet. An additional 100 feet would increase the crest length to about

mile creating a reservoir with better than 150,000 acre feet capacity.

The foundation conditions at the dam site are believed to be

highly satisfactory. The surface granites are weathered and show many
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Reynolds Creek Darn SiJe - view looking north dovmstream



open cracks and interstices, hut it is believed that stripping to moderate

depths will uncover sound rock.

Construction materials, other than gravel, were observed near

the site. Rock is available in any amount at the dam site and earth fill

materials in any quantity in the valley floor and bordering hills throughout

the reservoir area.

The reservoir area is the best feature of the site. The valley

widens immediately above the dam and the stream gradient flattens off.

A mile above the dam the valley floor is nearly a mile wide and for two

miles or more the gradient is less than 50 feet to the mile.

Reynolds Creek Basin Reservoir site. View south from the

dam site, looking upstream.

There are at least four farm set-ups on the valley floor in the

reservoir basin, One was abandoned, but others appeared to be well kept
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plaoes. None appeared to be in any way elaborate or pretentious. These

farms would be the only flowage problem as the road has already been re-

located high along the eastern rim of the basin and does not drop to

stream level till above the reservoir area.

The use of the water here could be for irrigation in the Wilson

area, either for new lands or to replace -that now pumped from the Snake,

if considered on an annual basis. Under a cyclic storage the benefits

would be to daimstream areas, but not for irrigation.

Access into Reynolds Creek is not difficult. unless one wishes

to get into the canyon section. The lower reaches can be seen from the

itad into the ranch a-b the mouth of the canyon. This loaves the valley

road at the cemetery a mile or so north of Wilson and follows the creek

up to the ranch where it terminates,

A road out of Wilson to the west climbs the range south of

Reynolds Creek canyon and joins the creek up in the reservoir basin.

This road follows up the creek all the way and crosses over to Silver

City. The road is not difficult except when muddy or blocked by snow.
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Squaw Creek

This tributary, a rather small stream, enters the Snake from the

southwest in Sec. 36, Twp. 2 N., R. L W. about L miles downstream from

Enterprise, the zero point of the 19lL. Snake River survey.

It drains about 50 square miles of the more northern end of the

Silver City Range.. Above the lower 3 miles, which is entrenched in the

lake beds of the Snake plains, its course is a narrow precipitous gorge

until the tributary headwaters are reached where more moderate valleys

prevail.

Its drainage basin is only about 15 miles long, but the area

drained ranges up to above 6200 feet where the snow melt furnishes -the

water supply.

Near -the mouth of the creek some 300 acres of land are now irri-

gated by the spring flows in the creek aided later in the season by pump-

ing from the Snake and by a small artesian flow. Along its course above

this area there is only one habitation, a small ranch in the creek bottom

about 8 miles above the mouth in the only wide place in the creek bottom.

All of the tributary area is sage covered, barren land, much of it def-

initely waste lands because of its broken character.

No records are available on the flow, so the amount of water

that might be available is not lcnown. When observed on ]2 April l9L5,

the flow was somewhere near300 second feet, but this was also somewhere

near the maximum flow for the year. Then observed again on 30 May l9b5,

much of the water was being diverted for irrigation use. The flow was



thought to be somewhat in excess of 100 second feet at that time.

Only one opportunity for storage was observed on the stream.

This would require a dam in the canyon about 7 miles above the mouth in

the NV Soc. 3O T. 1 N., H. L W., where the creek cuts through a shoulder

of French John Hill. The reservoir formed would be in the basin where

the only ranch on the creek is now located.

View south across the reservoir area.

It is still rather rugged terrain and the site would require a

rather hi dam to obtain any storage. The canyon was not traversed to

select the best axis available, but the points observed indicate that the

darn would be from 200 to 250 feet wide 50 or 60 feet above the water with

nearly vertical walls above this.
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Squaw Creek Dam Site

View upstream (south) into lower end of the
canyon that provides the dam site

Vievi dovnstream (east) at the upper end
of the canyon



The valley widens above the dem site but it continues up quite

steeply. A hundred foot dan would create a pool of about 000 acre feet

only, one 200 feet high would impound about 19,000 acre feet. Somewhere

between these two heights would probably be the desirable development.

Rock was the only construction material observed in quantity. Enough

earth for sealing purposes could probably be secured in the reservoir

area. No gravel was observed near the site.

-

View upstream (southwest) over reservoir area from
north side above ranch shown in previous picture.

The use of the water from this storage would be definitely

allocated to irrigation in the area near the mouth of the creek. The

Opaline Irrigation District formed here several years ago to irrigate

and develop about 1000 acres of land. They proposed to use Squaw Creek

water aided by water from the Snake delivered by pumping under an
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80 foot lift. They solicited aid from Federal agencies, but did not

complete the negotiations. The district is not operative at this time.

Access to Squaw Creek can be easily made. The lrer reaches,

below the canyon mouth, can be reached from the road along the bank of

the Snake. The upper reaches are traversed clear to the headwaters by

Highway 95 between Marsing and Jordan Valley.
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Succor Creek (Sucker Creek)

The two spellings of the name of this creek have been used about

equally in the records and on maps recording its location. Locally the

creek is known as Succor Creek and the road signs spell it that way. The

natives refer to the creek as Succor Creek, but sons of them say that

they are suckers for living in such a country 80 that the creek might

bbe more appropriately named Sucker Creek.

The stream enters the Snake River from the southwest about a

mile downstream from -the town of Honiedalo, Idaho. This point is about 23

miles downstream from the zero point of the l9]J river survey and is in

Seo. 1, Twp. 3 N., R. 5 11. in Owyhee County, Idaho. The stream originates

W
in Idaho on the western slopes of the Silver City Range about 36 miles

due south of its mouth, but it runs west and southwest across the State

line into Oregon 3 miles north of the town of Sheaville, where it swings

to the north and runs nearly parallel to the State line for some 36 miles,

where it again crosses into Idaho just 5 miles above its mouth. It drains

about LjflO square miles of mountainous, sage covered country.

Its course in the lower 5 miles is in a rather wide valley

entrenched in the Snake River plain lake bed materials Above this it

runs generally in rock (generally rhyolito) rimmed canyons narrowing in

places to narrow box canyon gorges and widening in places to offer sites

for snmul ranches on the valley bottom. Two such ranches were observed

in the canyons below the mouth of Carter Creek, which enters near Roekville.

Three miles below Rockvilie the canyon charactorietics fade away end for
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several miles upstream the Succor and Garter Creek valleys form a wide,

gently sloping basin. In this area are several ranches.

A few miles above Carter Creek the canyon characteristics again

resume and continue up into the headwaters. In the reach below Sheaville

the canyon is not so precipitous as that below Roolcville and its walls

are not of such stable materials. Patches of lava form the walls in

places, but large sections are formed in volcanic ash, pumice, volcanic

rubble and. sediments. Succor Creek In this area is quite deeply entrenched

in these materials in contrast to Cow Creek, which drains the area to the

south of the Succor Creek headwaters, flows west and crosses the State

line at Sheaville only 3 miles or so to the south of Succor Creek. Cow

Creek in this area flows on top of the plain, swings to the southwest into

Cow Greek Lake8, from which it finds its way underground for a few miles

to resume its surface course south arid southwest into Jordan Creek and

the Owyhee. At one point near Sheaville it would be a simple matter to

divert the entire flow of Cow Creek into the Succor Creek canyon. A flood

on Cow Creek may do this naturally sometime, as the divide rim between

the basins is low and thin at this point.

Succor Creek has a fairly large flow. It was running several

hundred second feet wheri o1sez-c-ed, but was reflecting the unseasonable

rains that were occurring at the time. What scanty records we have show

that the average annual flow is about 5L1. second feet; a longer record

might increase this considerably.

The picture is not clear as to why the water in this stream has

not been. used for irrigation in the vicinity of Romedale. It appears to
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have been a victim of the State line laws as the land that could have used

the water is in Idaho, while the storage sites are all in Oregon.

Our records show that there is existing one storage dam on Succor

Creek, the Criffleld Reservoir. This is supposed to have a concrete dam

80 feet high and 250 feet long, located in. Sec. 5, Twp. 2L. S., R. L.6 K.

The reservoir capacity is recorded as being 8586 acre feet. A diligent

search of the canyon in this area did not reveal any such structure.

No explanation is given for its absence, but the creek was traversed from

its mouth to Sheaville and no reservoir was observed.

Several possibilities were observed which offered good dam sites

and fair reservoirs, any of which will probably be adequate for the storage

on. an annual basis of the water available.

j- The first opportunity for storage lies in the lower reaches

about 2 miles west of the State line. Here a dam 110 feet high would

create a reservoir of about 30,000 acre feet capacity. The darn site is

not too reliable. The hills that form the abutments are remnants of the

lake bed materials that form the Snake plain and the benches in that area.

No rock is visible and it is believed that it would be found only at con-

siderable distance below the stream bed. The success of a reservoir here

would be dependent entirely upon the impermeability of the lake bed mater-

ials. The dani would necessarily be an ear-Ui fill structure about 100

feet long on the base and lLOO feet long on the crest, constructed also

from the lake bed materials as it is the only construction material at

the site. Basalt rock can be obtained a few miles up the Succor Greek

canyon and gravels can be secured from deposits along the Snake River,

0



several miles in the opposite direction.

The reservoir would extend upstream about 3 miles and would also

occupy the mouth of several intersecting drainages. It would inundate

ne ranch near the upper end in this reach. Much of the reservoir area

would be in the depression extending a mile or more to the north of the

dam site, a wide square ended valley, the head of which forms the divide

with the North Alkali Creek drainage.

View downstream at Isaacs Ranch,
below Gesie site.

The Bureau of Reclamation's Roswell Canal, which carries the

water to the Homedale area from the Owyhee, orce sea through this reser-

voir area and may make it impossible to develop this site. Their line

crosses North Alkali Creek at grade and tunnels through the divide into

the upper end of the square ended valley mentioned above. Their canal
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skirts the western slope of this valley and crosses Succor Creek in a

concrete syphon just above the dam site. The outlet of this syphon is

on the hill that would form the right abutment. We could not be certain

but the system appeared to be above the elevation desired for the maximum

pooi, but the lake might iap the fills along the lower side of the canal.

The inundation of the syphon should not be detrimental.

A survey and thorough investigation would be required before the

feasibility of this project could be determined. It appears thatthis

location offers the better reservoir site, but the least desirable darn

site.

- The next possibility observed was about 3 miles upstream.

This has been previously proposed as the site for the (3esie Reservoir

which was to contain 20,000 acre feet. The dam would be located in a nar-

row gorge out through a basalt or rhyolite rib that cuts diagonally across

the Succor Creek valley in the NE * Sec. 28, Twp. 23 S., R. L.6 E. This

is a very good damsite and it has a fair reservoir area behind it.

The darn will have to be higher for equal storages when compared with. the

darn at the site below.

Materials for an earth fill can be obtained from the hills in

the reservoir area just above the dam site. No gravel was observed, but

' rock in any quantity is available at the dam site.

No flowage problems of a serious nature exist at this site.

The area is mostly wild. The road skirts the area high on the hills to

the west and the canyon bottom is used only for grazing. The upper mile

or so of the canyon bottom in the reservoir area contains the only meadow

land in the reservoir where two siimll benches are cultivated for hay.
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Gesie Dam Site - Succor Creek

Darn site from up-
stream. View
looking northeast.

Dam site from up-
stream. View
looking northwest.

Darn site from up-

stream.
looking north.



The low saddle to the northwest of the dam site will limit the

height of the dam. The site is good for 150 feet in height with only a

minor dike in this saddle or to 250 feet, if a major fill is considered

in the saddle. The lower dam, though, should be adequate for all the

water available.

1. The next possibility observed was about 5 miles upstream of

the Gesie site. Here the canyon walls close in and form a tight box

canyon where the rhyolite walls stand vertical on the right and nearly

so on the left up to nearly 300 feet above the stream bed. A talus

slope occupies the left side of the canyon and at one point this talus

reaches across to the stream against the right canyon wall. When

View upstream at canyon where the
lower canyon axis is located.
View looking south from high up
on the hill road.
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Lower Canyon Axis - Succor Creek

Two views looking
north (dovQnstream)
through the axis
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View upstream
(south) from the
axis
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cleaned out those vertical walls will probably be from 150 to 200 feet

apart. The valley widens somewhat above the site, but again it will take

a higher dam here for equal storages with the downstream site.

this site.

Cofl$truct ion materials other than rock are not available near

The flowage problem would be primarily the relocation of the

road which is now located low down on the canyon bottom. It would prob-

ably have to be relocated high up over the canyon rim, or blasted into

the vertical face of the rock cliff to the west. It is a narrow unsur-

faced, low rrade road which will stand for heavy grades and sharp cur-

vature.

Rhyolite pinnacles on the west rim
of the canyon above the lower canyon
axis.
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Second Canyon Axis on Succor Creek

View downstream
frcan above axis

1%
:4 :

View upstream at one
possible axis in the
canyon
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Second Canyon Axis on Succor Creek

View dovmstream at
lower end of canyon

View back at the
canyon from the

high hill to the
southwest

View upstream at
upper end of canyon
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A set of ranch buildings on the canyon floor about L miles above

the site will probably be inundated.

) Yet another possibility was observed about 3 inile.s farther up-

stream. Here the creek runs through a very narrow box canyon 300 feet

or more deep where an arch darn is indicated. The canyon is scarcely 100

feet wide in places and not over 300 feet at the widest. Several pos-

sible axes exist in about mile of canyon. The height required to secure

the storage would probably determine the axis to be used. A survey will

be necessary to make this determination.

No construction materials other than rock were observed near

the site.

The only flowage problem will be the ranch in the canyon just

above the darn site. The road is high in this area and remains high until

well above the upper limits of the pool.

Three miles above the previous site the creek valley again

narrows to rugged canyon proportions and continues thus for more than a

mile. This canyon was not traverèed on this reconnaissance, but appar-

ently it will offer several usable sites. Above this canyon the Succor

Creek valley ividens to several miles in width, through which the creek

winds in a shallow banked channel end the valley floor rises in long

gentle slopes. In this vicinity Carter Creek enters from the west and

one other western and one eastern tributary also join the Succor Creek

flow. This valley offers a truly large reservoir area and the darn site

in the canyon will be adequate to develop it either for annual or cyclic

storage. Several ranches are located on this valley bottom on both
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Carter Creek and Succor Creek, and these bottoms are irrigated in part

from the stream flows. It appears that the meadows are irrigated only

for the hay crop. No cultivated land was obserTed, although there may be

some small tracts in the valley planted to oats or other stock feed.

The area generally is used for the winter feeding of stock that ranges

the hills at other seasons.

Above this latter site no usable dam sites with reservoir areas

were observed. The stream flow is also greatly reduced as the three trib-

utaries that enter in the flats all contribute a fair amount of water.

Seven or eight miles above the mouth of Carter Creek paved

highway No. 95 from Marsing to Jordan Valley enters the modified creek

canyon and follows its bottom upstream for about Li. miles where it climbs

up on the west side to reach the top of the plain 3 miles north of

Sheaville. The creek valley in this area is quite unstable, being formed

in volcanic ash, pumice and sediments which offer neither dam sites or

reservoir areas. East of Sheavifle the stream dwindles quite rapidly

as the tributaries enter from the mountain areas.

If storage is to be secured on this stream it would appear that

one of the sites below Carter Creek should be considered, as this is the

area of maximum flow and no additional benefits would be obtained from

storages higher up.

The natural use for water stored on Succor Creek would appear

to be for irrigation in the vicinity of Homedale, but since the Roawell

Canal now carries Owy-hee river water to these lands Succor Creek seems

to have been left out of the picture.
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by Succor Creek water now lie wider this ditch and the Owyhee supply is

more than adequate for the area. Neither does it appear that a Succor

Creek development would be of any advantage to the Oyhee project in re-

leasing the ount of Succor Creek water f or use in other areas reached

by the Owyhee ditches, as that project now has a large holdover storage

for all the lands served. Future developments on the Owyhee will only

accentuate this surplus of irrigation water.

If cyclic storage is considered for this stream the Carter

Creek site will be the logical location as it offers the only reservoir

large enough for the purpose. The reservoirs above the lower itea, all

being in canyons or comparatively narrow valleys, could not be developed

to more than an annual basis with possibly a little holdover storage.

If a consideration is made of the diversion of a portion of the Cow Creek

flow at Sheaville into Sinker Creek for storage, the cyclic possibilities

might become important, although the water users on Cow Creek must also

be considered. The flow in this stream at the time observed appeared

to be nearly equal to that in Succor Creek, but again this flow was

reflecting the heavy rains. Part of this flow is stored in Cow Creek

Lakes, the rest now adds to the Owyhee River flow. See also the descrip-

tion of Cow Creek in the Owyhee River section of this report.

Access to Succor Creek is easily made, although -the road is a

narrow, twisting, climbing proposition. The road leaves the Snake River

at the mouth of Alkali Creek, 6 or 8 miles west of Homedale, prooedes

up Alkali Creek for a few miles and then crosses over into Succor Creek

valley. The road then follows the creek all the way to Sheaville.
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Rockvifle, the only map point on the creek, is a residice only.

The man and his wife here run a little store and post office in their

home. They have a remarkable collection of "thunder eggs" agates, pet-

rified woodleaf impressions and other curios collected in the vicinity.
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Owyhee River

General characteristics. - This river is the largest of the

southern tributaries to the Snake River in the reach under considers-

tion. The Grsnde Ronde is the only southern tributary throughout the

entire length of the Snake that ooirtributes more water and it has less

than 1/3 of the drainage area of the Owyhee and only about 1/3 the length.

The Owybee heads in northern Nevada, drains a large area in

southwestern Idaho, and a larger area in southeastern Oregon. The area

of its basin is about 12,000 square miles, of which about 2300 square

miles are in Nevada, 2800 square miles in Idaho, and 6900 square miles

in Oregon. Its course from its headwaters is generally northwest leav-

ing Nevada and crossing the corner of Idaho into Oregon where its trend

changes to a generally northern course and then northeasterly to enter

the Snake about 6 miles above Nyssa, Oregon at an elevation 20 or 30

feet below 2200. The main stem of the river from above White Horse

Reservoir (this branch is called the East Fork on some maps) to the

mouth is approximately 290 miles long, 142 miles in Nevada, 70 miles in

Idaho, and 178 miles in Oregon. The South Fork runs about 70 miles of

its course in Nevada after Boulder Creek and Indian Creek, each 10 miles

or so long, join to form the river southeast of Tusoarora. It joins the

Owyhee (East Fork) 186 miles above the mouth after flawing about 28 miles

in Idaho, Those are the two largest tributaries. There are two branches

called "Little Owyhee". One heads in Nevada, draining an area west of the

South Fork basin, runs first east, then north into Idaho and joins the flaw

of the South Fork about 10 miles above its junction with the Owyhee.
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This branch is about 55 miles long. The other Little Owyhee rises in

Oregon, just north of the Nevada line, runs east, northeast and northerly

to join the flow- of the Owyhee (some maps call this the South Fork also)

about 2L1. miles below the confluence of the Owyhee (East Fork) and the Soxbh

Fork and about 9 miles above the confluence of the Middle Fork. This

tributary is about !O miles long and lies entirely in the State of Oregon.

The Middle Fork and the North Fork both join the Owyhee from

the east about 153 miles above the mouth. The flows of these two tribu-

taries join and their combined flow immediately joins the Owyhee to form

what is looally known as "Three Forks's. The Middle Fork drains an area

lying north and east of the main Owyhee valley. It heads in Idaho, flaws

about 8 miles westerly to cross the State line and then turns northwest

for 12 miles to join the North Fork and the Owyhee. The North Fork drains

the area to the north of the Middle Fork basin. It also heads in Idaho,

runs for about 17 miles in a course a little south of west to cross the

State line, from where it flows 8 miles generally west to join the Middle

Fork and the Owyhee.

Jordan Creek, which joins the Owyhee about 116 miles above its

mouth, is the only other important tributary, although there are many

small contrIbutors, some of which will be discussed later. Jordan Creek

heads in Idaho, flows about 35 miles in a winding course but in a gen-

erally westerly direction to cross the State line into Oregon about a

mile from the town of Jordan Valley, frcmi where it flows a generally

westerly and southwesterly course some 1i0 miles to join the Owyhee

near Rome.
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The country drained by the Owyhee and its tributaries is generally

a high, either broken or rolling, sage brush covered plateau, out by deep

canyons at the stream courses, and broken by lava domes and basalt escarp-

ments of no apparent continuity. Some of these escarpments rise several

hundred feet above the adjacent plain and extend for miles. The strearn

sometimes follow the faces of these escarpments, hut at other times they

break into and through them at apparent right angles. This sometimes

forms gorges of magnificent proportions.

View north over tithe Desert'1 from the

shoulder of Mt. Wilson in the Bull Run
IIountains.

Only around the extreme limits of the basin are definite uioun-

tains found and these do not form a continuous mountain system. The

ranges are comparatively short and rise from 2000 to LOOO feet above
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the lava plateau like islands out of the sea.

The Silver City range forms the eastern boundary for some 20

miles around the headwaters of Jordan Creek and the North Fork. Their

general trend is southeast and the southern end of the mountains soon

fade into the high plateau forming the indetenninate divide between the

OvQyhee and Snake drainages. The highest point in the range is the summit

of Quicksilver Mountain, elevation 8)406.

The Jarbridge Mountains form the divide between the headwaters

of the Bruneau and Owyhee (East Fork) for a few miles south of the Nevada

line. Their trend is generally north and south. The highest point is the

summit of Pine Mountain, elevation 86)47.

The Independence Mountains for about 30 miles and the north end

of the Tuscarora Mountains form the eastern and western boundaries

View south from Maggie Summit - looking
down Maggie Creek at the Bull Run and
Independence Mountains from the divide
between Crane and Maggie Creeks in the
headwaters of the Bull Run River.
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of the South Fork in the area south and east of the town of Tuscarora.

The trend of both of these ranges is north and south. The highest point

is the summit of Jacks Peak, which is above 10,000 feet in elevation.

The Bull Run Mountains lie almost entirely in the South Fork

drainage. They lie between Tuscarora and Mountain City and at their north-

eastern end form the divide between the Owyhee (East Fork) and the South

Fork. They appear to be an offshoot range, some 20 miles long, from the

View northwest from Maggie Summit.
Mountain in center is at north end
of Bull Run Range. Pennsylvania
Hill shows in the distance at
extreme right.

western side of the Independence Range. They sweep in an arc to the north-

west, north and into the northeast, to lose their identity in the divide
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between the two river forks. The range is not continuous and is cut corn-

rletely by both Deep Creek and Bull Run Creek (knov'n locally as Bull Run

River). All the peaks range above 7000 feet in elevation and the highest

reach an elevation of 935L feet.

View south looking at the north end of
Bull Run Range from north of White Rock.

The Steens Mountains form the topographical boundary for some

30 miles at one portion on the west. The trend is a few degrees east of

north. No active surface water reaches the Owyhee from these mountains.

The drainage from the eastern slope of the Steens collects in lakes and

marshes along the foot hills and from here have no definite surface

runs, but some of the water from this source may reach the Owyhee under-

ground. The springs on Crooked Creek may be froni this source.
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The Cedar Mountains form the western drainage boundary for some

15 miles between the Owyhee and the Ma].heur, west of Owyhee Lake. Their

trend is southwest northeast and they range up to between 6000 and 7000

feet in elevation.

Veiy little green timber was observed in the area. Even in

the mountains at the upper reaches of the tributaries green timber was

conspicuous by its absence. In the higher mountains in Nevada a very few

scrubby juMpers and a lesser number of pion trees were found, but even

these were very soattering. This area is in the Humbolt National Forest,

but the only trees observed in quantity were aspen which grew in seattering

groves on the mountain sides making fresh green islands in the gray sage

that predominates. A fringe of willow brush usually but not always trims

the margins of the streams. This seldom grows larger than buggy whip size.

The vast expanse of the Owyhee drainage basin is ueed only for

grazing stock. The area is used predominantly for cattle, although son

areas are allocated to sheep. Horses are seen everywhere throughout the

basin. The greater majorIty of these are wild as this area holds the lar-

gest bands of wild horses ranging in the United States. These bands are

being reduced as fast as they can be hunted down. The good stock is being

sold in the horse market, many for Government use, the scrub animals go

to furnish the meat for the horse meat markets throughout the country.

Although many horse hunters have been at work in recent years, there are

many thousands of these horses yet ranging the hills and canyons of the

Owyhee.
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Wild game is abundant only in spots. Antelope range some areas

and deer are found in the mountain areas. Some of these deer are truly

large with trenndous antler spread. Both mule and blacktail deer are

found in the Nevada mountains, but the blacktail, unlike our coast black-

tail, are the larger animals. It is surprising that the deer will stay

in a region of so little cover. It certainly would be an easy country

to hunt, but it would call for long distance shooting. The operator of

Upper Jack Creek store between Tusoarora and Deep Creek produced pictures

of some of the hunters who hunted at his place with their trophies. One

sot of horns had a spread so wide that the Savage rifle that killed the

deer would only just span the spread of the horns. This blacktail was

as large as the largest of our Cascade mule deer. hen we asked where

they hunted, they said "the hills anywhere around hero. Sometimes right

in the yard." I looked the hills over and just couldn't see it. The

hill. cover was a very scrubby sage not over 18 inches high and scattering

at that, It would scarcely hide a jack rabbit. comment is that these

deer are a lot different from those I am acquainted with or they wouldn't

even stay in such a country.

The only- predatory animals in the area are the coyotes and

there must be many thousands of them from the signs they have left along

the canyon rims and high places.

During our travels in the area we saw many horses which we

thought were wild, no deer at all, only one antelope and only one

coyote. We killed six rattlesnakes, one scorpion and were bitten by

two -ticks. Not very good huntingl
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All of the perenial streams offer good trout fishing when the

streams are down. During our visit the streams were in flood and the

only catches being taken were a species of white fish. No migratory fish

use the Owyhee.

The lake above the Owyhee Dan has been stocked with other species

of fish and these are sontimes washed through the spiliway to be caught

in the stream below. The attendant t the dam said these fish went through

the Glory Hole spiflway without apparent injury, but we noticed a flock

of sea gulls camped along the river below, so we rather doubt his con-

clusions.

The only area in the Owyhee basin where diversified crops are

raised under irrigation is in the Snake plains area in the lower 8 or 10

miles of its course. All the rest of the vast expanse is very much as

natzre made it and one's reaction is that there is an awful large expanse

of country iii this vicinity that was left in an unfinished condition.

Eight miles above its mouth the river emerges onto the Snake

plain out of a canyon which it enters about 100 miles above, just below

the mouth of Jordan Creek. About 53 miles of this canyon is occupied by

the Owyhee reservoir. At a few places in the canyon below the lake and in

one place above it the canyon widens enough to form sizable bars to offer

building sites with small tracts of irrigable land. Three or four of

these small bars are occupied in the lower canyon below the dam. where

they lift the water to their irrigation ditches by current operated bucket

wheels. One of those observed had a lift of 20 feet or more. In the

upper canyon the water is carried to the lands by direct diversion.
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Above the lake only hay fields are irrigated. Generally these are meadows

of wild hay, but some tracts of alfalfa and timothy have been planted.

Abcwe the junction of Crooked Creek, a few miles downstream

from Rome the canyon gives way to a wider more open valley. The rock

- ,

The Duncan Ferry Reservoir site from
upstream - view looking north.

ribbed canyon walls disappear and the hills forming the sides are rem-

nants of a deposit of lake bed materials and other sediments. A narrow

strip in the valley floor in the immediate vicinity of the river in the

area between the end of the canyon and the mouth of Jordan Creek is under

cultivation. The water for lands east of the river is diverted from

Jordan Creek, for lands on the west side of the river the diversion is

made from the Owyhee, the diversion dam being some L miles above Rome

in the mouth of the canyon above the Rome basin. Here alfalfa fields
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Duncan Ferry Reervor krea

Sedimentary remnants L miles north of
Rome. View downstream on the west side
of the Owyhee.

Sedimentary remnant L. miles north of
Rome. View upstreem on the west side.
Ranch at Rome is in the grove at the left.



as well as wild hay meadows are irrigated and se small acreage of small

grains are grown for winter stock feeding. Most of the valley floor is

either sands, gravels or alkali and is not productive.

r.
_f

p. -

View upstream at mouth of canyon above
the Rome basin.

In the entire area above Rome what irrigation activity there

is is confined to diversions, sometimes with storage, to irrigate hay

meadows. No indication of land cultivation was observed.

The some 93 miles of the river from about 6 miles above Rome

to a point in the Duck Valley (Western Shoshone) Indian Reservation were

not traversed on this reconnaissance. It is an area of no roads or very

poor ones and the rains were so intense and persistent that these high-

ways were generally impassable at that time. From sketchy information

gathered from natives who had been in parts of the area, or had been
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told about it, we gathered that in this entire stretch, the river is in

a basalt rimmed canyon all the way and that there are no habitations or

used lands in the canyon. For 25 or 30 miles east of the Idaho line the

canyon walls have crumbled and partially filled the channel until much

of all, the flows and the entire low season flow disappears under these

rook Dues, A.bove this the upper end of the canyon, some 2L. miles in

length, is stable o where the river first plunges into the canyon by

breaking through a basalt escarpment several hundred feet high above the

flat lands of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation, 9 miles below the mouth

of Blue Creek and about 17 miles below the agency ton of Owyhee, Nevada.

The gorge into which the (Ywyhee plunges
at the upper end of the canyon below
the reservation town of Owyhee.
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Above this point through the reservation the valley floor is

habitable and pretty generally is completely utilized. On the reserva-

tion the Indian shacks are nearly continuous. The town of Owyhee sits

View upstream just below the mouth of
Blue Creek.

on the river bank and large areas of the flat lands are irrigated for

hay crops. In the reservation area the Owyhee runs in a shallow chan-

nel, the banks in places being only a few feet high to the level of the

adjoining flat lands.

A couple of miles above Owyhee, canyon proportions again resume

but in a different type canyon with more modified features. Hills and

mountains with moderate slopes form the canyon walls, the fresh lavas
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and basalts so predominant in the lower canyon are absent here and graziites

and other basic rocks predominate.

There is an occasional habitation here and there in this canyon

all the way to and above Mountain City, but signs of agricultural activity

are absent. The canyon shows evidence of the mining activity of the past

and it is thought that the residents in this canyon section are interested

in mining more than ranching.

Mountain City is the metropolis of the Nevada area of the Owyhee

drainage basin. Other than Owyhee, the Indian agency town elaven miles

below, it is the only place in the area where a traveller can secure

accommodations. e ascertained the fact that one could get meals and a

room of sorts at "The Club", the brawl joint in Owyhee, but we did not

try it out. Mountain City has only one hotel, but it is a fairly good

one for such a town. Normally there are two or three places where one

Mountain City, Nevada looking north.
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can eat, but only one was open when we were there due to the lack of

"points". The town has a couple of grocery stores, two dry goods stores,

two filling stations, and. a drug store. There is a bar in the hotel and

three saloons along the street. Thereare several "Joints" also, some

beer, some otherwise, but most of these appeared to be closed for the

duration.

The town cons its of two short rows of buildings, one on either

side of the road. vtnich forms the i.in and only street. Its normal popu-

lation is given as about 375 people, but there are not that many now as

with the mines not working many people have moved away. There did not

appear to be enough houses in town to house that many people, so they

must include in the population count those that lived at the neighboring

. mines.

The town is not on a railroad. The nearest rail points are at

Elko, Nevada, 83 miles to the south, or Mountain Home, Idaho, 112 mi188

to the north. Stages and truck lines serve the community.

The town apparently has only one purpose, to serve the miners

in the vicinity. During the mine shutdown the town is very quiet. It

will be anything but quiet on a Saturday night 'with the mines all running.

The only mine working in the area at this date is the Rio Tinto,

high in the mountains southwest of Mountain City. All of the others being

gold producers, are closed for the duration. The Anaconda Copper Company

owns and operates the Rio Tinto. They concentrate their ore at the mine,

truck the concentrates to Elko and ship by rail to the smelters at Salt

Lake City.
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Some )4 or 5 miles above Mountain City the river canyon again

narrows down to more box canyon proportions and continues so to the

Wild Horse Reservoir. There are no habitations in this canyon and only

one consisting of a few shaoky buildings at Hot Creek on the lake shore,

in the area above. The Elko road follows a water grade a few feet above

the canyon floor all the way up to the headwaters.

The topography of the South Fork is very similar to that on the

Owyhee (East Fork). The headwater regions are moderate and the valley

bottoms are occupied in the vicinity of Tuscarora and for several miles

in either direction. About 50 miles below Tuscarora the river plunges

View looking southwest over the head-
waters of Sheep Creek on the Duck
Valley (Western Shoshone) Indian
Reservation. This area is tributary
to the South Fork.
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into its rock ribbed canyon which holds until it joins the Owyhee. In

this 50 miles the river runs alternately in modified canyons or through

large wide valleys through which the river channel is not deeply intrenched.

In the upper reaches the canyons are formed in the ancient basic rock,

in the lower regions they are cut through the more recent basalt flows.

The characteristics of the two Little Owyhees and of the Middle

and North Forks are not definitely known, but from the information given

by the residents in the vicinity they are in deep basalt canyons through-

out most of their courses. Wide moderately sloping valleys should be

typIcal of their headwater regions.

Jordan Creek flows in mountain canyons throughout its course

in Idaho to emerge into a wide moderate valley in Oregon. Silver City-,

Idaho is on Jordan Creek near its source and much of its valley near the

western Idaho line is under cultivation. The town of Jordan Valley,

Oregon and the villages of Denner and Arock occupy places in its valley

and a large proportion of the valley floor in Oregon is under cultivation,

again generally for stock feed.

Jordan Valley was settled by a counity of Basques who chose

this isolated valley for their home. They lived a practically isolated

existence here until a few years ago when the road through from Idaho

Snake River points to MoDermjtt and Winnemuoca, Nevada was opened up.

This road has been widened and paved as a war emergency project so they

are now on a main highway. The paving on this road was completed about

I

two years ago end Jordan Valley now sees quite a few tourists. The

older folks say they don't like it as it destroys their isolation.
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The Spanish language is still generally spoken in Jordan Valley

and many old Spanish customs are lxi evidence. We were much interested in

the "pelota" court that had been constructed. This was a masonry wall

some 30 feet high with short wings at either end and the whole surmounted

by a netting 12 or more feet high. It served as a back stop. It took a

lot of labor to build this wall. The court isn't used. anymore as the

older members are too old to play and the younger ones are more interested

in other games. Pelota is a Basque variation of handball.

Jordan Valley's business section consists of two hotels (one

not generally in use), a grocery store, two filling stations, a black-

smith shop, a combination drug and liquor store, the post office, a barber

shop, two pool halls, a movie, the Grazing Serioe office, and the bus

depot. Lunches could be obtained at the Pastime pool hal]. or bus depot.

Meals could only be obtained at the Madiariga Hotel. About 300 people

live In the town under normal conditions, but now the young men are all

in the Army and many others are outside in war work.

They certainly take life easy in this town. The main support

is the cattle and sheep that roan the hills. The people work if they

want to or not as they please. They have a show at the movie house on

Sunday nights only. At other times you take your entertainment at the

pooi tables or over the gambling tables at these places. Black jack and

stud poker were the games and the black jack was not very popular.

The reconnaissance party took their entertainment by watching

the stud game. I-b was too blooded for us to participate. The chips were

valued at 25w, $1.00 and $5.00 and stacks sold at $200. The game was
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straight poker with no joker and nothing wild. The hole card cost 50w'

to $1.50 as the dealer desired, the second card $3.50 to $5.00, the third,

$15 to $25, the fourth, $50 to $100, and the fifth might be anything.

With the cards all out bets of $200, $300 or $500 were not uncommon.

There was $3000 or $L1.000 on the table and nny pots of over $1000. You

see what I mean when I say it was too hot for us? The game ran nearly

continuous, day and night, for the four days we were around Jordan Valley.

It was reported that one cattleman in town "on a vacation" had dropped

over $1200 during the time. We saw one man buy a $200 stack and last

just one hand. The players worked in relays. They would play until

too tired to continue, drop out, sleep for a few hours and then buy in

again. Three house men worked the game in relays ad what a cut they

made. They usually "dragged" $2.00 or more to the pot. It looked mighty

big to me but the players didn't seem to object. The house must have had

most of the money when the game ended.

Other than the stock raising in the area, Jordan Valley has

one other asset, the South Mountain Mine, a producer of zincand lead

as well as other values. They work a fair sized crow and truck their

concentrates to the railroad at Mars ing. The wine is about 25 miles

southeast of Jordan Valley. There are other mines in the vicinity,

but none working during the war emergency.

Jordan Valley is the only place offering accommodations for

a traveller between the towns on the Snake near the mouth and the town

of Mountain City high up in the headwaters. If one wants to look at the

central portion of the Owyhee, he must stay at Jordan Valley.
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Transportation. - Transportation facilities in the Owyhee River

basin are practically non-existent. The only railroad to cross Owftuee

water is the branch line on the bank of the Snake near Nyssa. Good roads

touch it at only three points in Its nearly 300 mile course. Roads cross

it near its mouth on the Snake plains near Nyssa, U. S. 95, Marsing to

Winnemucca, crosses it at Rome, 116 miles up, and the Mountain Home-Elko

road joins it (East Fork) at Owyhee in the Duck Valley Indian Reservation

and follows this branch up to its headwaters. All the other roads are

very poor and these follow the river at very few points.

One such road follows the river up to Owyhee Dan, 31 miles above

Nyssa whore it ends. At the Highway 95 crossing at Rome, a road leads

6 miles or so up river along the west bank where it ends. The old Folly

Farm road leads down river from Rome for about 4 miles, where it swings

away from the river to the west. After this road has crossed Crooked

Creek there is an old unused road that skirts the canyon rim downstream

for many miles but it is 4 or 5 miles back from the canyon.

Out of Jordan Valley a very poor road leads south up Lone Tree

Creek, crosses over and drops into the Owyhee at Three Forks. This road

was impassable at the time of the reconnaissance. In the Duck Valley

Indian Reservation, roads skirt the river down to the mouth of the canyon

about 17 miles below Owyhee. Along the South Fork from Ttsoarora down-

stream a road of sorts follows the river for nearly 50 miles, leaving the

river only in places. Below this the roads are out on the high plateaus

back from the canyon rims.

[1
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These are all the roads that touch the river, but there are sheep

herder trails that one can follow, if he can find the right trail, that

will give him access at other points, or one can take a course off through

the sage, dodging rooks and gullies, for a rough ride where there are no

roads. One should take his bed and board, as well as water, along for

this as he may not get back that night.

The North arid Middle Forks, as well as the two Little Owyhees,

have no roads along their courses. Points in their basins can be reached

by judicious selection of herder trails or tedious courses through the

unohartee sage. A trail out of MoDermitt, Nevada leads into the Little

Owyhee basins. It skirts the headwaters of the Oregon stream and terminates

a couple of miles west of the Idaho stream. It takes many miles of travel

to get anywhere in this area, as the roads do not cross the canyons and it

is several hundreds of miles around some of them,

Population. - The population of the Owyhee basin is sparse indeed.

Other than the irrigated area along the Snake at its mouth, there are only

the two widely separated areas of Jordan Valley and Mountain City where

groups of people live. Over the rest of the entire vast expanse there

are only the widely separated home buildings of the stock ranchers.

Adjoining neighbors may live from 50 to 100 miles apart in this area.

One stockinan said his place was 148 miles from the nearest store, which

also was his closest neighbor, 75 miles from a town, and 1140 miles from

his railroad shipping point. He said his place was in more than 140 miles

on a dead end road and that no one "not even Government men" ever got into

his place. He was right as far as we were concerned; we didn't.
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Some of the ranches in the headwater regions may also be among

the largest in the nation. Three ranches own or control most of the

privately owned land in Nevada. One of these, the Petan. Land and Cattle

Company that runs the Y.P. ("°) brand, own or control nine townships in

Nevada and eleven adjoining townships in Idaho. This is 720 square miles

of country and a larger area than most counties east of the Mississippi.

They have three sets of ranch buildings scattered through the area, which

are the only habitations. Their land lies north of the Owyhee and east

of the South Fork as far south as Deep Creek, where the I.L. holdings

start, and as far east as the Humbolt Forest boundary excepting only the

Western Shoshone Indian Reservation lands. This ranch has its own road

system, which is better constructed and maintained than the county roads

through the area. They construct their own reservoirs an.d irrigation

systems.

Existing storage reservoirs. - Generally reservoirs in the

headwater areas are for stock watering purposes, lthough some of them

furnish water to irrigate hay meadows below them. The Y.P. constructed

and operate the Juniper Basin Reservoir, which shows on the maps. The

foreman informed us thatthey had another reservoir on the ranch just as big

as Juniper and a hundred others; that they were building them at the rate

of about ten reservoirs a year, that they built ten last year an.d expected

to build at least ten this year. He said he couldn't locate them as there

wore no maps of the area and that he did not 1iow what their individual

or combined capacity might be. Juniper Basin Reservoir was damaged

during the melt in the spring of l9L3 and its capacity reduced. They
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plan to repair it this year. The capacity of this reservoir is shown at

iIoo acre feet in some Idaho records.

The procedure followed by the Y.P. is pretty generally con-

tinued by the other large operators, of which there are at least three.

The Circle Bar (e) Ranch and the "C" Ranch hold great tracts in Idaho and

the I.L., and possibly one other, operate large tracts in Nevada. Smaller

operators, although their ranch holdings are far from small, operate in

the areas north of the Owy-hee. Although we did not find them operating

their own road systems, they have constructed stock watering reservoirs

at many places in the tributary basin.

These reservoirs are generally small and serve for stock water

supply only. Some of the larger ones provide an irrigation supply also,

for hay meadows. None of theni provide water for diversified farming needs

such as the water duty in the Snake valley. At many places the irrigation

of these hay meadows is accomplished, without any storage, by diverting

a small stream out on to the bay lands and letting it run until the stream

drys up, after which the hay is out anid stacked, long the larger streams

more positive diversion works are used and control works placed.

Many of the stock water reservoirs are complete stoppages,

where the dams are built to trap all the water that may be available.

Many of these, particularly those in draws and valleys where there are

no active streams, are not provided, with spiliways as the water is not

expected to ever get near the top of the dam. That many of these were

poorly selected is indicated by the fact that several were observed with

no water in them even during the wet weather prevailing during the

reconnaissance period.
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The Indian Service have gone far in the program of providing

stock water on the Indian lands. They have constructed nearly 50 small

reservoirs on the lands of the reservation and constructed the China

Diversion Dam in the Owyhee two miles above the agency town of Owyhee.

This is a concrete spiliway and control works with hand operated gates.

A long earth section on the north and a short one on the south connect

with the valley sides. This dam does not materially raise the water

surface and has no storage behind it. It diverts the water on to the

Indian lands on both sides of the river. The ditches extend several

miles below Owyhee.

The Bureau of Reclamation constructed the Wild Horse Reservoir

on the Owyhee (East Fork) for the Indian Service in 1937. Storage was

begun in March of 1938. This is a small concrete arch and is a beautiful

structure. It is located in unsurveyed territory about where Sec. 2)4,

Twp. )4L N., R. 5)4 E. would be located and is about 16 miles upstream

above Mountain City, Nevada.

The gage datum at the site is at elevation 6109.18 and the

storage is secured between gage height 20.0 and gage height 80.0. Its

capacity is 32,690 acre feet. Releases are made into the stream channel

to be diverted at the China Darn above Owyhee. The reservoir forms a lake

5 or 6 miles long occupying the valleys of the Owyhee and several in-

tersecting creeks. The Elko road climbs through the canyon, rises over

the right abutment of the darn and skirts the east side of the lake. It

crosses the river at the upper end of the lake and in a few miles crosses

out of the Snake River drainage.
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Wild Horse Darn

View of the darn
from downstream

The spiliway from
the right abut-
ment.

The darn from

upstream



Wild Horse
Reservoir

View upstream from
the dam. Looking
southeast.

View u lake from
about mile above
the dam. View
looking south.

View upstream at
the head of the lak
Taken from near-Hot
Creek looking south
west.



China Diversion
Darn

View from highway on
right abutment, look-
ing upstream. Earth
fill and concrete wier
spillway.

Wier and diver-
sion structure
looking upstream.

The flow (waste)
through the spillway
structure 31 May 'L5.
View dovnstream.



Other than the China Dam the Indian Service have one or two

other structures in the Owyhee in the reservation area. These are not

such permanent structures as the China Dam and generally have the duty

only of making a pond for stock water durin the low flow periods. From

one such dam, 12 to 15 miles below Owyhee, a diversion is made onto hay

lands in the vicinity.

Below the Indian lands there are no developments in the Owyhee

until the area at Rome is reached. Here there is the diversion dam that

Looking down on the diversion above
Rome. Note men and equipment paving
the canal. View upstream.
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diverts the water for irrigation of the lands on the west side of the:

river at and below Rome. At the time of the reconnaissance the river

was running high and the dam was completely inundated so that its type

and characteristics could not be observed. It is, however, a low weir

extending across the river, made of concrete or ihasonry, which serves

only as a diversion as there is no storage behind it. The inlet works

are in the left end of the dam and the canal for the first few hundred

feet is concrete lined. A crew of nn were extending this concrete

lining at the time of our visit.

The only major structure in the Owyhee is the O'wyhee Dan,

constructed by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1927 and 1928. It is a

concrete arch and at the time it was constructed was the highest arch darn

in t} world. Its reservoir has a. total capacity of 1,125,000 acre feet

and an active capacity of 715,000 acre feet. The details of this dean

are well knovn and are of record in this office, so they will be slighted

here.

The water is used for irrigation of three widely separated

areas, Part of the water is released into the Owyhee channel to be diverted

into the Owyhee Canal, which serves lands along the Owyhee. Another

diversion is made by tunnel out of the lake through the mountain which

forms the eastern rim of the reservoir above the dam. This tunnel is

about L. miles long and terminates at Tunnel Canyon where the water is:

divided, one branch by canal and syphon to serve lands along the south

side of the Owyhee and lands on the north side of the MaTheur, another

branch through another tunnel L?4- miles long and. then by canals, tunnels
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Owyhee Dam

Two views from
downstream

View of downstream
face from the right
abutment



Owyhee Dam

The jet from one of
the six valve outlets.

Tjew up lake from
the spiliway.

View of the "Glory
Hole" spiliway
entrance looking
downstream. Para-
pet of the dam
shows also.



Owyhee Darn

Spi liway

View looking up
lake frorn the darn
at the entrance to
"Glory Hole" spill-
way. The spray
action is cyclic.

/

The sptllway outlet.
Spray action here is
cyclic also.

-

Looking down into
the 'tGlory Hole".



and syphons to serve lands lying up river along the Snake to as far up-

stream as iomedale, Idaho. The reservoir has holdover storage and few

years pass when water is not wasted downstream due to lack of capacity

to store it. This year the reservoir was full early in April and the

flow of the river was being wasted downstream until late in June, which

covered the major portion of the nrnoff period.

Tributary_streams. - Several tributary streams were observed

during the recounaissance, but time and weather conditions did not per-

mit a thorough examination of all of them. Those seen will be discussed

below.

Jordan Creek. - Jordan Creek is one of the principal tributaries.

It enters the Owyhee at Rome, about 116 miles above the Owyhee's mouth.

It flows in from the east with about LO miles of its 75 mile course in

the State of Oregon. The headwater region, which is also the principal

water contributing area, is in Idaho, where there are some 550 square

miles in the drainage basin. Generally the Oregon portion of the stream

is in a rather wide bottomed valley, while the Idaho portion, the country

being mountainous, is in narrow valleys or V or box canyons. The lower

6 or 7 miles of its course, just before it enters the Owrhee, are cut

in a rather narrow, precipitous canyon in the sediments of the Rome lake

beds. Above this the valley widens out until it becomes a valley several

miles wid with a wide flat bottom and gently sloping hills rising to form

the valley sides. For about 7 miles, above the village of Arock and below

the village of Danner, a lava flow has encroached upon the north side of

the valley. This flow, in places, has completely filled the valley bottom
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and forced the stream to cut itself a channel along the foot of the hills

along the southern margin of the valley. Above this lava flow the valley

is wide and unobstructed for the remaining 22 or 2L miles to the Oregon-

Idaho line. At the State line the valley quite suddenly narrows to a flat

bottomed valley, 500 feet to 1000 feet wide. For the next 5 or 6 miles

the flat bottomed valley continues, widening at the mouths of Trout Creek

and Lone Tree Creek which enter in this reach. Above this the valley

narrows to the canyon proportions which prevail all the way to its head-

waters at Silver City.

Three tributaries feed into Jordan Creek from the south in the

Oregon section. They are Dry Creek, Rock Creek snd Jacks Creek. All are

intermittent streams with flows only during the spring melt or at times of

heavy rain. Dry Creek runs in a fairly wide valley near the edge of the

Rome sediments. It enters Jordan Creek near Arock. Rock Creek flows in

a rather shallow valley through the hill slopes and benches that form

Stock water dam and storage reservoir on Rock Creek (Jordan Valley).
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the gently sloping south side of Jordan Valley. Its intermittent flow

is completely trapped by a stock water reservoir just above the highway

and a small storage dam in its headw-aters. The darn is provided with a

side channel spiliway, but there is no indication that water has ever

passed through it. The pond surface was several feet below the spill-

way when observed. Jacks Creek, whoe channel joins Jordan Creek Lj. miles

above Danner, has its flow entirely trapped in the Antelope Reservoir

which occupies a large part of the creek's drainage basin. The dam is

about a mile south of the highway.

Two tributaries enter in the Oregon section from the north.

Cow Creek enters at Danner and Hooker Creek a mile below Jordan Valley.

Both creeks receive a major supply of their water from Idaho areas and

Sboth usually cease to flow during the summer.

Hooker Creek 'never has much of a flow as it drains a rather

arid area and does not reach far enough into Idaho to receive the melt

fra the higher mountains. Its course is generally through a rolling,

sage covered country with the stream entrenched in a shallow channel.

What little water there is is used for irrigation and stock une near

Jordan Valley.

Cow Creek is a much larger stream than Hooker. It drains a

50 or 6o square mile area southeast of Sheaville and reaches into Idaho

far enough to drain the western slopes of the Twin Peaks area which is high

enough to retain its snow until quite late in the spring. The spring

flows entering Oregon in this creek are usually quite large, from 600

to 1000 second feet and this flow is added to by the flow of Mahogany Creek
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.
which joins from the north 15 miles west of the State line arid drains

the northern end of the Mahogany Mountains in Oregon. In the Idaho areas

the creek channels are quite precipitous, but near the State line it

emerges onto the high plateau area and runs through a wide shallow valley

to near the junction of Mahogany Creek, whose middle reache8 are through

the sane type country.

Near Sheaville Cow Creek and Succor Creek are only about 3 miles

apart, but their channels are greatly in contrast. Succor Creek is deeply

entrenched in a canyon cut in the volcanios, while Cow Creek flows on the

top of the plateau some 300 feet above. ft would be a simple matter to

turn Cow Creek into Succor Creek at this point. Such a program does not

appear feasible as the Cow Creek water users would have to be considered.

The stream, however, may cut its way through of its own accord, as the

now existing divide is low arid is formed by rather weak volcanic materials,

mainly pumice and ash. If once cut through, Cow Creek would probably cut

itself as deep as Succor Creek and forever abandon its present course.

Below the mouth of Mahogany Creek the Cow Creek valley has been

obstructed by lava flows which for several miles completely obliterated

the valley. These flows formed the two Cow Creek Lakes (Upper and Lower)

at the eastern edge of the flow and. the stream proceeds underground for

about 2 miles to emerge, at least in part, in springs about 8 miles north

of Darner, from where the flow is on the surface to join Jordan Creek

at Darner. It is suspected that all of the flow does not take this

course as the lower creek, prior to the establishment of additional

storages on the lakes, always dried up in the summer, while the stream
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above, although the flows sometimes were quite small, had a continuous

flow into the lakes. It may be that Bogus Lake and Creek to the west of

Cow Lakes are fed by Cow Creek water end by this route is being discharged

into the Owyhee. Only sketchy information on the flow in Cow Creek is

available, as only one short terni measurement has been made.

The Idaho tributaries generally are more reliable than those

in Oregon. They originate in end flow their courses through the higher

more mountainous terrain vthere they get the benefit of a greater snow fall

and a delayed spring melt. All of them will maintain some flow throughout

the year.

Lone Tree Creek, throughout its northern course parallel to the

State line, runs generally in a wide sage covered valley which narrows

to canyon proportions in its upper reaches. The other tributaries are

generally in canyons throughout most of their courses from the headwaters.

The headwater areas in the more northern portion of the basin are in the

Silver Cit1 Mountains and the stream courses are rugged all the way.

The more southern tributaries are out on the high plateau country where

the wide sage brush valleys prevail. Even here the creeks run in narrow

basalt canyons in places not always deeply entrenched.

Jordan Creek Valley in Oregon is almost all inhabited. It was

first settled by the Basques, who ranged their sheep and cattle in the

vicinity and wintered them in the valley. They established the small town

of Arook about 7 miles above the creek's mouth, Denner at the mouth of

Cow Greek, and Jordan Valley near the State line. They frrigated the

meadows in the valley bottom for the hay crop and in some areas cultivated
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the land for small grains and garden truck. The farm2 and cultivated

lands extend up Jordan Creek some 6 or 7 miles above Jordan Valley into

Idaho and up the valleys of Trout Creek and Lone Tree Creek. Above this

the population gets very sparse. The mining districts around Silver City

and on South Mountain normally place a small concentration of people at

these points, but Silver City is not inhabited at this time as their

minerals are not required in the war effort and their mines are all

closed. South Mountain being a lead and zinc producer is operating.

In the rest of the area only the widely separated home ranches of the

cattle raisers exist. These generally are out on the less mountainous

areas of the high plateau country of the southern tributaries.

Jordan Creek has been a victim of the State line controversy.

The early residents wished to construct a reservoir on Jordan Creek with

the dam near the State line to irrigate the valley below. They made

application to the State of Idaho prior to 1912 for pernits to build

such a dam, but it was denied because the storage would be in Idaho for

use on Oregon lands. The residents then built the Antelope Reservoir on

Jacks Creek and fill it by diversion out of Jordan Creek at the State line

and a canal 15 or more miles long.

The Antelope Reservoir has a capacity of 36,550 acre feet and

is formed in a wide basin in the upper reaches of Jacks Creek. The dam

is an earth fill 50 feet high and about L1.O0 feet long across the narrow

basalt canyon that formed the outlet of the basin. The hand gate con-

trolled outlet works pass through the base of the dam to feed the canal

which leads down the western side of Jacks Creek, crosses Rook Creek and
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View looking at the downstream face of the darn on Jacks Creek
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Antelope Reservoir

Diversion from Jordan Creek

.1

View looking southwest over lower end of
the lake. Water surface elevation )487. -

top of control tower elev. )490.

View west along upstream face of the dam
from spiliway in right abutment.



enters the valley of )ry Creek. Laterals lead water to the valleys of

all the intersecting creeks as well as all of Jordan Creek below the

mouth of Jacks Creek, L miles above Danner.

The Antelope Dam has a side channel spiliway around the right

abutment which discharges over the basalt rim of the canyon. No water

has ever been discharged over it, however, as the inflow is limited and

controlled by the flow of the feed canal. At the date observed the

reservoir was more than full. A sack and rock darn had been built across

the spiflway and about 18 inches of water was being held against it, and

the feed canal was still running at capacily. The lake surface was at

elevation 1487. The top of the control tower is at elevation 1490.

Small storages have been superimposed on both of the Cow Creek

Lakes, 3100 acre feet on the lower and 3600 acre feet on the upper.

It is used to irrigate lands below the lower lake and serves to increase

the low flows in lower Cow Creek.

-, .-, _4 -

- -..--
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Looking southwest over Upper and Lower Cow Creek Lakes.
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A small reservoir was constructed on Lone Tree Creek but search

for this reservoir failed to reveal it. Originally it was a long low

dike about 8 feet high and 800 feet long to impound 275 acre feet. It

is not recognizable as a reservoir now as the area is a tangled mass of

willows and tules in which the dam cannot be found nor any reservoir seen.

High on the tributary area, on Meadow Creek, the records show

that a small reservoir has been constructed with a capacity of 100 acre

feet. This is doubtless for stock watering purposes only and is probably

only one among many such stock watering reseriroirasoattered over the

basin.

Future plaris for Jordan Creek include the construction of the

State line reservoir. It is now proposed to construct it to store only

20,000 acre feet. The original plan was to construct the dam 155 feet

high to store 131,000 acre feet or to a height of 130 feet to store

87,500 acre feet. The irrigable lands available were 6o,0oo acres con-

tiguous to Jordan Creek." The lesser project now roposed is supposed to

include only those lands in the valley above those served by The Antelope

Reservoir. Water for any sized project is believed to be available.

When observed the creek was a fair sized river; it was in flood, although

not as high as it had been during the previous snow melt. The diversion

into Antelope Reservoir made no appreciable decrease in the size of the

stream as it was spread all over the bottoms in the valley below. This

flow would have filled even the largest proposed reservoir in less than

a month and the out-of-bank conditions had prevailed since early April.

We were there on May 29.
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Jordan Creek Dam and Reservoir Site

State line axis
from downstream
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View downstream from
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Again long term records on the flow have not been made so sri

exact determination of the amount of water is not available, It is appar-

ent, though, that the 20,000 acre feet proposed would be only a partial

development.

Crooked Creek. - Crooked Creek and its principal tributary,

Rattlesnake Creek, drain the area of the basin west of the Owyhee channel

between Rome and the Nevada State line. The area consists of about 1300

square miles of gently rolling sage plateau, broken in places by buttes

and low hills, but with no high mountains even at the upper limits of its

tributaries which reaoh up to an elevation of about 6000 feet only.

Crooked Creek enters the Owyhee at about 157 miles above the

river's mouth and about 6 miles downstream from the mouth of Jordan Creek.

SIt is not a large stream regardless of its large drainage area. The flow

when observed 'was probably about 50 second feet 5 miles above its mouth

and the resident there said That it did not vary muoh during the year, as

the flow in that section was caused by spring flows a few miles above his

place. Dams on both Rattlesnake Creek and Crooked Creek above the spring

area form cnplete stoppages of both branches, although there is some

leakage past the Crooked Creek dams.

The creek channel in the lower several miles of its course is

cut in the Rome Lake bed sediments. Above this it runs alternately in

wide valleys over the basalts or in narrow, rather shallow gorges cut

into the basalt flows. Above the spring area, except 'where the reservoirs

are located, the channels of the creeks are usually dry during the late

summer and fall.
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Two ranches were observed on Crooked Creek and we were informed

that there were three on Rattlesnake Creek, although there were none in

the section of the creek traversed during this reconnaissance. The rest

of the area appeared to be uninhabited except for the cattle and horses

ranging the area. It was here, at the Ruby Reservoir on Rattlesnake Creek,

that we saw the lone antelope.

The Ruby Reservoir is located in Sec. 25, Twp. 33 S., R. L10 E.

on Rattlesnake Creek about L miles above its junction with. Crooked Creek.

It was constructed prior to 1910. The darn is an earth fill in the mouth

of one of the basalt gorges through vich the creek ran. The reservoir

is a vdde flat basin above the gorge. The recorded storage capacity is

3200 acre feet but apparently this could be much larger if the water were

available. The dam was constructed with a side channel spiliway over the

basalts in the right abutment. The reservoir overfilled in 1910 and

Ruby Dam and Reservoir on Rattlesnake Creek, View
from downstream.
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the spiliway was damaged. It was repaired but again in 1917 it incurred

damaoe. The dam was then raised and a new spillway built. Since then the

water has never reached the spiliway. hhen observed on this reconnaissance

there was only a shallow pond of several acres in extent behind it. The

high water marks show that the water had been 8 or 10 feet above this level

at some time.

Ruby Darn from upstream

ie were informed that the owner of the reservoir now lived in

Caidwell and that he had sold out all his holdings in the area except

bhe reservoir. The remaining residents wonder why he kept it. The

water is used nnly for stock water, there being no irrigable lands below

it and no provisions made to release stored water.
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The Anderson Reservoir on Crooked Creek is located in Sec. 9,

Twp. 33 S., R. LO E. about 2 miles above the junction with Rattlesnake

Creek. They have two dams here, one an earth fill built across the upper

portion of the reservoir formed by the other. The lower darn was first

constructed of masonry but has later been covered with an earth and rock

fill, apparently in an effort to close off the seepage losses. Whether

this fill reduced the loss was not determined, but the dam still seeps

enough to fill the owner's irrigation ditches below without the help of

releases through the gate. The darn was built in another of the basalt

gorges and the seepage is believed to be through the adjacent basalts

rather than through the darn.

Lower darn on Crooked Creek from
upstream (Anderson Reservoir).
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The upper dam appeared to be fairly recent work. The purpose

of it was not apparent. It had a hand operated gate through the base of

the dam, but no spiliway provided. The gate was open as the water surface

appeared to be at the same elevation both above and below the clam. It

-
t ..

. - : -.--
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Upper dam on Crooked Creek (Anderson
Reservoir). View of downstream face
from right abutment.

was built to a much higher elevation than the lower dam, in an area where

the basalts were not visible. The ahubnent hills appeared to he sedimen-

tary clays and silts intermingled with gravel. It may be that this upper

darn was built in lieu of a spiliway at the lower site as a closure here

would store a large amount of water that would otherwise top the lower

lam which is not provided with a spiliway either. Altogether it looks
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like what it is, a farmer's installation. The recorded reservoir capacity

is 2990 acre feet. The Lord only knows what it actually is.

Anderson Reservoir on Crooked Creek.
View upstream from the lower dam.

It is probable that there are other stock water reservoirs in

the streams above these reservoirs as the entire area is used for grazing

and the trend both by the Grazing Service and the ovniers of large tracts

of grazing land, is to develop watering places at as many places as possible.

No plans for future development on this stream have been proposed

and no possibilities were observed.

Blue Creek. - Blue Creek is a tributary of the Owyhee (East Fork)

that flows from the north and joins the main stream in the Duck Valley

Indian Reservation. The lower 9 miles are on Indian lands; the rest of
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its 26 mile course is hold in private oership or is on Government land

administered by the Grazing Service. The creek flows through a very wide

gently sloping basin where the three or four ranches with their hay

meadows form little islands of green or yellow in the vast expanse of

sage that predominates. The slope of the main valley is so gentle that

the stream flows sluggishly throughout most of its course and whenever

'.:'

Panorama of Blue Creek Valley looking west. (The Old Man

surely left a lot of land outdoors in an unfinished con-
ditjon hereabouts.)

the flows increase it leaves its banks and inundates the marginal land,

making the bottoms quite swampy during the early part of the year.

Several reservoirs have been constructed. in its basin for the

dual purpcse of stock water and hay land irrigation. More o± the same

type of storage may be built up, but there is no great amount of water

available or use for it after it is stored other than to increase the

use of the grazing land by establishing additional watering places in

areas usually so dry that stock cannot stay in them.
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South Fork. - The South Fork is probably the largest contribu-

tor in the Owyhee system, even greater than the Owyhee (East Fork) itself

at their point of confluence. As its tributary area includes nearly all

of the Bull Run Mountains, the western slope of the Independence Range

and the north slopes at the nd of the Tuscarora Range, it receives the

larger share of the sprth snow melt from the highest areas in the Owyhee

basin.

The northwest (desert) side of Mt. Wilson
in the Bull Run Mountains on the divide
between Deep Creek and Bull Run River.

Flow measurements of short duration have been taken at tvro points

on the South Fork, one near Tuscarora and the other several miles down-

stream near the I.L. Ranch. The two year record obtained at the lower

station would indicate an average annual flow at this point of 78



second feet, but three of its principal tributaries enter below the station.

These are Deep Creek end Bull Run Creek (called locally Bull Run River)

from the east and the Little Owyhee (Idaho stream) from the west. No

record of the flows in any of these streams are available and it is believed

that none of them have ever been measured. When observed Bull Run was

discharging as much, if not more, water than the Owyhee at China Dam where

the measured annual flow is recorded at ill secGnd feet. The stream was

in flood, carrying the later portion of the spring melt. High water marks

indicated that it had been some 3 or 14 feet higher at some time during the

melt. Deep Creek appeared to be about half as large. The Little Owyhee

was not observed.

As the Owyhee (East Fork) receives only three drainages, Blue

Creek, Battle Creek and another Deep Creek, between China Dam and the

junction with the South Fork, and as all of these drain the more arid,

lower, basalt plateaus along the north side of the river where the water

contribution is considerably less than from the southern mountains, the

assumption is made that the South Fork wi].1 deliver the greater amount

of water. Such conclusions may be misleading and if the point ever be-

comes vi1al and nasurements necessary they will be exceedingly difficult

to get. Both. streams are in deep canyons at their junction and the can-

you walls are oruribling. Talus slopes block the streams until a large

part of the flows run between and under the rooks. These conditions hold

for several miles above the forks in both canyons. It may be that a meter-

ing station site can be found below the mouth of the Little Owyhee on the

South Fork which will include all the flow in that stream, but the canyon



of the Owyhee may be impossible until well above the mouth of Deep Creek.

To determine the flow in the Owyhee it appears now that the only way pos-

sible would be to measure the flow of the Owyhee somewhere below the forks

and subtract values determined for the South Foz4 below the Little Owyhee.

Points for such stations were not visited during this reconnaissance and

they will be exceedingly difficult to get to. There are no roads into

the points required and the nearest habitation would be many miles away.

As previously stated the South Fork basin is a wide high basalt

plateau, broken in places by buttes, domes arid escarpments and rimmed on

the east and south by the Nevada mountains. The lower L.5 miles of the

river's course is in a deep basalt gorge. The middle L5 or 50 miles has

a more modified course with shallower canyons interspaoed with wide bottQn

valley sections. The upper portions on all the tributarie8, as well as

the main river, are typical mountain streams.

Stock raising is the important industry in the basin and a very

large proportion of the basin is controlled by three or four very large

operators. In the mountains around the headwaters mining activities are

also important, although none of them are operating at this time. Mines

were observed along Bull Run Creek and Deep Creek and at other places in

the basin.

Centers ofopulation in the South Fork basin are absent. Several

places are indicated on the map, but of these only Tusoarora is at all

significant. it is a small mining town which had a prewar population of

75. It has much less now. All of its mines are closed and the town has

practically closed up. Deep Creek on Deep Creek consists of one building



where two men were seen; Jack Creek is a building, partly residence,

partly store; and Upper Jack Creek is similar but with a few small cabins.

White Rock on the western slope at the north end of the Bull Run Mountains

is a set of ranch buildings only.

Many reservoirs have been constructed out on the plateau area

(locally called The Desert") by the cattlemen. Only a few of these are

listed in the records and also only a few are large enough to be indicated

on what maps exist. Some of these are the Deep Creek Reservoir on Deep

Creek with its dam in Sec. 25, Tw-p. 144 N., R. 148 B., the Chimney Creek

Reservoir, on Chimney Creek, with its dam in Sec. iL1., Twp. 144 N., R. 48 B.,

an unnamed reservoir on an unnamed stream in Sec. 214, Twp. 1.4.5 N., H. 14.5 B.

and two on Indian lands, the Sheep Creek Reservoir on Sheep Creek with its

dam in Sec. 29, Twp. 46 N., R. 51 5. and the Ground Hog Reservoir on a

tributary of Spring Creek with its dam in Sec. 35, Twp. 47 N., H. 50 B.

Only a few of the reservoirs were observed on the trip, but they

are all supposed to be behind earth fill dams, and their capacities are

not known. All together there are probably 200 or more reservoirs in the

basin, all built by the stock men and so far as known all without survey.

Future plans probably consist only of the construction of many

more of these small reservoirs, at least that is the program on the Y.P.

Ranch, a large portion of which lies in the South Fork basin. The foreman

informed us that they already had over 100 reservoirs on the ranch, that

they had built 10 last year and expected to build at least 10 more this

year. He said he could not locate them as there were no maps of the area

and that he did not know the capacity back of any of them.
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Two possibilities for large storages (they- would be large in

that area) were observed. One of these was in Bull Run basin on Bull

Run Creek, the other on the South Fork near Tuscarora in Independence

basin.

The Bull Run basin looked especially good. All the many tribu-

taries draining the southern slopes of the Bull Run Mountains and the

western slopes of the north end of the Independence range join in this

basin which is a wide oval shaped depression between the two ranges.

The creek which originates to the east, runs in a loop, first southwest,

then west and then northwest to plunge through the Bull Run Range in a

deep narrow gorge some 3 miles long to break out on the "Desert".

View upstream (south) at the mouth of
Bull Run canyon.
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A dam in this gqrge would form a lake in the basin to any capacity desired.

My guess (and it is a guess) is that the stream could provide 50,000 acre

feet on an annual basis or multiples of 50,000 on a cyclic basis.

The water of Bull Run Creek is not now used above the reservoir

site except at some mines in the tributary area. Below the gorge) part

of the stream is diverted onto hay meadows around the YP. home ranch and

at their other two ranches downstream.

The dam in the canyon would probably best be built of concrete

for which all nterials ara locally available even to the cement, as there

is a lime mountain only a few miles west of the site in the Bull Run Range.

Materials for an earth and rock fill are also available if the soil in the

reservoir area would be suitable for impervious materials. The dam would

probably be in Sec. 8, Twp. L3N., R. 52 E.

The Independence basin offers a very large reservoir site and

a fair site for an earth fill dam. The basin is several miles wide and

more miles long with a flat valley floor, so flat that it appears dead

level to the eye. There are a few residences scattered around and some

fairly large tracts of hay land are irrigated.

The dam would be on the South Fork in the canyon some 10 or 12

miles north of Tuscarora and would not be very high even for cyclic storage.

A survey of the basin would be required to determine the proportions of

such a project.

The utility of either the Bull Run or Independence basin projects

is not apparent. They could have no purpose locally as neither the irri-

gation user stock watering require large reservoirs in this area. The

regulation of the streams can have no value at this time and there is no
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flood damage. The power that could be developed from regulation at these

points would not be great and there would be no market for even that.

The local mines could be the only consumers.

Future developments under consideration in the Owyhee basin. -

Other than the Jordan Creek State line site, which was discussed in the

paragraphs on Jordan Creek, the Bureau of Reclamation are considering

additional storage on the Owyhee (East Fork) for the Indian Service,

the water to be used as an additional supply for the Duck Valley Indian

Reservation lands. The latest proposal is one called the Miller Creek

site in Nevada. Such a site could not be determined in the field. The

information on the site consists of the name only, height of dani, storage

capacity and location all being omitted. A Miller Creek was found in the

vicinity. it is a small tributary to Slaughterhouse Creek, thich is itself

a small creek. Slaughterhouse Creek enters the Owyhee from the east about

a mile below Mountain City and Miller Creek joins Slaughterhouse Creek

from the north about 2 miles upstream. Slaughterhouse Creek climbs 250

feet in that two miles and Miller Creek climbs at the rate of 300 feet

to the mile for the next two miles. The stream heads less than a mile

farther up. There is no dam site, no reservoir site, and no water to

make this creek a usable site.

On the supposition that the dam was to be in the Owyhee near

the mouth of the creek, the canyon in that area was examined. Dam sites

of sorts are available here, but they are in no way attractive and there

are better sites in the canyon. Any dam in the vioinity of Slaughterhouse

Creek would place Mountain City in the reservoir and drown out several
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mines whose workings are low down in the canyon. Mr. Carter of the Boise

office of the Bureau, when asked, said he did not know any more about

Miller Creek than we did.

Two locations for reservoirs in the canyon section above the

Reservation have been considered. One was the Site No. 1" about

2* miles above the China Diversion and one selected by Hoyt which he

called the "Rattlesnake Site", about 5-miles above Mountain City.

The Reed Creek axis would be a thousand feet or so below the

mouth of Reed Creek. The site was examined by engineers for the Indian

Service and commented on by Hoyt of the U.S.G.S. as follows: "The dam

site is on the East Fork of the Owyhee River in Sec. 7, Twp. 16 N., R.

53 E. At this point a dam 100 feet high would have a crest length of

650 feet and a bottom length of 350 feet. An earth dam with 3:1 upstream

slope, 2:1 downstream slope, arid a 20 foot top width would contain

250,000 cubic yards. The capacity of the reservoir would be 30,000 acre

feet. The rock formation is lava, which is fractured to a considerable

extant, and geologic examination Will be necessary to d.etennine the

feasibility of the site. About 3500 acres in the basin above the reser-

vation are irrigated. The annual runoff at a point above the site

ranged from 39,500 to 120,000 acre feet during 19lL to 1.926."

Materials for this large an earth fill did not appear to be

readily available in the canyon and the dam might better be constructed

as a rook fill and sealed with earth. Sufficient rook cam be obtained in

the talus slopes or quarried from the ledges. Sealing n.terial will prob-

ably have to ocme from the hillsides just above China Dan. Gravel was
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observed only in the stream bed and is not present in large quantity.

Sand was not observed at all. It is believed that these two materials

will have to come front the reservation area below China Dent.

The flowage problem would not be difficult, as the canyon is

not inhabited and no mines were seen in. the reservoir area. The Mountain

City road follows the canyon bottom all the way through the area and would

have to be located at a higher elevation. A four-wire telephone line paral-

lels the road.

The Rattlesnake Site above Mountain City is in unsurveyed

Humbolt National Forest lands, but the dam site would be in Sec. 30,

Twp. !j5 N., R. 5k1. E. if that area were subdivided. The site is upstream

from Van Duzer Creek and downstream from Allegheny Creek. The reservoir

would extend up the valleys of the Owyhee and. up Allegheny Creek. Hoyt

comments on the site as follows: "The basin is small, and a dam 70 feet

high would have a crest length of 700 feet1 and would create a reservoir

with a capacity of only 6000 acre feet." The site appeared to have greater

possibilities than this and may be made to hold considerable more water

by closing the low saddle into Van Duzer Creek upstream of the left abut-

merit. An additional 50 feet of water could thus be impounded which would

probably make the reservoir large enough for the desired purpose.

Construction materials, other than rook, are more readily avail-

able at this site than at the Reed Site. Earth fill materials can be

secured from the hillsides to the west and probably in the reservoir area

upstream of Allegheny Creek and east of the Owyhee. aravol in considerable

quantity lies in the canyon bottom. Rock can be obtained from the
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mountain that forms the right abutment.

The flowage problem would be very similar to that below. The

road through the site is a higher type road, being the outlet for the

Rio Tjnto concentrates and there is one ranch in the mouth of the

Allegheny Creek valley. There are no pole lines through the site.

The site has one distinct undesirable feature. Due to its

location the water supply is limited to that spilled by the Wild Horse

Dam 9 miles upstream. Only two small streams, Badger Creek and Beaver

Creek, enter from the west to add to the flow from Allegheny Creek from

the east to increase the amount of water available, and Allegheny Creek

is not a very large stream.

/\((e- her.j

C re e

o he
1?'er

View upstream into reservoir area above
the Rattlesnake site.
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Rattlesnake Dam Site. Upper view from upstream. Lower view from
downstream.



Below this site, and above the Reed site, Van Duzer Creek and

California Creek enter, both fairly large streams, along with five others

as large as those above the Rattlesnake site, which would increase mater-

ially the amount of water available at the lower site.

It would appear -that the most successful project would be secured

at the Reed site, although there may be plenty of water for the other

development up to certain limits. The Wild Horse Reservoir traps all

the water available in some years but usually does not. It spilled for

nine days only in 1939. It did not spill in l9LO or l9Ll. It spilled

in l9L3 and again in 19L15. Such a situation does not look favorable for

a reservoir as close as the Rattlesnake site.

It looks as if a bet was overlooked when the Wild Horse Dam

was built. An additional 10 feet in height would have provided at least

20,000 acre feet of storage capacity which would probably have been the

cheapest way to have secured the additional storage required, at least

it would have had definite value as holdover storage for their short

years and might have made an additional reservoir unnecessary. They

empty the present reservoir every year.

In 1915 and 1916 the Bureau of Reclamation, cooperating with the

State of Oregon, made a study and report on -the irrigation of the lands

along the lower

recommended two

Butte site" and

construction of

the Red Butte a

Owyhee and the adjacent Snake River lands. This report

reservoirs on the Owyhee, one with a darn at the "Red

the other at "Dunoans Ferry.t' Later studies led to the

the Oviyhee Darn in its present location. This submerged

Lte, and the Duncan Ferry site has been considered
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Owyhee River - One mile below the Duncan Ferry dam site. View looking
upstream across an ox-bow loop.



Duncan Ferry
Dam Site

View downstream from
probable axis.

Two views of the
canyon below the
dam site.



Duncan Ferry Dam Site

View upstream through the axis area.
Looking up into the reservoir basin.

7 - -

Looking down into the canyon at the
probable axis. View upstream.



Duncan 'erry Dam Site

Looking down (almost vertical) t the
river from the top of the left abutment.

View across at
the probable
right abutment.
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unnecessary since then.

The Duncan Ferry site is unusually attractive. The clam site is

in a narrow box canyon where the rhyolite walls only from 300 to L.5o feet

apart stand several hundred feet high above the river. The reservoir

area would be the Rome basin. A dam here 170 feet high would create a.

reservoir with 666,000 acre feet of capacity and this is not the upper

limits of the site. The site was drilled and a detailed report made

during the 1915 investigations and is recorded in the report entitled

"Maiheur and Owyhee Projects, Irrigation and Drainage", by John T.

Whistler, engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service, and John H. Lewis,

State Engineer.of Oregon, and dated February 1916. The reader is re-

ferred to this report for the site details,

It is understood that the lands involved in this project were

withdrawn from entry and have not since been reopened.

Conclusions. - It is quite evident that there is considerable

water being passed through the Owyhee Darn every year that is not put to

beneficial use. Since it was first filled in. 1936 the reservoir has not

been drawn down to a point where it did not still retain at least 250,000

acre feet of its active capacity of 715,000 acre feet. It fills usually

in March or early April and the rest of the spring runoff is passed through

the dam into the Snake. It passed 35,000 acre feet during March and

April of l9L1 which was a low water year and much more than this in l91.3

and l9L5. The flow was observed on May 2L1., 19L.5 when the api llway was

working. The attendant said it had been in operation for more than two

months a.t that time. A reference to the 19L5 flow record will reveal
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that they did not again regain control until late in June.

A use for this additional water within the Owyhee basin is

not apparent. The present distribution of Owyhee water reaches the areas

along the Snake from Ilomedale, Idaho to well below Ontario, Oregon.

The systi crosses and provides water to irrigate the valleys of Succor

Creek and Alkali Creek, upstream from the Owyhee, Cow Hollow and Locket

Creeks between the Owyhee and Malheur and for a large tract across on

the north side of the Maiheur. This probably includes all of the irr-

igable lands that can be reached from this source of supply.

The Owyhee Reservoir, although it does have a large holdover

capacity, does not provide for cyclic storage, and additional storage

may provide this.

It appears, though, that the greater benefit to be secured from

complete utilization of the river flow would be secured for the purposes

of navigation and power in the Snake and, as such, storage on a cyclic

basis on the Owyhee may be of very great value as the released water

would operate through more than 2000 feet of head on the Snake and

Colunibia Rivers.

Much study will be required to determine the future develop-

ments, for an ultimate program, in the Owyhee basin. The construction

of the proposed reservoirs on Jordan Creek and on the Owyhee (East Fork)

will have no appreciable effect upon the amount of water available at

the Duncan Ferry site. They may change the flow characteristics some

by decreasing the xrmximwn and increasing the low flows, but the quantity

of water will not be materially changed. The type of irrigation practiced
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in the headwaters does not use up much of the water applied, usually it

runs through the meadows and discharges again into the channel below

keeping the ground wet during the grass growing season in the spring and

early si.nimier. The meadows are allowed to dry up after that while the

hay is being out and stacked. Generally the water is not again turned

into the meadows until the next spring.

The water trapped for stock water purposes will generally be

entirely subtractive from the runoff as these ponds are usually complete

stoppages from which no return can be expected. Even in these the use

does not account for much of the water. The greater portion goes to

supply &uaporation and seepage losses. As tha total volume of these

watering reservoirs is small, their effect on the basin water supply

will be negligible. It therefore appears that excess water is available

on the Owyhee annually in an amount ranging from 35,000 acre feet to

several hundred thousand acre feet and that it could be stored above the

Duncan Ferry Dani site at no great cost. The size of the project will be

determined by the cyclic term desired, but as the conditions are so favor-

able a large reservoir should be considered, even up to 1,000,000 acre

feet. Such a reservoir if empty in l9L2 would be full in l9L5 if only

the spilled water wore stored and held over.
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The Maiheur River

This stream, one of the important tributaries, enters the Snake

a couple of miles downstream from the town of Ontario, Oregon. It flows

in from the southwest receiving its drainage from a large portion of

northern Ialheur County, the southeastern corner of Grant County arid a

large area in northeastern Harney County. Its drainage area is about

5600 square miles and ranges in elevation from 2216 at the mouth to about

elevation 5500 in its headwater areas.

The lower 20 miles of its course from near the town of Vale. is

through the benches of the rather wide Snake plains. The next 20 miles

above, it runs through a wide valley with rather steep hills forming the

valley sides. Above this the river runs in precipitous rock walled can-

yons, modified in places to wider gentler valleys throughout its entire

course from the more open valleys in the headwater country.

The lower reaches, the plains below Vale and the river valley

bottom to above Harper, are intensely farmed by irrigation, as are the

lower portions of Willow Creek and Bully Creek, its two principal trib-

utaries from the north in these reaches. Above this very little land

is cultivated. There are several hundred acres around the village of

Juntura and isolated tracts along the courses of the North Fork up to

Beulah and on the South Fork throughout its length. The rest of the area

is used for the grazing of sheep and cattle.

The natural cover of the entire area except for the headwater

regions of the Malheur, North Fork, Bully Creek and Willow Creek, is sage
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brush. In the headwater regions enumerated, stands of green timber,

principally yellow pine, form the most important cover.

The population is naturally centered in the irrigated area.

Ontario is the metropolis. Its population is 19L4.O. Vale, The county

seat town, is a one establishment town (one movie, one hotel, etc.) whose

population is about 900. Other towns in the basin include Harper, popu-

lation 150, Juntura, population 136, and Drewsev, population 66. Other

than these, there are some very small settlements of only a few people

each. They include Willow Creek, Jarnieson, Brogan, Malheur and Ironside,

all on Willow Creek, Westfall on Bully Creek, Beulah on the North Fork,

and Riverside and Venator on the South Fork.

There are no accommodations for the traveller at any of the

communities, Juntura has two possibilities for beds (such as they are)

and a fair place to eat. Vale has a. hotel (not so good) and three tourist

camps (which were full) and a very good place to eat at the cafe in the

hotel. Ontario has good accommodations of any kind, although many of

the restaurants were closed for lack of ration points at the time of our

visit.

The branch line railroad of the Union Pacific front Ontario to

Burns follows up the main stem of the Maiheur to the junction of the

South Fork at Riverside and then up the South Fork valley to the junction

with Crane Creek at Venator. It follows up Crane Creek to cross out of

the basin near the small town of Crane. The railroad follows the water

grade, maintaining a height of 20 to 30 feet above the river all the way.

It is a tortuous, twisting climb and the railroad crosses the river many
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times and in the section between Harper and Juntura it is often forced

into tunnels to secure an allowable curvature.

The main highways in the basin (of which there are two) also

follow the stream bottoms throughout much of their courses. U.S. 20 and

U.s. 28 both junction with U.S. 30 about 6 miles southwest of Ontario

and follow the Maiheur up to Vale where they divide.

U.S. 20 follows the main stem up to JuntLira. It holds a grade

low on the river bottom to about 8 miles above Vale, where it swings south

to cut off a bend in the river canyon. It climbs until it is several

hundred feet above the river grade and several miles back front the canyon.

It then drops back into the river canyon at "Little Valley", 6 or 8 miles

below Harper. From here to Juntura it seldom leaves the river edge.

It usually but not always occupies the side opposite the railroad 80 it

crosses and recrosses the river several times, but there are no tunnels.

At Juntura it leaves the river, climbing out on the divide between the

Maiheur and the North Fork. It drops Into and crosses the valley of the

MaTheur again about 6 miles north of the Warm Springs Reservoir and some

3 miles downstream front Drewsey. This is a. wide, easy sloping sage covered

valley in which the Maiheur flows in a shallow banked channel. The highway

crosses over into the valley of Stinking Water Creek, another wide open

valley, crosses the creek and swinging southwest climbs Stinking Water

Mountain to cross out of the drainage basin at its sunmilt. This point

is about 29 miles east of Burns. This highway is paved throughout.

Highway U.s. 28 leaves the Maiheur valley floor at Vale from

where it proceeds up the Willow Creek valley. It occupies a right-of-way
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on the valley floor throughout the irrigated valley up to Brogan. Here

it swings to the west leaving Willow Creek, climbs the "Brogan Hill" into

a wide, dry, hanging valley several hundred feet above the Willow Creek

valley, which here parallels it to the north and. only a few miles away.

The highway traverses this valley to again drop into and cross Willow

Creek at Ironside. From here it continues west up the course of Middle

Willow Creek to pass out of the basin 8 or 10 miles west of Ironside.

This road is paved or good gravel throug-tout.

When one has mentioned the two roads above, he has told all

there is to say about good roads in the basin. The rest of them are

strictly dry weather roads and are travelable with difficulty even then

as they are very rough. It was not dry at the time of this reconnaissance

and the roads, some of them were exceedingly difficult to navigate not

to say dangerous.

Roads of this type lead to almost anyplace in the basin that

one wishes to go. The head.waters of the South Fork can be entered from

Princeton in the vicinity of the Mahan Reservoir and from here a road

of sorts follows the South Fork all the way to Riverside. One of the

bridges over the South Fork, below Venator, was out and the river had

to be forded.

A road out of Riverside leads up the Maiheur to the Warm Springs

Reservoir and by this road, in dry weather, it is possible to get back

to the highway near Drewsey. This is a "dobie" road. Another road, called

"the Hill road", swings out of the canyon between the dam and Riverside

and skirts the Malheur canyon into Juntura. This is a high, tortuous,
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twisting mountain road. It has a greasy mud surface and is a rather

dangerous ride when wet.

The road from Juntura to Beulah is hardly travelable at any

time. 'Then dry it is too rough to ride and when wet you plow mud a

foot or more deep. The road over the hill from Beulah to Drewsey is

not used much now, but is still travelable, although there are places

where one has to detour through the sage brush to avoid the washes.

The graded road from Drewsey out to the highway has a greasy slimy sur-

face and in this condition this road. is really dangerous as some of the

fills are high.

The road up Bully Creek is again a. dry weather road. Rough

when dry, very muddy when wet. It skirts the east margin of the valley,

through the dam site and swings away from Bully Creek up Cottonwood Creek.

It is a narrow one way road in msny places, but is not considered as

dangerous at any time. The road out of Harper into Weatfall is a better

road into the Bully Creek basin, but it will not lead one to the dam site.

The road out of Brogan up Willow Creek canyon to the Willow

Creek No. 3 Reservoir and. into Malheur and return by the road crossing

the head of -the lake, is a narrow mountain road, but the materials over

which the roads travel are more reliable. There is much rook and gravel

encouitered said the mud sections are not so greasy. This trip was made

without difficulty.

The Maihour has been the scene of intense irrigation activity

since the early days of irrigation, the first water right being filed

prior to 1881. The first storage reservoirs for use in the lower reaches

were constructed on Willow Creek by private interests known as the
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"Willow River Land arid Irrigation Company." They built two reservoirs

known as "Pole Creek" and "Willow Creek No. 3" reservoirs in 1909 and 1911.

Prior to this two reservoirs for local use had been constructed on the

headwaters of the South Fork. These were the Mahan, constructed in 19(4,

and the Turner, constructed before 1909. The Warm Springs Reservoir, the

largest in the basin, was constructed by the Warni Springs Irrigation District

in 1919. It had a capacity of 170,000 acre feet and was increased to

190,000 by placing flash boards on the crest of the arch. The Agency

Reservoir at Beulah, the second largest in the basin, was constructed in

1935 by the Bureau of Reclamation. Other and smaller reservoirs have

been constructed over the basin until at this time there are at least

21 constructed reservoirs and one more proposed besides many stock water-

ing ponds all over the headwater basin.

On the main stem of the Malheur, below Warm Springs Reservoir

there are eight diversion dams where the diversions are made into the

distribution ditches, the largest arid only permanent structure being

the one at the diversion of the High Line canal of the Vale project.

This is a concrete structure with steel gates placed about 200 feet

below the mouth of the tunnel which leads off to the east underground.

The other seven are more or less temporary structures with only the head

gates in the canal mouths of a permanent nature.

The Vale project (High Line) diversion is in Sec. 31, Twp. 20 S.,

R. 14 B. about 23 miles downstream from Juntura and about 10 miles upstream

from Harper at a place called "Namorf" on the county transportation maps.

There.is nothing to indicate this place on the ground except the diversion
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Vale Project Diversion at Namorf

-:' :

'.

Dni from right abutment downstream. Note

tunnel entrance to the left.

The dam from downstream. Gates are flap

gates hinged at the bottom.



dam. There are no buildings of any kind here, not even a caretaker's.

shack. A diversion 6 miles below this in Sec. 23, Tw'p. 20 8., R. 14 E.

serves the land around Harper on the north side of the river. The main

diversion for the Vale low lands is 12 miles below Harper and 17 nhile8

above Vale in Sec. 5, Np. 19 S., R. Lj3 E. These lands lie on the south

side of the river. The diversion for the low lands to the north of the

Maiheur in this area is made in Sec. 8, Twp. 19 S., H. L4 E. about 9 miles

above Vale. Just below Vale and below the mouth of W11ow Creek in Sec. 21,

Twp. 18 S., H. L5 E. the first diversion onto the Snake plain lands is made.

This irrigates lands south of the Malheur River, to about 12 miles east of

Vale. Two diversions are made in Sec. 1, Twp. 18 S., H. L.6 E. to irrigate

the low lands north of the river, northwest of Ontario. The higher benches

in this area receive their water from the High Line canal and from an addi-

tional supply brought in from the Owyhee. The lands south of the river

below the end of the Vale ditch receive most of their water from the Owyhee.

Some lends in this vicinity are irrigated by pumping from the Snake.

The first and only main storage of the main stem is at the

ra Springs Reservoir. The dam is located in Sec. 8, Twp. 23 S., R. 37 E.

about 25 miles above Juntura and about t. miles above the junction of the

South Fork. The reservoir extends about 9 miles upstream to within about

11 miles of Drewsey.

The dam is a concrete arch 109 feet high and 5Li9 feet long on

the crest with 32Lj feet used for crest spiilway. It was designed to

impound 170,000 acre feet, but in 1930 flash boards placed on the crest

increased its capacity to 190,000 acre feet. It was constructed by private
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Warm Springs Darn artd Reservoir

View of the darn from
downs tre arn.

Looking down on the
darn from up on the
right abutment.

View up over the
reservoir area from
the right abutment.
Note previous fill-
ing levels marked
by the sage.



C
interests for use on the Warm Springs Irrigation District lands, but when

the Vale project was constructed in 1926 the Bureau acquired one half of

the storage capacity in Warm Springs for use on Vale project lands.

Above the Warm Springs Reservoir the cattlemen have constructed

a few small reservoirs for stock watering purposes and for a. small amount

of irrigation on some hay bottoms. One of these, the Vandeveer Reservoir

(capacity ]J40 acre feet), is on a small tributary of Pine Creek. Five

others are on the tributaries of Stinking Water Creek. They include the

Sitz, 182 acre feet, Beede Nos, 1, 2 and 3, combined capacity 3852 acre

feet, and the Beede Bell, capacity 162 acre feet. In addition the Grazing

Service has constructed stock watering reservoirs throughout the area of

the public domain. Where these are or what their capacity is could not be

determined, but their total storage capacity is small and will not affect

the overall picture of the basin.

The Warm Springs Reservoir seldom fills. It filled in 19)4

when on April 6 it contained 19L.,L1O0 acre feet, the maximum ever attained,

The records show that it filled in 1921, 1922, 1925, 1927, and 1928 before

the capacity was increased to 190,000 aided materially each time by hold-

over storage. Since the increase, the reservoir has been full only twice,

once about 1937 and again in l9L.1. It has been completely empty twice,

once in 1929 and again in 1935.

At the time of our visit May 22, l9L5 the reservoir was about

half full and was trapping the entire flow of the stream.

The North Fork joins the Maiheur about one mile downstream from

Juntura. Its course in the iL miles below Beulah is in a rather steep
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and precipitous valley that never quite narrows to canyon proportions.

At several points along its course, small ranches are located where the

farmers irrigate the limited area offered. The crop is usually hay or

small grains. Some fruit trees were, observed and other crops might be

raised as the elevation is not prohibitive.

Above Beulah the streams errrge from the forest area where what

few ranches exist are interested in stock raising only.

The Bureau constructed the Agency Reservoir at Beulah and began

storing water there in l95. The dam is a rock faced earth fill, 9L. feet

high and 1700 feet long. It creates a reservoir of 60,000 acre feet

capacity. It is protected by a gate controlled, concrete side channel

spillway, built in the right abunent. The gates, 17 feet high, are

electrically operated from the control house below the dam.

Ir
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Agency Reservoir from the top of the
pass to the southeast.
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Agency Dam and Reservoir

View looking up lake (north) from the right abutment

View longitudinal of the darn from the
right abutment



Agency spillway
from upstream.
Town of Beulah in
the background.

Agency Dam

View looking down
the spiliway at
discharge. Most of
the water is being
released through
the control gates
in the valve house.

View of control
house, controlled
discharge and end
of spiliway.



Agency Spiliway

Operating machinery
for spiliway gates

Close-up of spill-
way gates and
counterweights.

P

View of spii1way
gates from below
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This reservoir usually fills aided materially by holdover storage

that has never been lower than 29,000 acre feet. At the date of our visit,

June L, l9L5, the reservoir was completely full and the attendant stated

that it had been full for "about a month." The flow was being passed

through the main discharge gates.

Above the Agency Reservoir there are no storages of record, but

it is known that the Grazing Service has constructed stock watering reser-

voirs in this area also.

Willow Creek, the third tributary upon which development has

been made, enters the Maiheur from the north just below the town of Vale.

The lands in the lower 6 or 7 miles of its valley are irrigated by diver-

sions from the MaTheur. The next 19 or 20 miles are irrigated from the

storages on Willow Creek. This creek valley is very highly developed up

to about a mile above the town of Brogan, above which there are no irri-

gable areas. The valley belOw Brogan is a wide gently sloping valley.

About 2 miles above Brogan vi11ow- Creek emerges from a box canyon several

hundred feet deep which is the stream course the entire 10 miles from the

Willow Creek No, 3 Reservoir, Above the reservoir the creek valley is

more moderate and, at places, ranch buildings occupy the valley floor,

and irrigate their hay lands by direct diversion from the creek, aided

by the storage releases from the McPherson Reservoir, which has its darn

in Sec. 9, Twp. i)4 S., R. 14.0 E. and impounds 6000 acre feet of water.

These ranches are generally the home ranch for cattle raisers who graze

their stock in the vicinity and they are interested only in the raising

of hay and small grain for winter stock food. The reservoir is owned

by the Eastern Oregon Land Company.
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Almost the entire area of the Il1ow Creek drainage is barren

except for the sage brush. The extreme upper portion of its far western

tributaries originate in the timber, but the timber does not extend far

into the basin.

The canyon above Brogan and all of the tributary valleys in this

reach have been the scene of extensive mining activities in past yeais.

Nearly every valley floor has been placered, usually by hydraulic methods

and some of this work is only suspended during the war and will probably

be resumed. Much of this activity centers around the now ghost town of

Malheur. One or two of the cabins here looked like they might have been

occupied very recently, but not. even a dog barked at us during our visit.

Two storages have been created on Willow Creek for use down-

stream. Willow Creek No. 1, 1iovm as the Pole Creek Reservoir, was con-

st-ructed in 1910 and 1911 by placing a dam across the mouth of' a tributary

.
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Pole Creek Darn - view of darn and reservoir looking upstream.
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canyon to Pole Creek near the center of Sec. 22, Twp. 15 S., R. L2 B. and

diverting water from Pole Creek into it. The darn is en earth fill con-

structed from the materials available at the site. These are lake bed

deposits, probably Payette, and there is no evidence that any attempt

was made to segregate or grade the material used. The dam was originally

constructed about 35 feet high. It was raised an additional 10 feet in

19L4L.. The Water Master states that the reservoir now impounds about

900 acre feet. No spillway Is provided at this darn.

Hoyt in Water Supply Paper 657 states that this darn was on-

ginally planned to be 80 feet high, at which elevation the reservoir would

contain L3OO acre feet. Suoh an increase is still possible, but it is

doubtful if the creek vill supply the additional water. The Water Master

stated that there was plenty of water as the creek often ran to near flood

proportions. The canal would have to be enlarged to accnmodate such flows.

Brogan.

The water from this reservoir is used to irrigate lands near

Willow Creek No. 2 Reservoir was started in the canyon about

5 miles above Brogan in Sec. 27, Twp. lt S., R. Li2 B. Excavation was

started and a core wall constructed up to stream bed level, when the

construction was stopped and the workmen moved upstream to the No. 3

site. No. 2 was later finished off as a diversion damn and served for

many years as the diversion point for No. 3 water into their High Line

canal. This canal is not now operating. Due to lack of maintenance work

and also to the lack of water to irrigate the land under the Hii Line

ditch, the canal has been allowed to deteriorate until all of the
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structures appear shaky. This spring, when a flow was started into the

canal, one whole section of the flume in the canyon gave way. No attempt

has yet been made to repair the damage and the Water Master stated that

he did not think that it would be repaired.
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Yillow Creek No. 2 diversion dam for
High Line canal - view looking upstream.

Willow Creek Reservoir No. 3, with its darn in Sec. iL, Twp. iL S.,

R Li E, was completed in 1911. The dam is a rock and earth fill, 125 feet

high. A spiliway is provided around the left abutnent and flows on and

spills over the basalt ledges that form the canyon walls. The reservoir

area at spiliway level is about l2L0 acres and the reservoir capacity

50,800 acre feet. It is owned and operated, as is also Pole Creek, by

the Orchards Water Company and its water is used in the Willow Creek

valley from Brogan downstream.
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Willow Creek No. 3 Dam

View of the dan from upstream

View of the dam from downstream



Willow Creek leservoir No. 3 from the
hills to the southeast.

This reservoir has never filled and many schemes have been

proposed to get more water hehin2. it. The Bureau at one time croposed

the diversion of unused Burnt River water into the illom Creek drain-

age for storage behind this dam.

The Water Master stated that this reservoir would have filled

in l9L3 but that as the water rose the stability of the dem became

doubtful and the State Engineer forced the release of the stored water.

Quoting the Plater Master, "The Willow Creek valley was flooded for

weeks by the water released from the reservoir."

The dam is 30 to Lo feet wide on top. It has a broken

slope on the dovinstream face. It is about 1 on 2 down from the

top, until some t.o feet above the river bed where it steepens

to about 1 on l--. The upstream slope is 1 on 3 or flatter as

far down as it was visible. Evidences of test drilling were
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Willow Creek No. Reservoir

View up lake from the north shore above the dam

View up lake from the south shore at the dam



found at several places across the darn, which were apparently made during

the high water season referred to. Vhat the findings were or what plans

they have for the future could not be determined in the field. The

State Engineer's office in Salem could probably furnish this if requested.

If this darn is not safe, it should be made so as it offers an

excellent opportunity for cyclic storage and the nearly complete control

of the Willow Creek basin.

Bully Creek is one of the two uncontrolled tributaries. It

enters the Malheur from the north at Vale, after running parallel to

the river in the Maiheur bottoms from where the valleys join 5 miles

above, For L. or 5 miles above where the valleys join the Bully Creek

valley is irrigated from Maiheur River waters delivered by the High Line

canal of the Vale project. Above this point a 2 mile reach of the valley

is irrigated from the unregulated flow in Bully Creek. Above this only

isolated patches are irrigated by stream diversions.

Two very small reservoirs exist in the tributary area. The

Smith Reservoir, capacity 120 acre feet, is on a tributary of Clover

Creek and the Becher Reservoir, capacity 150 acre feet, is on Indian

Creek. These will be for stock purposes mainly.

Bully Creek drains some 600 square miles in the east central

portion of the Maiheur basin. Except for its extreme western fringe

where some green timber may be observed, the bum is covered by sage

brush. Generally the stream is quite small, but it is subject to rather

violent runoff in times of heavy rain or melting snow. When observed

on May 23, it was running clear and within banks; when observed again

-



View downstream at
the darn site.

Bully Creek Reservoir

View up Bully Creek,
across the mouth of
Cottonwood Creek in
the reservoir area.

View up Cottonwood
Creek from the
junction with Bully
Creek in the reser-
voir area.-



on Juno L it was out of banks and running very muddy due th the heavy rain

on 3 June.
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Bully Creek dam site from downstream

The Bureau has a dam authorized for construction on this stream.

It is proposed for construction in the short canyon section near the north

line of Sec. 9, Twp. 18 S., R. L.3 E. It will impound 31,000 acre feet

and will probably completely control the stream.

The South Fork of the La1heur joins the MaTheur at the small

village of Riverside about Li. miles below the Warm Springs Reservoir and

some 20 miles upstream from Juntura.

It heads in a gently rolling, wide, sage covered plain, broken

in places by basalt escarpments and rather low isolated hills, Li.5 or 50

miles south and west of Riverside. Several small creeks join their flow

to form the river, which is still small creek size, above the Mahan Reservoir.
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The earth fill den forming this reservoir is in Sec. 10, Twp. 28 S.,

R. 35 E. about 10 miles below the source of the river. The reservoir

constructed contains about 3L60 acre feet. It is used for stock water-

ing purposes arid for irrigation of hay lands along the river bottom below.

It forms a complete stoppage of the stream and for the next 8 miles to

the mouth of Indian Creek (the second creek of the name in the vicinity--

there being one above the reservoir) the channel is usually dry. It was

dry when we were there and it was raining and had been raining off and on

for several weeks.

The valley of the South Fork in this vicinity is filled with a

comparatively recent lava flow which extends down the valley to about 10

miles above Riverside, and it may be that a portion of the South Fork flow

travels beneath these lavas in this area..

Two other small reservoirs exist in the headwater areas. They

are the Johnson and iahan Reservoir, capacity 1380 acre feet, and the

Brown Reservoir, capacity 800 acre feet. Both are on tributaries of

Indian Creek (the lower one) in Twp. 27 S., R. 36 E. about 7 or 8 miles

east of the Mahan Reservoir. These also are for stock watering purposes

and the irrigation of snll hay meadows. One unlisted reservoir of very

small capacity was observed at the junction of Indian Creek arid the Maiheur.

This reservoir was just a good sized pond and the damn acted as a diversion

to place the water on the hay meadow below. There are also many stock

watering ponds in the basin constructed by the G.raing Service which are

not located.
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At Venator, 18 miles above Riverside, Crane Creek joins the

Maiheur from the west. It is a comparatively large stream and below this

confluence the stream is large enough for consideration. The valley below

Venator widens until at some places it is several miles across, but it is

still filled with the basalt flows and dam and reservoir opportunities

are nonexistent. The river flows in a rather shallow izmer canyon cut

son 20 to 30 feet deep in the basalt and winds inconsistently through

the plain.

Some 7 miles below Venator the main basalt flow abruptly ceases.

Its front stands in a vertical face 30 to L10 feet high across the valley

just upstream from Coleman Creek which enters here from the west. Below

this front the valley remains wide, and along the river channel can be

seen portions of a previous basalt flow that occupies the river bottom,

at least in places, for the next several miles. The valley in this reach

is cultivated and there are several ranches along it.

About 5 miles below the mouth of Coleman Creek and about 5 miles

above Riverside the valley narrows to offer the only dam site observed.

Here the hills narrow the valley to near canyon proportions and the wide

valley above would provide sri adequate reservoir.

At the dam site the valley is about 200 feet wide at 50 feet

above the river and widens above this at about L5 degrees. The site

would be suitable for the storage of all the water available. A survey

would be required of the dam and reservoir sites to determine the dimen-

tions necessary, and a flow study made to determine the amount of water

available.
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South Fork Darn Site (Maiheur)

View through the dam site frcn downstream.

View of the site from upstream.



The flowage would consist of the ranch buildings and hay land

in the reservoir, the road, and the railroad, none of which would appear

to offer any serious difficulties. The railroad would probably offer the

greatest rroblem as it will require relocation downstreaiu to make the climb

View upstream into the reservoir area
on the South Fork of the Maiheur.

over the darn, as well as relocation in the reservoir area. The road re-

vision should not be difficult as this road now is only a single track

mud road with no surface, no maximum gradient and no maximum curvature.

The ranch establishments in the reservoir area are not pretentious.

The one nearest the dam site has been abandoned and the next upetreani

has only small weather beaten wood buildings. The reservoir may not

reach this second set as it is same distance above the river bed and

several miles above the dam site.
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Below the darn site the valley widens again end remains wide the

remaining 5 miles to the junction with the Malheur at Riverside.

Between -the darn site and Riverside, Granite Creek enters from

the east. This is a rather small stream and flow in it usually ceases

in the summer, High up on its tributaries small reservoirs have been con-

structed for stock water and hay meadow irrigation. The largest of these

is the Turner Reservoir on the North Fork of Granite Creek. Its capacity

is 2000 acre feet. There are three others on Granite Creek's southern

tributaries. They include the Beers Reservoir, capacity 1400 acre feet,

the Shuniway Reservoir, capacity 590 acre feet, and the Box Springs

Reservoir, capacity 155 acre feet.

The necessity of an additional storage on the South Fork has

not been definitely determined, but if additional storage is required in

the Maiheur basin, after the Bully Creek Dam is constructed, the South

Fork appears to be the only place it can be secured.

Under the present operation considerable water is allowed to

escape unused. At the time observed the flow of the uncontrolled South

Fork joined the spilled flow of the North Fork at Venator, the Maiheur

being completely shut off at Warm Springs, to make the flow in the river.

The Agency Reservoir on the North Fork was completely full and its flow

was being passed on downstream. Part of this combined flow was diverted

into the High Line canal at Naniorf and other portions diverted into the

other seven canals below, but there was still considerable flow in the

river above Vale where Bully Creek joined it in flood to make a sizable

river discharging into the Snake. This has been an unusually wet spring

in this area and the canals were only taking a portion of what would
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have been the usual diversion in the hot dry weather usually occurring

at this time of the year. Under normal operation conditions it might be

that the flow from the South Fork, uncontrolled, would yet be less than

the irrigation demands and that the flow- in the South Fork is needed to

maintain the stream during the winter and early spring to preserve fish

life and for other than irrigation uses during the non-irrigating months.

The situation needs much study before a reoozmnendation could be made.

As it will be after the Bully Creek Dam is built, the Malheur

is the most completely controlled and utilized of the major tributaries

in the Snake basin.

.
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Small South Side Tributaries

Several small streams also enter the Snake from the south on

which no developments are feasible either from lack of water or because

of previous disposition.

Dry Creek and its principal tributary, Cottonwood Creek, are

intercepted in Murtaugh Lake, the lake formed by the south side main canal

for the Twin Falls project at the Dry Creek crossing. The waters of both

these creeks are used to some extent above the lake, but their flows are

too small for basin consideration.

Rosebud Creek enters the Snake near Glenna Ferry at River Mile

107 of the l91L survey. Its course is through the Hagorman Lake bed

materials and most of the water seeps into these materials and does not

run off. The channel carries water only in times of excessive rainfall

and this is intercepted by the King Hill ditch.

Sailor Creek joins the Snake at River Mile 95 of the l9lL survey.

It also is an intermittent stream, its water being lost in the lake bed

deposits. Several stock watering reservoirs were constructed in its

headwater areas, but none of them will hold water even long enough to

kill the sage brush in the pool area. Several of these were observed

and there were no indications that any of them had ever ponded any water.

The channels of all the tributaries, as well as the main oreek, are just

dry washes even during the rainy weather prevailing at the time of the

reconnaissance.
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View looking east across the upper
reaches of Sailor Creek.

Brawn Creek is a very snll creek that enters the Snake at

River Mile 90 of the 191L1. surver. This is a very small intenriittent

stream and its upper valley is filled with the largest sand dune this

writer ever saw.

-

Sand dune in the Brown Creek valley
southwest of Haimett.
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Shoofly Creek, which enters the Snake at River Mile 56.5 of the

191L4. survey, drains a considerable area in the lake bed deposits and two

of its tributaries reach into the area of the south end of the Silver

City Range. The stream in its lower reaches is intermittent as the

stream sinks into the lake bed deposits. The headwater stream of Shoofl

Creek and of Poison Creek, its principal tributary, are both pererrial,

but their flow is very small. There would be enough water on either branch

to supply a stock water reservoir, but not enough to be of any benefit

to an irrigation project.

What water reaches the crossing of the Grand View canal near

the Snake is diverted into that system's canal and the channel below has

ceased to be used.

Birch Creek,which enters the Snake at River Mile L5 of the l9lL.

survey, is another intermittent stream in the lake bed deposits. It heads

in the foot hill area to the north of Poison Creek and only at rare times

during the year does any water run in its channel. At the time of the

reconnaissance there was no active water observed in the channel at any

place.

Two proposals have been made in past years to establish storage

along this stream. The MoKieth Reservoir was proposed for location in

Sec. 25, Twp. 5 S., R. 2 E. and was to have a capacity of 950 acre feet.

The Fry Reservoir was proposed to be located in Sec. 22, Twp. 6 S., R. 1 E.,

6 miles upstream and was to have a capacity of 1620 acre feet. Neither

project was built and neither appears to be feasible. The water supply

is extremely doubtful, and at best would be irregular and it is very
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doubtful if the reservoirs would retain any water if it were once impounded.

The area in which These storages were proposed is a wide ex-

panse of volcanic rubble and lake bed remnants and is extremely porous

as witness the fact that the stream beds are only dry sand washes in the

area, where active water will not remain above ground. The ground cover

is a very scrubby growth of sage, very scattering and the exposed top soil

is boulders, gravels and sand. Such an area does not provide good grazing

to make the reservoirs valuable even as stock water ponds.

The lower reaches of Birch Creek, along the Snake, do not offer

any irrigable lands. The benches in this area are scab lands and

unproductive lake bed materials and the creek bottom is a wide expanse

of alkali.

Hardtrigger Creek is.a small stream that enters the Snake at

Givens Springs about a mile dovnstream from the zero point of the 19:1)4

Snake River survey. It drains the foot hill area to the north of Wilson

Creek, the northern tributary, of Reynolds Creek, and has a short duration

spring 4low. This flaw is diverted onto lands around Givens Springs, but

soon has to be aided by water pumped from the Snake. Its flow ceases

early in the year. The stream is too small to be considered for storage.

Jump Creek drains the foot hill area at the northern end of the

SilverCity Range and flows north to the Snake. Prior to the irrigation in

the Homedale area, it joined the Snake about 17 miles downstream from the

zero point of the l9]Ii. survey and about 2 miles upstream from the town of

Homedale, but now its channel can no longer be identified in this vicinity.

All four of the irrigation ditches supplying water to the Homedale area
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cross its course and the Jump Creek flow is diverted into them.

The area drained is very arid and even the spring flow is not

large and during the simiiner no flow at all exists. What water there is

is utilized in the system and no future developments can be of value on

this stream.

Alkali Creek (one of several of the name) enters the Snake in

Oregon, 2 miles do'wnstreani from where the Snake first enters this state and

about 5 miles upstream from the town of Adrian. It is a very small, inter-

mjtten-b stream that flows its entire course in the lake bed materials

that predominate in that area. The stream bed shows that water sometimes

flows in its channel to enter the Snake, but this will only be in times

of excessive rain or infrequently during the spring melt. This stream was

observed three times from April to July, during this reconnaissance period.

At no time was water observed in its channel. An attempt to impound water

in its charmel would only pass it to the ground water as the porous materials

would absorb it very rapidly.

The Roswell canal crosses both branches of this creek. The cross-

ing of North Alkali (the southern fork) was observed and at this crossing

the' canal crosses at grade and no provisions were made to either pick up

or pass a flow in the creek, A dike was thrown up along the upstream side

of the canal and this evidently stops all flash flows n the stream. The

canal is concrete lined and enters a tunnel in the creek bottom from where

it cuts through into the Succor Creek drainage.
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